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b tract 
hi c ntent anal i e pl r d th ne d 
du at r 111 r 1 ti n t d t rmining gr 'vYth and 
ampl f publi ho 
el pm nt [ tud nt with 
e epti naliti thr ugh m th d f du ti nal a e ment. p cifically, the tudy 
ught t d t rmin wa to uppo11 duca t r in a , es ing tudent with unique learning 
ne d b deten11ini ng what t pe ur c w uld b most helpful. 
uth nti c nv r ati n w re c n u ted with a variet f du at r fr m the echak 
Lake i trict and a c n er ati n anal i wa conducted on the information 
gained. inding fr m the tud indicated that du ca t r want an a s ment resource 
that i quick and a y t u upp rt the r p rt ing pr ce , and can be shared with 
colleague or par nt when di cu ing tud nt . 
developed in ace rdance with the finding , and refer to academic, functional life kill , 
and behavioural domain. 
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hapt r 1: Intr du tion 
alu ling th d pm nt f tud nt an 
f abiliti pr al nt in pu li ch tem . hi 
ha e a rang f tudent withe epti naliti in their 
a mpli at d ta k, du t th van ty 
e p e i a 11 tru [! r d u at r w h 
m ; each with varying d gr es 
f aptitude, adaptati n , and numb r f u ati nal g ls. JCn rally , a student with 
e pti naliti in the riti h lumhia ) publi tem ha an Indi idualiz d 
du ati n Program (I P) that rna be minimall dif[i r nt, r markedly different from hi r 
her p r ; there:D r , alternative a e ment and tracking t ls need t be utilized or created 
to monit r pr gr 
f ga thering data thr ugh the u e of a measurement 
tool to determine if a tudent ha met the pre- et tandard . e m nt also indi cate at 
which level a tud nt can perfo1111 a gi en ta k, and it i the foundation of education that 
enhance in truction and promote learning (Reynold , Living ton , & Will on, 2009). For 
tudents with exceptionalities, learning outcomes, per onal abilities, and individualized 
goals guide educational programming; therefore, determining progres i an essential 
component of providing learning opportunities . In thi chapter, I will present information on 
British Columbian educational policies and assessment in relation to students with 
exceptionalitie . I w ill discuss the rationale and significance of the project, as well as my 
guiding research question . In addition, I will provide a conclusion explaining my methods 
of data collection, and why an assessment resource for students with exceptionalities is 
needed. To conclude the chapter, I w ill give an outline of what to expect in the ub equent 
chapters. 
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lD g al ar p ifi t an individual tud nt, a sm nt h uld b m 
indi idualized a ell. m nt ar a impl a b I tng tud nt b ha i ur r 
a ti itie and pla tng che k mark tn a b 
' 
et th r as, 
' 
mcnt ar u d t ga m an 
und r tanding fth degre f tud nt kn \\ ledg , and ascertatn tf a p cifi lc cl [ 
m b en met. \\'hether , tmple r c mpl , qutck r tunc c n uming, tud nt 
c ment arc k cduc ti n Rc 'n II ct al . - 0 ) 
here i a 11 d r ran a,' cs. ment gutdch k ~ r educators of tudcnt wh ha v 
indi iduali7 d pr gram and r qutr pe 1al ducal! n mtervcnti n. r wder, wcr, 
hlgrim- elz 11, Karv n n, p n r. and lg znnc (2 04) stated that tudcnt with 
e pti nalitie wh du ati nal pr gramming i n t c mpletcly aligned with the general 
urri ulum r quir m ~ rm f alternative a ment. 
The purpo fthi proj ect wa to crea te a c nci e. u. er-friend ly handbook G cuscd 
f tud nt with exceptionalitie . urtherm re, 
the re ource i meant to pr ide in ight int how a e ment for tudent with 
exceptionalitie can guide teach r ' practice , while al o providing template and alternative 
a se ment tool relevant to tudents with pecial need . For the purp e of thi project, the 
phra e "students with exceptionaliti e " refer to tho e with both high- and low- incidence 
di abilitie ; however, alternative a e ment for tho e who are de ignated a gifted i not 
addres ed in thi project. 
The Briti h olumbia Mini try f ducation (20 11) tate that," tudent with 
pecial needs have di abilitie of an in tell ctual , phy icaL en ory, emotionaL or behavioural 
nature, or have a learning di ability r have exceptional gift or talents" and further report 
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that " th pw e f ial du ati n i t en ble the quitabl parti ipati n f tud n t 
ith pe ial n d in the du ati nal lum ia" ( p ial du ati n 
ti n, para. 1 ) . Part f an tud ent ' u e 111 , h 1 i ba d in th a e sm nt pr 
eterrnining if a tudent ha m t th required utc me r th goa l put in place .G r th m 
and t whi h le el he r he ha a hie' d, are ke t per nalized duca ti n pl anning. 
n th ugh in.G nnati n regardmg educa tJ n pl ann ing and a e ment .G r public 
ch tudent i avallabl n the ini try f duca t10n web ite, the data pre ented arc 
inti rrnati nal and d n t pr vid u er-guide t a e ing and aluating the pr gres of 
tudent with e cepti naliti . T he educa ti n of tudent wi th specia l need requires 
t acher t be awa re o f h w e cepti na1 tudent learn be t, h w to eva luate Individu al 
Educa tion Plan (I P ) that upp rt the tud nt ' need , and how to a e effecti vely their 
learning and devel pment. 
chenck (2 00 1) tated that the purp e of the IEP i to di fferentiate between 
indiv idual tudent difference . Thi differentiati on i accompli hed through the creation and 
application of an educational program that refl ect tudent trength and need . The 
education of students with exceptionalities is often more inten ive than the education o f 
typical student , mostly becau e there are varying levels of need and atta inment for tudents 
with exceptionalities. One component of an I P requires that educators provide evidence of 
evaluation and tracking of achievement in relation to the student 'goals. Generally, not all 
classroom teachers are trained in how to as es the lea rning of a student with alternati ve 
needs (Schenck, 200 1). A concise handbook on as essing student ' wi th exceptionaliti e 
learning, aimed at general education teachers or new educa tors, enabl e those edu ator to 
have more independence and confidence in supporting student w ith exceptionaliti . 
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a p cial du ati n t a h r, I pend time cr ating t mplate and to 1 t a s 
th p rD 1man e of tud nt ith pti n liti m ha i ural, a ad mic, and functional 
kill area . M aim i to pr vid a ce u er-friendly t l t whi h duca t r can refer, 
a n ded, while th track and m nit r the r gr f tud nt . ... ducational planning [! r 
tudent with e ce ti nalitie i ba d on tud nt kill l vel and ne d and , t , hould 
a ment. I a ert that a m nt i th D undati nal mea urement which provides 
dire ti n t the I P, it i imp rtant D r the c ia m teacher to be abl e t a e s 
de el pm nt at vari u time thr ugh ut the ch ol year. My a e sment handb ok, and the 
tern plat ithin, pr vide effi cient trategie t a i t teacher t work through the 
eva luation pr ce . The package pr ide educat r w ith the t ls to gather orne important 
information on their tud ent , help det rmine h w their tudent wi th exceptionalities learn 
be t, and supply template and tool for tracking, asse ment, and evaluation in the areas of 
behaviour, academic , and functional life kill s. 
Rationale 
Schenck (200 1) noted that instruction is intended to meet specific student needs; 
therefore, assessment, which targets the distinctive learning styles, must be linked to 
instruction. Regarding students with exceptionalities, evaluating what and how they are 
learning is important, whether the skills they are focusing on are functional or academic in 
nature . 
Before becoming a teacher, I worked as a Student Support Worker for nine years. I 
enjoyed this role, but decided I really wanted to teach a classroom full of children as 
opposed to only supporting a few. In 2007, I secured a teaching position with theN echako 
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Lak ch i tri t and in I pr ed an int re tin rking ith tud nt with 
epti naliti I a a k d t b th it r pr entati ~ r p c1 1 du ation at my small, 
rural ch 1. 
In thi apac it , I a r p n ibl ~ r tting up ho 1-ba d team e i n , runmng 
I P m ting , and a i ting teach r \ ith adapting urriculum D r tudents with 
c pti nalitie . I al w rk d with duca t r t a e tudent achic ement at vari u 
p int during the cho 1 ear. ith a h new h 1 at whi h I worked, I had different 
tea hing p ition andre pon ibilit1 which 1 ad me to realize that a essment and tracking 
the progr f tud nt with e c pti naliti needed t be ngomg 111 rd er to pr v ide an 
accurate pictur of wh r a tud nt wa in relati n t hi or her I P goals and bj ectivcs . 
In the ch 1 di tri ct for which I w rk, etting goa l D r designated tudcnt and 
monitoring progre the re p n ibility f the cla room teacher, in conj uncti on with th e 
case manager. Due to pec ializing in ther areas of teaching, a large number of the teachers 
with whom I was working were not confident in their know ledge of how to eva luate goa l 
progress for a student with pecial need , nor were they able to ay what the student actuall y 
needed to achieve to demonstrate educational success. Oftentimes teachers have a number 
of students with exceptionalities and varying degrees of ability in their clas rooms. 
Over the past few years I have realized that continual a sessment and eva luation of 
student goals is impmiant, so that students are focusing on achievabl e tasks. However, it is 
not enough to determine if he or she has met a goal, but al so important to determine what 
level he or she has achieved, where he or she started out, and how far he or she ha come. 
Through colleague coll aboration and experimentation, I have developed or modifi ed some 
5 
ting lu ti n t 
tud nt ha umqu a ili tie nd n d , adapt l t m1 lat are 1mp rtant. 
I am a full -tim p ial duca ti n t a h rat ind rga1i n t r d 7 1 m ntary 
h 1. In thi apacit , I m rep n ible [! r numb r f , J ccializ d ta k r lat d t 
acad mic and ial int rventi n [! r tudcnt , te h r mcnt r hip, and I act a liai on 
ctwecn c mmunit rv1 [! r uth and th ch nc f m rc, p n ibilitie i t 
upp rt tea her in r atmg indi' iduali7 d a demic pl an, for , tudcnts with exccptionalitic 
I a i t la r m t a h r with adapting r m d1f ing material t me t the pecific need 
f di er e tudent . m a e ment pr vide in 1ght int gr th and devel pment, I 
pr id t mplat [! r tra king g al pr gre , bccau e in my experience, 
cla r om t a h r d not ha tracking t ava il abl e, n r are they sure h w t create 
material p cific t their tud nt-a ment need . 
When an indi idualized pr gram ha been implem nted, I continu e tom nit rand 
evaluate the education plan a well a the a e ment . If wananted, I am nd a goal or 
tracking tool o that the educational team ha a method of bowi ng what a student i able to 
accompli h, a well a a vi ual mea urement of achievement. Thi support pi ece i 
invaluable because a general education teacher' s workload i already immen e. 
Additionally, my academic background in Special Education ha provided me with a variety 
of tool and experience that many of my colleagues do not have. Due to the flux of tudent 
growth and abilities within each cla sroom, planning and as e mentis an ongoing, time 
consuming proces . 
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Purpo e of the tudy 
Th purp tud t pl r th a m nt n ed f 
gen ral edu ati n t h r , and up rt taff in r 1 ti n t tudent with cepti naliti s 111 
publi h 1 . h need f tudent a ithin e ch cla r om; there[! r , r urc 
whi h upp rt du at r a ment r ctice mu t al ary. r qu ntly, tandard 
a m nt pr c dur ar n t ad quate; m re ver, alternati e meth d need t be created. 
The data I c ll e t d from m re earch h uld be u ed t guide th as e sment 
practice f ducat r who e aluate the ducati nal de lopm nt of tud ents with 
e cepti naliti . General ducati n teach r , upport taff, admini trators, resource 
teacher , and educational re earcher may find th result of my analysis useful for guiding 
their own practice , in relati n t a e ing the gr wth f tudent with xceptionalitie . 
Research Qu estion 
Preceding my tudy, two underlying theme were establi hed in relation to Special 
Education and student asse ment: (a) getting an accurate and meaningful measure of 
students with exceptionalities progress and achievement requires a different definition of 
proficiency than that used for typical students (Kettler and Elliot, 2009), and (b) most 
classroom teachers are not fully prepared for Special Education structures which are 
prevalent in British Columbia public schools (Sacks, 2001 ). Considering this inf01mation, 
along with personal experiences, I developed a research question for this project: What are 
the needs of educators in relation to the educational assessment of students with 
exceptionalities in BC public schools? 
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ignificance 
h pr J t I r at d d I p d ut [a n d t pr "id c 11 agu ith inform ti n 
na m nt pti n G r tudenL \\ Jth c CCI tl nalit1 an [the t a her ith h m I 
rk inquir d ab ut th [ e\ alu , t1 n 111 relatl n t , tudcnt with an I P. h y al 
\ nt d upp 11 t mak a . uc e. ful I aming en\ ir nm nt G r ~tud cnts with 
pti nalitic. , m a t p1 a! cla .. r m The mcJ nt f m c ll caguc ha e been teaching 
G r a numb r [ ar. ; h \\ C\ er, man f th m a'> ed ab ut ac cs. t premade a .. c, smcnt 
r ur e . The inquired ab ut tra king h cL r ev aluat1 n bl ack line ma ter , in ord er t 
inG nn th ir wn t a hing, whil a! ga mmg a deeper und erstanding f the educa tiona l 
pi nning and g al va luati n f tudcnt with diver c nc ds. 
m du at r hav difficulty reating tudent-spcc ifi c goals and obj ecti ve for 
tudent with e c pti naliti , and thu truggl with h w t determine a tudcnt with 
e ceptionalitie progre within the program et out for them. uite ft en, tudcnt g al are 
broad and encompa a number of bj ecti e , hav ing acce to u er-friendl y a c ment 
tool that do not take t o much time, i important. 
Conclusion 
According to Thurlow, Elliott, and Y eldyke (199 ) educati onal a ment propel 
teaching and mea ure tudent growth and learning. ince there are a va t number of 
students with alternative learning need , there al o need to be an a e ment reference 
available so that educator can select too l they need for tudent who partake in peciali z d 
learning. A e sment need to be diver e, and hould be conducted for the purpo e of 
intervention planning, effect accountability, and guide educational practice. . c ment 
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n d t b indi idu liz d ju t g al tting nd daptati n r in pia .G r tud nt 
t u c r ating n m nt t [! r ea h mp nent fa tud nt' 1 P i 
time n uming and in f[i ti\ : ther [! re, 1t i m argum nt that c mpreh n, 1 
a ur e [! r \ aluating the pr gr V\ 1th e 'eJ ti naliti 
b n fi iaL v. h ther uti li z; d b an 111 p n en ed. ra n p n enced du at r. 
In thi tud , m purp e \\ a, t d termme the t pe~ c f re urce educa t rs w uJd 
find u eful t upp m nt of -,tudent \\ 1th d1 \ er, e needs ver an intennittent 
L - \ k p ri d, I ga th red b th qualltatl \ e and quantltatl \ e data from 41 educat r wh are 
empl ed b e hako Lake , h i tn ct 1. he educa te r 1 con ·ulted w rk with a 
va ri et f tudent in Kind rgarten t ) rad 12. I manuall y rec rd d, and then ex trac ted 
information fr m auth nti nver ation \\ ith c !league related t educati nal a e sment. 
My aim wa to d termine what type f a educator would find u efuJ in 
evalu ating the learning f tud ent with e ceptionalitie . From the note I co ll ected, I was 
abl e to conduct a cont nt analy i by c I ur-c cling the c mm naJiti e in the information, 
developing categoric , and then e tracting verarching theme related to altemati v 
a es ment. 
Outline of the Project 
Following the introduction of my topic, the rationale and ignificance of altem at ive 
a e sment, re earch que tion, and info rmation depicting why an a e sment handbook i 
neces ary, I will pre ent five additional chap ters on the litera ture related to my topic, the 
re arch proce , find ing andre ults, the actual handbook, and finally, a chapter dedicated 
to refl ection as ociated with the crea tion proce . ln Chapter 2, I offer in ight into the data 
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curr ntl a ailabl in r gard t a mg tud nt ith e pti nalitie , lo king at 
mnrnati and fl rmati m nt, w 11 R p n t Int 1 enti n (R I) . In hapt r 
, I plain th r arch m th d I u d, and a! o th u e f refl ctive j un1aling in 
gath ring data. In hapter 4, I plain the pr e f th c ntent analy is and re ult that 
d 1 ped, I al u tabl t indi at wh I c n ulted, al ng with qu te t upp rt my 
re ult . In hapter 5, I re nt that ctual handb k fl r edu at r t us when a smg 
tud nt ith e ceptionaliti inall , 111 hapter 6, I ffer reflecti ons and acknowledge a 
few limitati n a 
of r ference . 
11 a di u p ibl e venu fl r futur re earch. I conclude with a list 
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hapt r 2: R f it ratur 
In hapt r 1 1 mtr du d th luali n f 
tud nt ith epti naliti , th ratl n I , 1gmfi an , and m guidmg r ar h que ti n, 
d a handb k [! r du at r. In hapter 2, 1 
d 1 e int curT nt literatur rele\ ant t the tyJ fa e sment proc sse and cuJT nt 
pra [ ducat r 
In the fir. t ' ti n f the lttera ture re\ te\\, 1 \\Ill d1. cu, s cunent method of 
a m nt, in luding ummatl\ and [! nnatl\ e 1de 1 g te, , \\ htch can pr ide educat rs 
with pp rtuniti t upp 11 inclu i n, and ffer altemati\ e methods of e aluation [! r 
tudent ith cepti naliti , and h uld therefore be inves tiga ted . I will then addres 
in[! rmati non th R p n t lnterventi n (RTI) m th d f m eting the need of al l 
Ieamer in rd r t validate the ne d for my tudy, which i spec ific t the a es ment needs 
fB educator working with div r e tudent . I will peak to as e ment in relati n to B 
cuniculum, a well a accommodation rele ant to tudent with exceptionalitie , with the 
intention of providing infom1ation relevant to B educator that support development 
through caffolded learning opportunitie for tudent with variou abilitie . Finally, I will 
conclude the literature review section with information on alternative methods of assessment 
appropriate for student with exceptionalities o that I can expose the need for alternative 
as essment resources as evidenced by the professional literature. The purpo e of the 
literature review is to examine cunent evaluation practice , uncover area that are lacking in 
appropriate asse ments for tudent with exceptionalitie , and determine what kind of 
re ource would be suitable for pre ent-day B educa tors. 
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urrent M thod of e m nt 
In l u i n f tu d n t with pti naliti in r gul ar main- tr am la r o ha 
b c me c mm n m the arl 1 0 (P rter, 20 ). The pr ence f tud nts with 
cepti nall an1ing ne d mean that if:G rentiate in tructi n and a 
Tara (200 ) n t d that a m nt i a c mpl e pr e wh r by du 
m nt mu t occur. 
r mu t navigat 
thT ugh the tep-b - tep mechanic f the eva luati n pr cedure, in rder t effectuate 
judgment. That i t a , multipl e pha. e are ften required in order for educators t fairly 
aluate tud nt perfonnanc . In thi em, uhagiar (2 7 ) not d that a se m ent expert 
upport th n tion that a e m nt i an e ntial c mp nent t learning, and that fair, 
obj ecti e, reliabl e, and preci e mea ure of achie ement are a mu t. However, there i n 
common approach t alternati e a e ment method , and littl e re earch ex ists on effort to 
teach, and accurately asse general academic c ntent for tudents with exceptionalities 
(Roach & Elliot, 2006). 
Roach and Elliott (2006) aimed to study the correlation between access to curriculum 
and levels of success for students with exceptionalities. They consulted 113 elementary and 
secondary Special Education teachers from 36 school districts, within the state of 
Wisconsin. They used a stratified sample with participants from urban , suburban and rural 
schools. The purpose of the study wast inve tigate the influence of cmTicular acce s to 
general education settings and curriculum for students with exceptionalities. Their belief 
was that increased access to inclusive educational settings would result in more learning 
oppmtunities, and improve perfon11ance by students with individualized program , as 
measured by the Wisconsin Alternate Assessment (W AA) . 
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In th tud , pecial ducati n t ach r ere a k d t id ntif n tud nt h had 
b n a e d u ing th W uring [; 11 20 , \ hi h r ultcd in 7 fcmal and 66 mal 
1 1 ikert- ca lc that required teacher t 
rate tud nt ' p rfom1an e [ kill. r under tanding fa cone pt, again, t a [! ur-J int 
cale: n ne i. tent (0), t 1 r fi ienl g nera l11 ed ( ), r not applica ble ( ) if an it m was 
n t r 1 ant t th , tudent ' educa tional need he item. a es ed each tudcnt' 
per[! nnance in Reading, anguage rt Wntll1g, and athemati c . co res fr m individual 
it m w r add d together t gen rate a [! ur ti ered ac hi evement rating : minimal 
per[! nnance, ba ic, profic i nt, and advanced dditi nal case-ba cd materials for each 
tud nt participant wer al ll ect d, and included a copy f the student ' current I P , a 
well a a urri ular ace que ti nnaire that each . tudcnt' teacher u ed to document which 
W AA item were part f the tud nf curri culum and in tructi n during the school year. 
1 o, altemative a e ment protoc 1 and upporting evi dence from cia room acti viti e 
were taken into account. 
Roach and Elliot (2006) noted that p ychometri c analy e upported the validity of 
W AA score , and data from the case-ba ed source were analyzed using descripti ve, 
con elational , and Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) analy i . In order to en ure 
reliability, two educators had to agree on each student perfonnance rating, or a third 
educator was consulted to determine the most accurate level. The re ults indicated that 
con-elations exist between acces es to the general cuniculum, IEP goa ls, time in general 
education classrooms, and students with exceptionalities performance. Futihen11ore, 
differentiated in truction, in tructiona l adaptation , and mall group or individual upport 
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augment th ITelati n . In ummati n, th [! und that a p iti c rrelati n e 
b tween in lu n and p ur 
R a h and lli t (20 a kn '' 1 dg d that th re ult [ th ir in ti gation wer 
taken fr m n in tanc and ba d n n n-rand m , ample [ tud ent i th e ceptionaliti 
fr m Wi n in, but th uggc ted that the findmg are gen ra li ?able, and the r ulting 
data can b u d t guid alt m au ve a. e m ent re finement m educati nal e tting ar und 
the w rld . 
lli t, Ketti r, and R ach 200 ) ntmued their re. earch on the asse sm ent of 
tudent w ith e epti nalitie , and pre ented their research ba ·ed on the developm ent of 
alternati e a ment that lead t increa ing acce . ibility thr ugh le ening the diffi culty 
f grade- level cont nt a e m ent . They c n idered a number of qu e ti ons in their research 
uch as, who are the tudent that require a e , m ent accommodati on , how ca n ex isting 
test be altered and what are the effect on m ea urement, how can outcome be modified 
and how will the proce of altering tandard a es m ents affect educators, tudent , parent 
and test developer ? They con ulted a number of re ource including many w ritten by the 
United State D epartment of Education, in addition to data-based evidence from a number o f 
experimental re earch tudies concerning the effect of modifica tion on tes t perf01m ance of 
students with and without disabilitie . They c mpared the data [! und in all of there urce , 
and presented their conclusions regarding each of the que tion they considered . 
In particular, they concluded that modifi ed tandards and related as e ment 
measure a student's content mastery, but these a es ments can be made le s d iffi cult than 
the original standards as es ment . The researchers recommended that tudent w ho require 
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m dif.D r n tiati n, and ha diffi ult ith g n ral a e ment tandard , ut d n t 
qualif D r [! undati nallife kill a m nt , an till tak pa11 in g n ra l achie m nt 
ith a fe alt rati n be au th ar making J wer, but per i tent pr gre 
dditionall , a numb r fa mm dati n an be mad e t as e sment without und er 
r pr enting the targ t c n, tru t. he tated that , me W8 , t reduce th difficulty 
in lud , implif ing the language in the a, e: ment. rem ing incorrect answer ch ice , 
highlighting ke w rd , and making graphic c learer. H wever, lliot et al. (2008) 
ugge ted that pr fi ienc tandard, n ed t be devel ped that , tat h w t demons trate 
pr fi ient per.G rmance in the ar a f reading, mathemati c, , and c ience. while 
edu at r kn w that hang n d t b made t a e ment f tudent with 
xceptionali tie , pr gr low . 
A e sment of learning and a m nt for 1 aming are tw typ of eva luation 
proce e that educator u e to detennine what tudent have attained . Depending on the 
extent of the exceptionality, a se ment of learning and a se ment for I aming can be 
applicable method of evaluation for tudent with exceptionalities . 
Assessment of learning (summative). Tara (2005) reported that ummative 
asses ment i a judgment which consider all evidence up to a given point . he explained 
that summative as essment i indicative of finality, and represents the end of judgment. In 
education, summative assessment generally takes the fom1 of unit te t , tandard 
examinations, written product , perfonn ance ta ks , or oral product . They are the final 
product, and represent student' entire know ledge regarding the topic. ummative 
as e sments are marked by educators, and a final grade i a igned to the tud nt (Jenkin , 
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201 0) . H add d that um111ati a e 111 nt an b i111pl men ted to tabli h the 1 arnmg, 
ability , or killl e 1 of tudent which can then b u ed t accr dit th ir kn wl dg 
de elop111 nt t a pa11icular pr gram f tud . hi t p fa 111 nt i g n rally u ed in 
typi al cl m at the end fa pr gram f tud . 
imilar t Tara (200 ) and Jenk in (2 1 0) fi nding , arlen (2007) added that 
ummati e a are final pr duct r p rD 1manc that ar used to evalu ate the 
achie ment f tudent in relati n t per[! rmanc tandard r pecific criteri a. he noted 
that ummati a e ment i either n rm-referenced r criteri n- referenced. a rm-
referenced ummati a e ment c mpare what the tudent ha produced or can 
demon trate, to ther of the arne age, grade or xperi ence. In criterion-referencing, 
standards are ba d on certain kind f perD rmance, and judgment depends on how 
individual tudents' accompli hment match with the criteria or expectations specified . The 
aim of assessment of learning is to surmnarize individual students' achi evement across a 
period of time, in order to record and repm1 on learning (Harl en, 2007). Figure 1 depi cts the 
steps taken to report on individual student achievement, known as Assessment of Learning. 
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ta k r r gul r 
acti iti 
l 
id n 
1 
Judgm nt f 
indi idual tud nt 
achie m nt 
1 
Report on 
individual tudent 
achievement 
vid n e olle ted in r lati n 
t br ad g al 
vid nee interpreted in 
r lati n t perG rmance 
g al 
Figure 1. The steps to Assessment of Learning (adapted from Harlen, 2007) 
Harlen (2007) noted that summative as essments should be fair, dependable, and 
have a positive role in relation to student self-awareness. She explained that an a sessment 
needs to be as valid as pos ible, and that what is being asses ed conesponds with the 
learning outcomes that were the goa l of the a sessment. Also, an assessment mu t be 
reliable and that the administration, along with the re ulting data, is consi tent and accurate. 
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Finall , ummati a ment mu t ha minimal impa t n tud nt lf-c ncept. 
ummati a e ment ut m an b u d t plan future teaching (Harlen, 2007). mce 
tudent kno 1 dg ba e ar an d, a 
p ific t tud nt d el pm nt. 
m nt n ed t b an d, and m r 1mp rtantly, 
lack, Hani n, Hodg n, ar halL and erret (2 11 ) e pi red h w teach rs c uld 
enhanc th ir c mp t nee in ummative a e ment in way which might al have a 
p iti e impact their t a hing and lean1ing. ing 1 ngli h and mathematic teacher 
from three ch I , tw -and-a-half ear I ngitudinal tudy, lack et al. (20 11) c nducted 
r earch whi ch aimed t addre the [! 11 ing: (a) What would the el ments of a trategy 
whi h could enhance th quali ty of teacher ' ummati e a e ment in way that w uld be 
both feasible and j udged to be po itively aluable by teacher . (b) W ould thi s trategy 
promote a po itiv interaction betw en [! rmative and summati ve a e sment practi ces? 
Between March 2005 and o ember 2007, re earch data wa coll ected including teacher 
views as expressed through interv iew and tran cripts from their refl ective writing. Thi s 
data was analyzed using a coding cheme, and reliabili ty in the designati on of coding was 
cross-checked between pairs of team members. The sections that were conce111ed with 
assessment competence were selected and grouped according to the different issues raised 
(Black et al. , 2011) . 
In the initial phase ofthe stu.dy , an audit of the infon11ation was conducted, and 
Black et al. (20 11) discovered that summative practices between teachers varied. They also 
noted that teachers believed school administration were mainly interested in the result of 
external tests ; those that the school had no say in the formul ati on or marking of. In relation 
to this, teachers felt that they were judged on student test scores, so they essenti ally spent a 
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1 t fin tru ti nal ti1n t aching t th t t. dditi n 11 , t a h r did not e pan th ir t s t 
creating kill , a th y indi at d that th ir be t trat g wa t c py th e t n1al t ting 
fi rmat their tud nt w uld famili ar w ith th fi nnat and al , reli e th m of 
e perimenting w ith alten1ati fi nna t . 
h ec nd pha f th tud t k th fi nn f ll ab rati ve developm nt be tween 
th t ach r and re archer . Teacher came t r alize that they needed t I k at n w way 
f judging th ir tud nt ' I arning ( 
wa a di crepan y in ummati e a 
ince it wa di scovered that there 
m nt m th d , ter to impr ve a m ent of 
learning w re crea t d . Fir t f all , partic ipant agreed that ngli sh a essment had to be 
de ign d to ha e tud ent gi e eparate e idence of writing, reading, and of speaking and 
li tening, whil tin mathemati c , a e m ent h uld te t the capability of tudents to apply 
mathematic skills to authentic problem . They n ted that existing a es m ents do not full y 
cover the topic presented abo e, and thu undermine teacher ' attempts to j udge their 
student . Another obstacle Black et a!. (2 011 ) di covered was the ways in w hi ch teacher 
have students demonstrate knowledge of the cuJTiculum. Th ey noted that there must be a 
balance between homogeneity and diversity, and that each task or assessment had to be 
justified in relation to the aims that it proposed to assess . In summati on, Black et al. (20 11 ) 
proposed that the criteria for students to demonstrate a task had to be clear, and have a 
balance of uniformity and fl exibility . Also, the summative assessments util ized needed to 
encompass a wide range and level of skills. 
Black et al. (2011 ) noted that because the sample size used in their research was 
relatively small , any implications should be considered a guidance, rather than definitive. 
They also noted that all of the teachers in the study ind icated they found value in 
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partici ating with c 11 agu and di cu ing an du ati nal n truct they n d d t work 
on, and by d el ping c llab r ti a e m nt crit ria, th r alized at the nd f the tudy 
that n t all f the pr bl m ith a ment had b en re 1 d. 
Much like lack et al. 20 11 , aliu 200 reported that a "on ize fit all" 
appr a h to a e m nt i n t lik 1 t b uc e sful £i r detennining the deve l pment f 
tudent ith e cepti naliti , and that a e m nt pr cedure need t be fully understood 
by the edu ator implementing them in rder t be utili?ed t the full c t p tential. 
nsequently, it can be di fficult fi r tudent ith e c pti naliti es to core uccessfull y n 
tandard te t r qutzz a they cannot alwa perfi nn at the le el of th ir peer usmg a 
normati e te t, which are generally de ign d fo r typica l tudent . ince student learn, and 
ar able to demon trate learning in a multitude fway , differentiated learning, and 
therefore differentiated as e m nt, i imp rtant. 
Assessment, as a tool for mea uring student progres , is often student-specific in 
Special Education. Certain conce ion are made in mea uring growth through evaluation 
methods. Detemlining the most uitable a essment tool for measuring students with 
exceptionalities progress can be difficult, depending on whether a tudent is on an adapted 
or modified program. Summative asse sments, which are individualized, can be acceptable 
if they are created to measure what the student knows; but not as a comparative tool to 
evaluate against others. Harlen (2007) reported that summati ve assessment hould not be 
done in place of forn1ative assessments, but be used in conjunction with them, and, 
summative assessment can be conducted effectively, and without negative consequence for 
formative assessment. 
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e ment for learnin form ativ . 
a e m nt pr par tud nt fl r umm ti a 
nn r (20 11) n t d that fl rmati 
nt hil upp rting them in 
a quiring kill that ill h lp th m a hi p r[i rm nc r, [! rmati 
a e m nt h uld b m aningfu l nd pr vided fr qu ntl while al pr enting eviden e 
ith d riptiv k. c rdi ng t Jenkin (20 1 0) , formati ve 
a e , ment pr mot aut n m m tudent devel ment. hey ar c nducted more ca ua lly, 
by aluating hat tran pire inc nj uncti n wi th the ac ti it intcracti n , and tran action 
that unfl ld within a cia ro m, and u ing that kn ledge t guide futur teaching. Heals 
n ted that fl rmati e a ment aim to impr e the !ea rning experi ence f tudent by 
providing th m with id a and fl dback n h w they can improv what they are doing. 
Formati e a e ment i ba ed n the continual capacity t dem n trate learning (1 nkins, 
2010) . 
Sach (20 11) explored teacher ' perception of fonnative a e ment. he wanted to 
investigate the range and nature of teacher perception and determine whether a relationship 
exi ted between the perceptions and length of teacher experience. A conveni ence sampl e 
was used to survey 67 teachers from 24 elementary and middle schools. Teachers were 
surveyed using a three-point Likert rating scale (agree; unsure; disagree), which set out to 
record their perceptions about a range of issues associated with fonnative assessment. 
Variables such as school level (elem entary or n1iddle) and length of teacher experience (l-3 
years, 4- 10 years, 11 -20 years, over 20 years) were also incorporated. In addition, 
standardized instructions were included in the survey to provide clarity, con istency, and 
reliabili ty. Data from the survey was gathered and analyzed u ing PSS (a tatistical 
analysis program in social sciences). Sach (20 11 ) noted that the ample size was small and 
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had limit d param tric cl ut, he u ed th Kru al-Walli t t a a n n-param tric 
alt 111ativ t m tigat th r lati n hip betw n t aching e p ri nc and t a h r ' 
p erc pti n . Th aun f u ing th Kru 1- alli te t w t 111 e tigate wheth r ther wa 
a dif[i r nc in teacher perc pti n fa 
cat g ri . 
m nt [! r 1 an1 mg aero th [! ur p n nc 
Thr ugh her anal 1 , ach (2 11 ) d tennined that 9 .5° o of the re pondent agreed 
that "all children can mak pr gr in th ir learning", 1.5% e pre ed uncetiainty wi th thi s 
tatem nt, and n teach r di agre d . in t - t p int [! ur p rcent of teacher in the 
urvey indica ted that " th aim f [! rmati e a ment i t pr mote learning", 6.1% were 
un ure, and 1.5% di agreed. In r lati n t year f t aching exp ri ence, the tudy showed 
that a tati tica ll y ignificant di fference wa e id ent. Teacher w ith over 20 year of 
experience had the highe t o erall ranking in re lation t the tatem ent " all children can make 
progre s in their learning"; wherea teachers w ith 0-3 year had the lowe t. A lso, another 
statistical difference occulTed with teachers w ith 11 -20 years of experi ence achi eving the 
highest core for the tatement " the aim of formative a e m entis to prom ote learning", 
followed by those with over 20 years teaching experi ence. Sach 's (20 11 ) examination of 
teachers' views in relation to formati ve assessment highlights the fo llowing important 
points. Firstly, an overwhelming number of teachers believe that all children can achieve 
progress in educational endeavours. Secondly, the majority of teachers acknowledge the 
value of fonnative assessment in promoting learning. While the study did not con ult an 
overly large number of teachers, the study could be generalized to other teacher , and does 
indicate that educators w ith the most teaching experience accept and appreciate the benefit 
of f01mative assessment. In relation to teaching student with exceptionalitie , thi 
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inf01mati n 1 enc uraging and upp rt pr u r th b n fi t of 
[! rmati e a ment m th d .D r guiding all tud nt de 1 pm nt. 
Harl n 2007) tat d that [! rmati a c m nt in lude 
learning acti iti , and interpr tati n fa pr duc t in rclati n t 
id nee ga th ring during 
on g al . he n ted that 
pr gr i n in relation to a goal i r quired ~ r interpretati n t ccur and that in[! 1mation 
about wh re tud nt ar al ng the line f pr gr i n i u ed to indicate what the ne t steps 
ar . he go n t a that iden e of le rning i u ed by educator to re- teach and h Jp 
tudent tak th n t t p . hi pr e help regulat teaching that the pace i 
appr priate, and t en ure th a tive participati n f tud ent . tudent can participate in 
the e proce e if educat r are[! rthc ming with le on goal and criteria with which 
tudents can judge their progre t ward the g al . Thi n tion i e pecially p rtinent to 
tudent with exceptionalitie who e educational programming i m st often differentiated , 
and usually require kill mastery . upportive feedback, tudent understanding, and active 
participation is imperative to alternative programming (Taras, 2005) . 
Taras (2005) reported that for an asse ment to be fo1mative, it requires feedback 
which clearly indicates the presence of a gap between the actual level of the work being 
assessed, and the compu lsory standard. She goes on to note that fonnative a sessment al o 
requires an indication of how the work can be improved to Jes en the gap, and reach th 
required standard . Additionally, Taras proposed that fon11ative a essment and feedback 
must be by applied to all areas of education and integrated into the students ' learning cycles, 
whereby it can be used by the learner to ass ist with educational development and 
competence. Specifica lly, the goals of effective forma tive a sessment and feedback allow 
for students to realize what they can do to improve a product they have submitted for 
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a m nt and al t dem n trat " th cap t m nit r th quality f th ir wn w rk 
during actual pr du ti n" (Tara 20 ). he n te that a e ment D r learning d 1 te th 
in ffi ci ncy f tri al-and- n r I ammg. he purp 
kno 1 dg t be ga in d during an a ti it , aft r th 
f ~ rmati e a e ment i D r 
mpl ti n, and pr j ct d ont the ne t 
a ignment. nnative a ment D u e n the pr e a well a the pr duct (Tara , 
200 ). 
Much lik Tara ' (200 ) elief b ut a e ment, ewt n (2 007) id entified that the 
purpo of the a e m nt i D undati nal t d tc1mining the ptimal des ign of the 
a e ment. H noted that the target f th a e ment h uld be to determine the level of 
attainment a hie ed by th tudent in ach ar a which applie to him or her. The main 
purpo e of£ rmati ve a e ment i to define the degree f rna tery of a given learning task, 
along with pinp inting the part of th ta k whi ch i not ma ter d. The obj ective is not to 
grade the learner, but to help both the teacher and tudent center n the parti cul ar learning 
nece sary for movement towards rna tery ( ewton, 2007). The proces of asse ment for 
learning is effective in per onalized learning program because through the use of fonnative 
assessment educators are aware of what is known, and what needs to be worked on, which 
ultimately helps with goal setting and outlining obj ectives. Due to the positive con-elation 
between submission of assignments, teacher feedback, and re-submi ssion, individual or 
whole-group results are used by educators to identify lean1ing needs and direct ubsequent 
teaching and learning. Moreover, frequent analyses of attainment are infonnative for 
supporting pedagogical awareness, and are required to guide interventions and propel 
specialized education planning (Newton, 2007) . Figure 2 shows the cycle of A sessment for 
Learning. 
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Figure 2. The cycle of assessment fo r learning (adapted from Harlen, 2007) 
When formative assessment strategies are implemented effectively, they have proven 
and ignificant benefits for learners, and they increase the speed and depth of student 
learning (Black & William, 1998) . Thus, the implementation of formative as essment 
benefits the notion of acade1nic success for all tudents. Assessment for lean1ing elicits th 
empowen11ent of students and allows them to become owners of their own learning 
(Teachers TV/UK Department of Education, 2009) . Between 1990 and 1998, Black and 
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William 1 
the Journal 
ndu t r ar h hi h ur 
m nt. he u d nth u 
d 25 urc which w re pub li h d in 
f e m nt ~ r l arning in 
ducati nal etting and h w d that fl rmati a e m nt i c ntral t ffl cti e t aching. 
Th purpo f their tud t d t rmm if th impr vement f formati a ment 
pra ti am ng t tea h r \ uld rai e tandar f 1 an1mg. t the culmination of th 1r 
r earch, Black and William ( 1 9 ) det rmm d that all the data indicat d that 
trength ning the practice fa mcnt fl r learning pr duced izable learning gain in 
tudent . !though lack and illiam di n t c nduct any interview, , they felt that their 
c n id rati n f the a ailable r ear h wa adequ ate in upp rting their beli efs about 
formati e a e ment. In th nd , they noted that th ir tudy provided evidence to upp rt 
the need for adequate formati e a e ment that are pe ifi c to the ta ks that are being 
mea unng. 
Asse ment for learning i de igned to identify the unique learning patterns of each 
student, u ing various in tructiona l approache to accommodate the range of lea rning 
patterns and styles, including designing instruction and as e ment for tudent with variou 
lemning challenges and exceptionalities (Earl & Katz, 2006). Furthermore, assessment for 
learning is designed to give educators information to modify and differentiate teaching and 
lemning activities. Assessment for learning, when used effectively, ha a high impact on 
overa ll attainment and ensures that every child makes the progres they have the potential to 
make, with weaknesses identified and tackled early (Teachers TV/UK Department of 
Education, 2009). 
Educators must be aware of the purpose of the assessment they are u ing, as well a 
ensuring that the results are used for their intended purpose (Newton, 2007; Buhagiar, 
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2 07) . tilizing fl nnati a m nt a tra king t l in pti na l du ti n 1 
a c ptable, and i 
fl r indi idual . nnative a 
ial du ti n a a m th d fl r pro iding a ba lin 
, m nt an al be u ed t gener t appr pria te learning 
g al m nt can be rec rded r pl tted n a graph and a progr ss lin can 
d pi t the rat f impr , . ment, r tagnat1 n duca t rs c uld u e nnati e a es m nt to 
pr vid ng ing d urn ntat1 n a 1t r ' caL , tudcnt p gre s r 1gnal the need fl r 
inten ifi d in tru ti n. 
uhagiar (2 7) tat d that a e , m nt fl r learmng is the procc f eeking and 
int rpreting e id n t d id ~ here learner are m their learning, where they need t g 
and h b t t get th re. Ba i all , if a p itive utcome i , hown, the effecti vcncs of 
in tructi n i a urn d, and th c ntinuati n r accelerati n f current programming i 
appropriat . In relati n to a lack f gr wth , re- va luation f instructi n practi ce or goal 
need t be conducted. The proce of a e mg tud ent learning vari e depending n 
tudent kill acqui ition, and the aim of a e ment i to upport learning for all tudent 
(Harlen, 2007). In relation to student with exceptionaliti e , monitoring through continual 
data collection i u eful to help educator become aware of change or tagnati on over a 
period of time. Sadler (2007) al o tudied and remarked on the importance of purpo eful 
a se sment. He noted that tudent learning i ba ed on capac ity a oppo ed t acqui ition, 
and more specifically, that tudent have actually achieved learning if they can demon trate 
omething they were taught, which they were not able to before on demand, independently, 
and with competence. 
The information above indicate that ummative and formati ve as c ment options 
can be used to support tudent development. In fact, the finding uggest that u e of both 
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[! rm ti e an ummati a e m nt m th d t dctcnnine and up] 11 tud nt 
th [! nn f as mcnt, hen u d b du at r 
111 a pr priat in tan and with balan , t nd t tcr th d cl pmcnt f tud nt , a well 
a 111 rea e tud nt I arning and kill acqut, 1ti n ( arl, 20 ). carn111g, , c m nt, and 
int 1 nti n uild up n ach th rand ar there[! rc ong mg nc f th [! 1111 1 pr )gram 
b 111g u d in om 1 rth meri an , h L \\ htch mcth d1 al l unpl ments in tructi n, 
a m nt, and intcnention i ca ll ed Rc, p n c t lntcncntJ n (RTI) 
Re pon e to InterYention (R I . erk le , cnder, Pc ter, and aunder (2009) 
n ted that me ch I di trict hav begun t r , p nd t each student ' learn ing need 
u ing a method of a e ing and inten' nti n ca ll d Re p n c t Interven ti on (RTI) . 
Buffum, Matt and W b r (20 12) add d that R I i initi all y ab ut taking advantage of the 
c 11 cti ve knowledg and kill t pr nt in an educa ti nal facility . hey ugge t that taff 
collab ration i foundational to RTI ucce . anger, Friedli, Brunken, n w, and Ritzman 
(20 12) tated that th p pularity of RTI r late to the fact that pecial crvice arc provided 
to tudents through an inclu ive ervice delivery model, a oppo ed to pulling student out 
of the cla sroom to provide upport . Berkeley et al. (2009) expl ained that RTI inv lve a 
multi- tep approach to providing pecific intervention to struggling tudent . Teachers 
provide instruction and scientifically-ba ed intervention , which are targeted to the needs of 
individual tudent , at increasing level of inten ity. Educator also continuou ly monitor the 
progre students make at each intervention level and u e the a e ment re ult to decid 
whether students need additional in truction or intervention in genera l education, or refenal 
to pecial educa tion ervice (Berkeley, 2009) . 
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fir t ti r i pr acti and i 
d n thre ti r ( rk le t al., 20 ; uffum t al., 20 12). The 
m tim r D n ed t a th 1 re enti e tier, wh re general 
ducati n t ach r pr ide dif.D rentiated in tructi n and int r enti n uni er ally. hi ti r 
typical! addr e th 1 arning n d f 0-o f th tudent p pulati n , wh r -a tudent 
wh r quire m r int n ive interventi n ar p d t add iti nal mea ure in ti r tw . 
Th e nd tier, kn \ n a the ec ndary interventi n tier, u ually inv lve 15% f 
the population and uppl em nt targeted, inten ive. mall -group interventi n with monitored 
pr gre , and tak plac in additi n t whole-cla in truction ( erkeley t al., (2009). 
Furthermor , Wert , Lamb rt, and arpenter (2009) added that ti er two interventions may 
include more frequ nt in tructi n, additi nal tim t c mplete a ignment , or alternative 
approache to programming and curriculum. Likewi e, Buffum et al. (20 12) as erted that in 
order for tudent to get what they need and be ucces ful, c ia room teachers and school-
wide teams need to work collaboratively. 
Berkeley et al. (2009) stated that th third tier, called the tertiary intervention ti er, 
con ists of the lengthiest, most intensive interventions and ervices about 5% of the student 
population. We1is et al. (2009) reported that this is the final leve l of intervention and is 
highly specialized for students who are significantly behind grade level. Buffum et al. 
(20 12) added that instruction i conducted by highly trained specialist teachers for tudents 
who are significantly weak in critical skill areas of learning, which may include reading, 
writing, number sense, and English language. Suppo1i is en1bedded into the students ' daily 
education progra1n, however, tllis should not replace student access to core cuniculum. 
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In r gard t a [! urth ti r, t al. 2 r p rt d that om cdu ati nal 
fa iliti ha thi 1 1 f individualiz d 1 a111111g a pb nd th third tier and as 
r et d [! r tudent \ h arc de ignatcd a d and plc c d in lu. i e 1 c ia l 
ducati n pr gram , h \\e"\er, the auu n agam t R I a a tand-al nc de. ignati n t ol. 
uffum et al. (2 12) n ted that a [i unh t1 r 1 n t bcncfic tal t tud nt. and if imJ icmcnted, 
i u uall d ignatcd [! r tud nt \\ tth p na I\ e c cep tl naltt1e , whtch nly prom te the 
mi I ading n ti n that p wl du all n 1 • cpara tc fr m the pre" 1 u tier . 
erk le et al. ( ... 0 9) tat d that . me model f RTI differ in tcnn , of who is 
re. p n ibl e [i r d liv ring interYenti n duet the fact that s me schoo ls lack learning 
peciali t ; h w ver, th affinn d that 111 tru ti n, a \\ell a. scientifica lly-ba ed 
intervention are ba ed on tudent ne d and abili ty, thu they increa e in level of intensity 
reflecting the 1 v l f the ti r pre ent. dditi nall y, Berkeley et al. (2009) noted that 
monitoring tudent progre n ed to be continu u and well documented. tudent hould 
have many opportunitie tore pond to in truction and demon trate what they have achieved . 
Much of the time tudent who r ceive in truction in tier tw are able to acquire the skill s 
they need and return to tier one after a predetermined amount of time. As a rul e, the 
interventions provided are ba ed on the avai lability of tandardized re ources within the 
school from ones that have proven effective for tudent with imilar difficulti e (Berkeley, 
2009). 
RTI i a fa irly new educational tructure and requires a lot of commitment and 
knowledge by all choo l taff. The need for hi ghly-specialized educator , along with 
intervention tools and appropriate as ment , i imperative. Wet1s et al. (2009) stated that 
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m rder t ucc full empl R I judgm nt f tudent re p n 1 ene data oll ction 
m th d f re arch-ba ed int r nti n , appr priat ne [in truction, 
a e ment pti n , and taff training ne d t b addre ed. e men t i the ey t 
det rmining tud nt gr wth, and the R I m th d appli m nit ring through fr quent 
a m nt practice . Wert t al. (20 n t d th t ch which d mon trate be t practice 
RTI ere n ery tudent at r gul ar int rva l t detennin wh in the 1 opulati n i 
uffi ientl re p nding to in tructi n. In rd r t b t track tudcnt achievement, 
a e ment in thi regard uld b ummati e and formati e. 
anger, Friedli , Brunk n, n w, and Ri tzman (20 12) conducted a nine-month , 
1111 d-m th d tudy ith the aim to gather empirical evidence by exploring the reactions 
of educa tor 111 a ample of econdary ch l ( rade 6 through 12) , before and after 
implementing RTI dming a choo l year. c nvemence ampling of 18 educators, including 
six cla room teachers, even peech-language pathologist four p ychologi t , and one 
paraprofessional, from 10 school , were con ulted fo r the study. The majori ty (n= 15) of the 
participants were employed for more than six years, and all but three had earned a minimum 
of a master 's degree. All were famili ar with the RTI concept; however, none of the 
participants had received prior training in R TI implementation. 
For the purposes of this study, RTI focused on the literacy components of language, 
reading fluency, reading comprehension, and written language activities . The students 
receiving the interventions were verified as language impaired, needing special education 
services, or struggling to learn, and fon11ally verified as having learning di sabilities and 
reading 2-3 years below grade level. 
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h tud n i t d of qualitati e data c 11 ti n m th d 1 g1e mv lving 
int r iew , n n- ch duled r ati n , and a pre and t Ul mad u of 1 
demographic item , n item r lat d t training and e pen nc , 45 ikert-type it , and 
ne op n-end d que ti n. alidit a d t nnin d thr ugh memb r checking pp 111..111ities 
dmi ng th tud and th utiliza tion f part icipant fr m multiple h ol , in additi n to a 
pe r r 1ew f all pr edur and finding f the tud by an independent, mi ed-m th ds 
re ar h r ( ang r t al., 20 12 . t the conclu i n f th tudy, ~ ur theme emerged from 
the data c 11 cti n including: chall eng and ducat r c nccrn upport [t r th model, 
implem ntati n n id erati n , and an e pr ed n ed [t r expe11 in special educa tion and 
communica ti n di order . 
anger (20 12) reported that alth ugh the tudy did not provide an answer to all f the 
concern urrounding RTI , the informati n ga ined i an important contributi on toward 
achieving a better understanding of RTI in cla roo m environments. In tenn of the v iews 
of the learners, the authors stated that tudent who were part of the RTI process reported 
feeling more confident about reading comprehen ion, understanding tex t vocabulary, and 
composing complete sentences with expanded ideas. In additi on, all of the participants 
acknowledged the importance of progress monitoring; therefore, assessment is important in 
guiding and defining the development of all students. 
Typically, students who are identified through screening as needing intervention 
services are those with the most diverse abilities. McAlenney and McCabe (20 12) agreed 
with Sanger et al. (20 12) and asserted that early identifi ca tion, along with the use of progre 
monitoring instruments that are valid, reliable, and easy to admini ter; and support the 
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tmpr ment fin tru ti n ba d n finding , ar fl undati nal t educati nal d v l pm nt. 
The tat d that accurac in a ment i riti al. K eping with thi th m , ykeman 
(2006) n t d that traditi nail n rm-refer nc d a e ment ha c b n u d t d urn nt th 
achie ement of tudent . H we er, alt 111ati e a e ment trategie uch a authentic 
a ment, pia -ba ed a ment, functi nal a m nt, appli d beha i ural analy i , 
fl nnati e alu ati n , and curri culum-ba ed mea urement are m re frequ ently b ing 
di u ed in relati n t RTI. H a d that RTI d e not ha e to rely n any ne a e ment 
method, and that a numb r f trategi can e mc rated, dep nding n student need. 
Throughout the int 1 enti n pr ce f te t-treat-t t, tudent learning need are identifi ed, 
cientifically ba ed cuuiculum i pr vided ba ed n need , and the student' s response to the 
intervention i a e ed u ing t ol that are pec ific t theca e. ykeman (2006) prop sed 
that con iderations need to be made for indi idual tudent kill - et , and a e ment need to 
be made available that hift fr m focu ing on what i wrong w ith the student, to what works 
for the student, and what can the tudent demon trate proficiently. 
Cohen, Schmidt-Lackner, Romanczyk, and Sudhalter (2 003) stated that although 
there are an abundance of excellent diagno tic tools most often those tools are not des igned 
to assess response to treatment or intervention, nor are they suitable for general classroom 
teachers. They assert that there is a need for teacher-friendly assessment tools that assess 
adaptive and maladaptive behaviours and functioning. Although adequate programing can 
be implemented, assessment resources that educators can rely on to give them an accurate 
picture of student ability need to be available, whether the school implements the traditional 
RTI model or not. The information presented in the above research indicate that 
assessment tools which aim to evaluate the leatning of tudents with e ceptionalitie need to 
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b ac ibl t all du at r . h a:D r m nti ned tudie ugg t that a m n t r urc 
need t up 011 int r nti n d ci i n making a 11 a tud nt pr gramming. 
e m nt in the Briti h lumbia ont , t. pi al a e ment in riti h 
lumbia re I e ar und kill marker all d Pr ri b d earning utc m (P s). h 
Briti h lumbia du ati n 2 11 rep 1 ed that P are curri ular standard 
that repre nt hat tudent re pect d t n w and do at the end f an indicated grade r 
cour . ince a number f th tud nt p pul ati n that arc de ignat d a pccial ducation 
tud nt do n t ha pr gram that t tall align i th t pica! curriculum, kill markers fo r 
th e tud nt n ed t b ind i iduall d lop d. T hu , an I P i created to be tudent 
pecifi c, and a 
progre . 
m nt ar meant to be in~ rrna tive in natur , and ba ed ar und goal 
The Briti h Columbia Mini try of duca tion (2006) noted that standards for stud ent 
with exceptionalities should be high , but appr pri ate fo r the tud ent need. Furthennore, 
tudents with exceptionaliti e are expected to achi eve all , mo t, or even some provincial 
curricular outcome , even in the presence of uppo11, unl es learning deficit are so great 
that cunicular content i not remotely aligned with grade level. In relation to eva luation, 
this means that assessment procedures must accommodate the range of adaptations or 
modifi cations implemented . 
According to Volante (2006) a concern over the quality of education has prompted 
anadian provinces to develop large-scale assessment programs to measure student 
achievement. Volante researched asses ment programs across Canada and documented the 
impact of large-scale testing on teachers and students, including tudents wi th 
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e cepti nalitie . inall h r p rt d n alt rn ti 
th ducat r he c n ult d n t d that larg - al a 
i i n [! r larg - cal a es m nt smce 
m nt are n t a1 propriate [! r all 
tud nt . arch i imp rtant f r cia l ducati n in tl at it upport then tion 
of indi idualiz d a m nt a pp d t larg - al , wh le-gr up te ting. 
olant (2 ) not d that tudent in riti h lumbia participate in a number of 
a e ment pr gram , u h a undati n kill m nt ( ~ ) for student in rade 4 
and 7, and Pro incial am [! r tudent in radc , 11 and 12, which are large-scale 
a e m nt that c n ider reading c mpr hen i n, writing, and numeracy a mirrored by 
cuniculum. he crit ri n-ref renced te t are unlike then rm-referenced a es m ent in 
the nited tate ; howev r, Pro incial E am tend to have high- take c n equences [! r 
tudent in term f grade . olante (2006) n ted that large- cale as ment program 
need to explore innovative way t a e ski ll that do n t readily lend them elve to 
traditional paper-and-pencil te ts. Heal o remarked that test preparation strategies do little 
to promote authentic learning, which i the foundation of mo t Special Education programs, 
and large-scale a se sments are unable to measure performance-based kills that are 
essential to the growth and development of student with exceptionaliti es. He asserted that 
multiple measures, such as portfolios, projects, checkl ists, rubrics and demonstrations, as 
part of the assessment process, provide a greater variety of student capacity and a better 
basis for judgment of ability . He noted that assessment for the purpose of developing 
programs and supporting teaching and learning is more important than using raw scores as a 
grading influence. 
Limitations in this (Volante, 2006) study include the data collection method he 
used. Volante does not indicate how many articles he consulted or how many educators he 
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c n£ ned with. Whil th tud 
tud nt , in luding c rpt f 
k d at larg - cal a e m nt and th con equ n e fi r 
tea her c mm nt w uld ha tr ngth n d th tudy. 
The tud do n t arl indi at p ificall here all f th data cam fr m . lth ugh 
th tud con ider a e ment u m pu lie sch 1 , actual data from the per pective 
of an ducator uld ha e add d 'alue t the r carch. H we r. th re d e not eem t be 
many tudi that 1 ok at a m nt meth d in riti h lumbia, th data taken fr m 
thi upport the need fi ran alternative a e . ment re ource for students with 
pti nalitie . 
urrently, th r i an abundance fin[! rmati n regarding pec ial Educati nand 
many artie! on a e ment n the int rnet and in print. H wever the majority of the 
alternati e a e m nt b ok and re urce are writt n t reflect merican Jaws and 
education policie . While the e book pro ide some infonnation evidence of tracking and 
evaluation of goal i required for tudent with I P in British olumbia . There is a 
definite lack of re ource for Briti h Columbian educators relating to the evaluation proces 
of exceptional students, pecifically handbooks that feature information on different types of 
assessment along with templates for data gathering that align with BC standards. 
While there is an abundance of information on educational assessment, the majority 
of research conducted on alternative fon11s of assessment for students with exceptionalities 
is based on American laws and policies . Even though a large portion of the literature relate 
to large-scale standardized assessments, a few of the educational ideas and alternative 
as essment premises are relevant to BC students and teaching practices. 
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urricular ccommodation and m nt 
p rii n f th lit ratur n m nt f epti nal tud nt ugge t that 
mb mm dati n v hil e aluating th gen ral curTiculum [! r all tudent i an 
ac ptabl t t i al cuniculum and grad -1 1 c nt nt. r wd r et 
al. (2004) r mark d that in m ca e m dif ing nt nt r crea ting I p Iiuni ti for 
tud nt with c ti naliti t pen en [! und ti nalli fc kill i al educati nally 
und . he gen ral cuni ulum nd learning u tcome are e entially guid e that h uld 
dir ct learning, including the l arning p n nc d tudent w ith excepti nalitie . 
Br wd r t a l. (2004) noted that pec ial duca tion ha m ved fr m imple life skill s 
e po ure, to ial inclu i n and auth nti c l a111ing, with an emphasi on elf-determinati on 
and per n-centered planning. kill de elopment, in c njuncti n with personal g al-setting, 
implies that student with se ere excepti naliti e may attend a Biology cia t rece ive 
expo ure to the general curriculum, but ultimately have expec tations for learning self-
regulation skill in social context . tudent with exceptionalitie can learn functional skill 
in general education cla rooms, but still require some form of alter11ate a se sment to 
determine social skill growth a opposed to measuring cunicul ar knowledge. A shi ft has 
begun that is moving from normative a essments, to individual asses ment of growth. 
Scott, Webber, Lupart, Aitken, and Scott (20 13) conducted a three-phase, two-year, 
mixed-methods study which focused on promoting fai111ess and equity in student asse sment 
practices in Albe1ia, Canada. Through the use of questionnaires and interviews, the 
researchers consulted 3,312 individuals including: students, educa tors, parents, depar1ment 
of education personnel, teachers ' union staff, school council members, school tru tee , 
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i nal d 1 p r and uni fa ul . Parti ipant r pr nt d a wide rang f 
h 1 typ , uch a , publi n=7 , pri at (n=2 , Hutt rite fa iliti (n=4) alt rnativ and 
utr a h (n= ), hart r t bli hm nt n= , and h me h ling, an er c mpa ed 
elementary (n=7), middl juni r n= , and ni r high ch 1 (n- ), nd K-9 fa iliti 
(n= , and K-12 (n= l) ch 1 . h r ng 
(n=6), and rural n=7). 
cati n in lud d inner ity (n=5), uburban 
tt tal. (2 1 ) n t d that th fir t pha e f the tudy included an ex ten ive 
literature r i and a tw lecture eri 1 ad b ch lar with perti e in the field of 
tud nt a e ment. h c nd pha e c n i ted fa eri f [! cu gr up . In the third 
pha e, int rvi w and fo u gr up ( =692) were c nducted with principal (n= 12), 
a sistant principal n= 1 0), elementary teach r n=62), ec ndary teacher (n= 1 00) , 
elementary tudent (n= 166), econdary tudent (n=296 ), and parent (n=46) . 
Simultaneou ly, que tionnaire =2,542) were u ed to gather data from econdary students 
(n=916), elementary tudent ( 632), educators (n= 195), and parent (n= 799) . The focu 
group schedules and que tionnaires were based on the qualitative data collected from pha e 
two. The instruments were purposefully designed to align with the items so that 
comparisons could be made between the two groups . The final phase consisted of a data 
analysis, thematically coding data, and the reporting of study findings . 
At the culmination of the study, five key principles emerged : Educators must trive 
to address the impact of assessment practices on students; asse ments must be 
differentiated to accon1ll1odate the ability, social, cultural, and lingui tic background of 
students; all members of the school conm1unity must challenge the complacency associated 
with accepting indefensible assessment practices; the frequency, intensity, and intrusivene s 
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fa m nt mu t n t b rwh lming [! r tudent · and fin 11 a e sm nt mu t not b 
u edt c unter inappr priat tud nt eha i r r r \ ard d ir d ha i r. ata gathered 
fr m all ar a f th tud indi ate that there ar i ue iated ith tud nt a m nt 
that rna chall ng fair and equitabl ra t1 , part1 ul arl D r tud nt wh ar id ntificd 
a ha ing e pti nall an1ing n ed tt t al ... 12) tat d that each tud nt need to b 
c n idered a an individual with umque , pen nces, kn w ledge ba e , tr ngth and ne d . 
er, tudent mu t have ampl pp rtumt t demon. tra te the learning utcome . 
~ w du at r fe lt that th a curacy f pe ia l ne d a e ment w a qu e ti nable 
and " if a e ment i n t p cializ d [! r them [ tudent ith excepti nalitie ] it just pu he 
them 1 wer and lower" ( c tt et al., 20 1 ). on equ ently, the quantitati ve findings of the 
tudy tate that 94 . % of teacher agree r tr ngly agree that tudent with peciall eaming 
need hould ha e ace s to accommodati n or adaptation for a e sments . In addition, 
only 28.3% of re pondent agree that teacher atisfactorily change as es ments fo r tudents 
with alternative learning need . The accommodations to which the respond ent referred 
include hav ing support taff read as ignment and te t aloud to tudent , allow ing students 
to provide verbal answers instead of written, and offering additional time to complete 
learning tasks. 
Scott et al. (20 13) summarized that educators were more positive than parents and 
even students in their perception that students with exceptionalities should have adequate 
access to adaptations and acconunodations for assessments, and that teachers should, and do 
modify assessments. They noted that although accommodations and adaptations are 
necessary for students with learning difficulties, opportunities for providing adaptations are 
not always available, or require educators to exude more effmi, o they are not alway 
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f[i r d. c tt tal. (201 ) nclud d that 11 tud nt , including th e i th e ti nali ti 
are p ct d t m t m rt f cuni ular tandard th 
ary t nhan arning and tud nt alu ati n . ince the d 
ntiation i ft n 
pment of alten1ativ 
a e ment i a n ce it , tt t a l. (2 1 rgu d that tea her , h have th 
re p n ibilit D r inclu ive teaching and a m nt D r tudent w ith e pti onaliti e , mu t 
und r tand and utiliz appr pria t c rrun dati n r tudent wh require differentia ti n . 
cott e t al. (20 l ) r mm nded that in rder t crea te the be t lean1ing env ir runent 
and alid a e m nt t ol , t acher n d t have kn ledge ab ut their lea rner and a good 
idea about what th ir tud nt n d t be ucce ful. duca tor n edt be adept at 
di fferentiati n and upp rting the ir tud ent t demon trate the pre cribcd learning 
outcome in e eryday lem11ing, a well a in a e m nt. In d ing this, teacher need to 
have knowledge about the vari ety f eva luation adaptation and accommodati on avail abl e 
to students that would en ure fair and equitable representation. Due to the fac t that the cott 
et al. (20 13) a sessment study involved an as ortment of educat rs and a vari ety of faciliti es 
over a two-year period , the information can be generalized to all educational fac iliti e , and 
the findings support the need for alte111ative as essment resources for all students who 
require differentia tion. 
Like Scott et al. (20 13), Ford, Davern, and Schnon (200 1) stated that students with 
exceptionalities need to experi ence learning as a valued member of a general classroom 
while accomplishing grow th in relation to meanin gful outcomes. They noted that a 
movement towards inclusion in assessments fo r students w ith exceptionalitie has cau ed 
some conce111 with the appropriateness of cuniculum . Consequently, they proposed 
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mpha izing ~ undati nal kill u h a dail li mg kill , problem 
de 1 pm nt, and int r ting with c mmum 
mg lit racy 
rd tal. (2 1) n t d that diff~ r nti ating cuni ulum and th r ulting mea urable 
b nchm rk ar r ~ n ed t a alt rnative er~ nn nee indicat r . They al propo e that 
educator can cr ate alternative perD nnance indicator by implifying regular utcome to 
me t th I el f tudent abilit r r l fine the cuniculum , that it repre ent me type of 
functi nal kill. dditionall , the ta k that are u it d t the needs of exceptional student 
need to be meaningful and authenti c. 
Ford et al. (200 1) ail!1 un ed that fi e c n ideration need to be made when 
developing 1 aming OJ p rtuni ti e and alt m ati e a e ment for tudent with 
exceptionalities. First of all, D undational kill and eva luation of tudent competency 
should be a learning priority . ec nd, individualization and tud ent-specific goals are 
imperative. Third , the lea111ing environment mu t ref1 ect th e needs of the tudent with 
exceptionalitie and support optimal learning. While inclu ion i the overarching goal, 
small group or pull-out essions might be neces ary to facilitate student learning. Fourth, 
tudents with exceptionalities should experience mastery demonstrated through relevant 
assessments in relation to the tasks they are working on. Finally, educational opportunities 
that arise throughout the day should be utilized since the immediate experience is as 
important as planned activities. In relation to the considerations, Ford et al. (200 1) noted 
that lemning and assessment opportunities for students with exceptionalities must be 
purposeful , and meet the individualized needs of each student. 
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With i1nilar id g1 , hurl lli tt, and ld k (19 ) tated that the k y to 
m nit nng tud nt pr gre t align c mm dati n u d during in tru ti n with th 
n d d Dr m, di trict, nd g \' rnm ntal a ment . numb r f 
a mm dati n an b ppli d t a e ment ~ r tud ent with both hi gh-incidence and 
1 w-incidenc e pti naliti . c mm dati n include alterati n that can be made to 
th etting, timing, ch duling, pr ntati n, r p n e and lc el f parti ipati n in an 
a e m nt. cc mmodati n can u d D r a c ment, and al t interact with the 
UITI ulum. on id rati n h uld b n what i needed by each indi idual tudent t 
acti ely participat in the in tructi nal pr ce and , how what he or she kn w . 
ccomm dati n that ar guided by an I P indicate how a student is graded r 
growth i mea ur d, but oft n make r gular a e ment t 1 inappr priate to u e when 
looking at what a tudent with excepti nalitie ha accompli hed. Kettler and Elliot (2009) 
tated that modified achievement tandard need to be challenging ~ r exceptional student , 
but ultimately les difficult than grade- level expectation . Since the nature of asse sment is 
to look at what a tudent ha accomplished evaluating a student at their own level with an 
attainment standard which varies in complexity from a typical grade- level achievement 
evaluation, is important for developing an accurate picture of their skill s and abilities . 
Furthermore, Kettler and Elliot (2009) noted that getting an accurate and meaningful 
measure of students with exceptionalities progress and achievement requires a different 
definition of proficiency than that used for typical students. The process of differentiation i 
most beneficial for students with severe deficits and learning challenges. Generally, 
students with exceptionalities require accon1111odations to their school work, as well as the 
methods used to assess their knowledge in a particular subj ect or content area. 
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n unng tud nt ith cepti nalitie r e1 ducati nal pr grmnming rel vant t 
th ir n d a c mm dati n at ith r in the [i nn of m difi ati n r 
adaptati n . h riti h lum ia ini tr f duca ti n (2 0 ) rep rt d that m difi ation 
ar an in tructi nal r a e ace mm dati n that upp rt a tud nt' ducati na l 
n ed and learning g al whi h are di fferent fr m th e of the cour e r ubj cct, wh r a an 
adaptati n i a teaching r a ment trat g puq efull de igncd t accommodat a 
tud nt ' n ed he r h can achieve th learning utc me f the ubj ect thr ugh 
d m n trating a rna t ry of n ept . n tew rth point i that a tudent w rking n the 
I arning outc me f any grade r c ur e level may be upp011ed by adaptati on . 
ccommodation are am ndm nt made to an acti ity, a ignment, enviromnent, 
test, or te t ituation that make it m re manageable and appr priate for a student or group of 
tudent . Holl enbeck, Rozek-Tede c , and Finzel (2 000) tated that assessment 
accommodation which can be made to tandardized a e sment are di scernible by four 
di stinct attributes. First of all , any alteration made for a tudent must not alter the main 
construct being mea ured. Secondly, the alteration mu t be individuali zed, rather than 
applied to a group . Third, the alterations must cause differential effects, such that the 
students who need them benefi t in ways that other students would not. Lastly, the 
adjustments must result in scores that can be interpreted similarly to the interpretations of 
the regular assessment. 
Assessment attributes m ade to no1n1-referenced tests can be appropriate when a 
student is working on an adapted program but still measuring the same lemning outcome of 
his or her peers. However, for students with exceptionalities that require modifica ti ons to 
their programming, which alters their abili ty to meet the same learning outcomes as their 
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p r , a m n t f gr th and d nt i ti ll n c 1 t m a ur , but a tandard 
Impl m nting adaptati n t tud nt a e ment includ pr iding te ting that i 
a ail abl .D r all tud nt , ut till t ting again t a uniculum. ffering cribe fi r a 
tud nt h ha diffi ul ty writ ing, ral r p n e .D r tud ent wh tn1ggle with writing, or 
pro iding m r tim fi r an a m nt t be c mpl ted ar ampl e f m e fthe 
appropriat ad ptati n that increa e th avai la ili t fa te t fi r tudents with 
e c pti nalitie working n th am -grade urri ulum a th ir peer . 
K tterling- eller, 1 nz , Braun-M n gan, and Tind al (2007) noted a con ideration 
for implementing ace mm dation t a m nt . hey a erted that accurate and 
appropriately ad1nini t red t ting ace mm dati n can help to combat any characteristi cs 
that 1night negativ ly affect a per n from dem n trating hi or her true abiliti es in the 
domain area, wherea mi use of accmrunodations may counteract the benefits and in fact 
introduce measurement enor. sing a variety of adaptations for some tudents may be 
necessary, but as cautioned, accommodation mu t be noted during tracking and act to a sist 
a student with completing an assessment, while sti ll measuring their actual, not enhanced 
progress. 
Alternative Methods of Assessment 
Assessment is meant to determine an individual student, or group of student' s level 
of profi ciency. An IEP lays out the goals a student is working to attain within a given time 
frame and includes methods for determining achievement. Some students have an adapted 
program but work on the same learning outcomes as their peers whereas other tudent have 
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a gr at r n d D r differentiati n and r quir m difi ati n t th 1r program and 
m a ur m nt t 1 . 
ti ggin (1991 n t d that uca ti nal a m nt i und ergoing a change. He tated 
that alt n1ati a m nt m th d , uch a p rfl nnance a e m nt metho lologie lik 
p rtD li e hibiti n , d m n trati n , direc t writing a ignment , work sampl , and 
proc valuati n ar merging and b c ming m r w idely u ed than any other 
m nt m th d in th cla ro m; fur1henn r , the educational outcomes ociety valu es 
for tud nt ann t al a be tran lated t paper and pencil te t items. 
Towle -Reeve Kearn , Kl in rt, and Kl einert (2009) stated that altern ative 
a e ment are nece ary D r tudent wh cann t parti cipate in genera l educati on programs 
or take part in di tri ct-wide a e ment , even with the pre ence f adaptati on or 
modifications. The tudent who require alternative fonns of a sessment are a di verse group 
in that they have a wide vari ety of learning characteri tics, their re ponse repertoires are 
equally vast and, for some, medical condition may hamper their demonstration of skills. 
There is a trend towards evaluating the growth of students with exceptionaliti es in 
the fmm ofperfmmance-based assessments. Towles-Reeves, et al. (2009) stated that 
perfmmance-based formats such as pm1folio and checklists allow more fl exibility in 
administrati n, academic content, and scoring procedures than traditional pencil and paper 
tests for students who require differentiation. Oftentimes, tally sheets, checklists, portfo lios 
and rubrics along with observation data is used to assess those students w ith extensive 
exceptionalities who have unique programming. These types of as essment are genera lly 
quick to administer, but supply teachers with a lot of information. The data gained from 
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th type fa e ment 1 u d t guid in tru ti nal m th d and i al [! undational to 
futur g al tting. 
T wl -R e , t al. (2 09 n ted that alt rnati e a ment format are oft n 
appr priat D r tud nt wh have an I P. h tudent \ ith e ceptionalitie may pres nt 
ith cogniti e di abiliti , utili z mmumcati n upp rt and as i ti e te hn I gy, require 
dif[i r ntiat d in truction under multiple c nditi n gen rah?e learning, and likely receive 
fun ti nal curricula. ing empiri al data t d tennine a a elin and unc ver what a 
tud nt ha a hie ed guide further planning. r tudent wi th e ceptionaliti that have 
modified program a ing th ir pr gre mean that d terminati ns are being made a to 
what th tud nt an or cann t d in relati n t what they are w rking on. They are not 
compar d to peer , r the curri ular utcome fa pecific grade-level. 
Rowe, Herrington, and Brown (20 14) conducted a mixed-method study in order to 
determine the ignificant element of authentic learning. Their purpo e wa to use the 
elements they discovered to de ign, de elop, and apply authentic learning asses ments to 
participants in a four pha e proce s. Specifica lly, they were seeking to align alternative 
learning and teaching outcomes in order to upport the notion that competence is di splayed 
through situational and personal means as opposed to simple skill mastery. In relation to 
this, two research questions guided their study: what are the specific characteristic of 
authentic assessment that simplify the design and assessment of authentic task ? And, how 
do students respond to tasks designed to incorporate the characteristics of authentic 
assessment? 
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he fir t pha f th tud in 
auth ntic a ment thr ugh literal r 
d th id ntificati n f the imp rtant elem nt of 
hich er tak n and J r ent d to 
practiti ner ~ r ~ edb k. In th 
fram e ork and th n r d ign d th 
nd ha , the re arch r c difi d th element int a 
ment u d in an adult ur e. Pha three 
m valuati n f the r de ign d a ment act ivi tie , which led t furth r 
re andre n f th el m nt in pha e ~ ur. 
Pha e n f th tud included a mpr hen. ive lit rature re iew related to 
auth nti ity in a e m nt. r m the r v i w, R we et al. (20 14) determined that the 
literature pr id d en ugh data to c nduct a qualitati e analy i of a wide range of fac tors 
which affect the authenticity fa learning e perience . he element were analyzes and 
grouped according to the a pect f authentic a e ment, includ ing the notion th at auth enti c 
a e ment hould : be challenging, e tabli h connections betw en real-world experi ences 
and chool -ba ed idea , focu on kill and knowledge that tudent are able to demonstrate 
while completing pecific ta k , determine the extent to which the skill or knowledge being 
assessed has meaning beyond a single context, and build in opportunitie for feedback. 
With the information above, Rowe et al. (20 14) con ulted 13 education practitioners 
to seek advice on how to best implement their findings in an asses ment framework . From 
there they applied the elements to assessment tools which they then used in an adult course . 
Following the use of the as essment tools, they had the students evaluate the assessment 
activities, concluding that authentic assessments, paired with authentic learning 
environments and explicit tasks, were valuable and supported the learning proces 
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Th in£ 1mati nab indicate that m nt hi hare ta k- e ific and pair d 
with an auth nti p nen 
are upp ri d b th r tudi 
leatning pr c , and that th r 
upp rt tudent learning. h finding b ow tal. (2014) 
hi h argu th t a m nt i a c ntral c mponent f th 
m t b a parati n bet en traditi nal pencil and 
pap r appr a h t a mcnt and I atning and ne , authentic a e ment devel ment . 
Their mi ed-m th d tudy upp rt th n t1 n f authentic nd alternative fonn f 
a e m nt. h prop e that tudent w1th e ti naliti e hould be able t demon trate 
th tr gr th and d v 1 pm nt in lternative wa . which upport the need for alt rnativc 
a e ment re ur e . 
B urke, M nti , and T dd 201 0) n t d that a e ment D r tudents with 
exceptionalitie n d to capture in-the-m m nt lean1ing. They conducted a nati nal survey 
in New Zealand in order to identify current a e ment method educators u e to determine 
the learning of tudent with exceptionalitie . They sought to uncover the types of 
assessments used, reason for the approache u ed, the role of the person carrying out the 
assessments, and level of confidence in as essing tudents in relation to learning. The 
results showed that classroom teacher were largely respon ible for asse ment , and three 
main assessment methods were used including: collection of work samples, ob ervation , 
and anecdotal records . Furthermore, Bourke et al. (201 0) concluded that learning is 
maximized when the lemner participates in assessment activitie in natural and authentic 
contexts. There is a need for assessments that are inclusive and applicable for all children, 
such as portfolios, observations, recollections, checklists, and anecdotal notes. 
Tally sheets, checklists, and observation recordings are alten1ative methods 
educators can use for as e sing a variety of educational obj ectives. Tally sheets and 
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heckli t ar g n rall impl t u and require a ch kmark und r th r 1 ant h acting 
and nd up h wing the number f time tud nt p rD rm a ta k r displays beha iour in a 
gi en tim fram . Th qui k a ment t rev r atil e, an b u ed to track a vari ty 
of kill or beha i ur, and captur in-th -m ment learning ( urk , Menti , dd, 201 0) . 
b er ati nal n te are an ther alternative a e , mcnt to l and are gen rally more 
int n i e and r quir the ob rver t writ what the r hear. b erva ti n require a 
per on t be c mplet l [! cu ed n the tudent or ituati n in ord r for the note t be useful 
and valid . b erva ti n ar u ually u ed t make a judgment n h w a tudent with 
e eptionaliti i r acting t a condition, ta k r tting. metim observa tion are 
aluable in that they provide data n tudent beha i ur for a given time frame. This data 
may be situational and recording n te can be c mpared to uncover re ccurring themes . 
Portfo lio and rubric are other altem ati e form of a se ment. A portfoli o can be a 
collection of work ample ga thered over the schoo l year to howcase stud ent knowledge 
and kill level and growth. In order to as ess portfolio work, rubri c are generally used. A 
rubric can be created for any topic and can be scored using virtually any point scale 
however, a four point scale is common and easy to use. In relation to students with 
exceptionalities, the four points of the scale can be ordered from one to four and be 
classified as, not yet meeting expectations, approaching expectations, meeting expectations, 
and exceeding expectations, with variations in wording. The four point cale can also easily 
be converted to represent percentile rankings. 
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hapter ummar 
h pu f th lit r tur r -vIe\ \\ a t 1 re ent in~ rmati n r ga rding current 
lit rature in the r a fa h wed that 
th re ar differ nt d gree fa . m nt m cdu ati n. and \\ hi I ther i p tentially a 1 t f 
in~ nnati n n the intern t and m pnnt regarding as. e sm nt, mu h f th e in~ rmati n 
nlin i relat d t m ri an edu at1 n p li 1e and because these p IIci d n t refl ect 
anadian Ia n t all f the a. e . mcnt meth d r late t ducator . he review 
nfinned that un nt m th d f ment tend t reO ct the need of the tud ent 
p ulati n. IIi t t al. 2 ) c n luded that tudent "" h nly require min r adaptati n 
t their a ad mic l aming, uch a the u e f implifi ed language can al o have min r 
adaptati n mad t the a ment th tak part in . The learning i paired with the 
a e ment that th am trat gi ar u ed in each ca e, better upp 11ing tudent with 
exceptionaliti in their learning. 
The information gather d from the literature re iew h wed that a c ment in B 
chool involve teacher having to determine the level of tudent ' knowledge compared to 
kill indicator . However, tudent with excepti nalitie do n t alway parti cipate in the 
general curriculum to the ame extent a their typical peer , th refore the learning outcomes 
they are working on may be different than their peer . In this ca e, adaptation or 
modifications are needed to ensure a tudent i working tow ards per onally applicable ki II . 
utihermore, acconunodation that support tudent I arning can be appli ed to 
academic , functional ki ll , and al tudents with exceptionaliti have 
pr gram that aim to have them demonstrate growth and development in an educational 
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mm dati n can m m a ariet f [! nnat and do etting al ng- id th ir p r . 
n t gi e a tud nt an ad antag r th r tud nt , but ac t a a upp rt t all w the stud nt 
t h w hat th kn h mm dati n i pr id educali nal 
programming r le ant t tud nt ith e c pti naliti need . 
Finally, alternativ m th d ment are related to accomm dati n a tudent 
with peciall arning n d u e in ever da lean1ing, but are m re pe ific t the actual 
t ting of kn wledge. n alternativ a ment refer to the replacement f a te t a typica l 
tudent may take with a differ nt [! rmat f a e ment D r a tudent with special needs. An 
alternati e method of a e m nt might includ e c ll ecting w rk ample in a portfolio, 
allow ing the tudent to creat a pr ject, r ha ing a tudent demon trate learning other than 
recording an wer on a piece of pap r. Towle -Reeve , et al. (2009) tated that alternati ve 
method of a e ment are often appropria te fo r detennining the growth of tudent w ith 
exceptionalities. Therefore, a e ment uch as checkli t , tall y sheets, and rubri cs, whi ch 
can be utilized to depict growth or development, would be appropri ate for students with 
exceptionalities. 
The aforementioned studies, which make up the literature review, trongly suggest 
that there is a need for alternative methods of assessment, relevant to a vari ety of students. 
The information I collected in relation to assessing tudents with exceptionalitie supports 
the need for a comprehensive handbook containing a variety of assessment tools, useful to 
all educators, and relevant to a number of students. The research methods, resul ts and 
interpretation of the findings, and assessment handbook are provided in the fo llowing 
chapters of this proj ect. 
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hapt r : R arch 1 thod 
In hapt r 1, I pr ent d infl nnati n n th r 1 anc and u fulne fa 
mpr hen i handb fl r du at r t upp rt th aca n 1 , beha i ural , and fun tiona! 
a ment of tudent ith c ti naliti In up1 rt of thi id a, I includ d a literature 
w in hapt r 2 that highlight d de ta bel ing the imp rtance [affective cduc ti nal 
a e ment, pe iall th valuati n [ gr wth and de\ elopment of tud nt with unique 
1 arning need . I pr ent d alt 111ativ meth d of a e ment a well a applicable 
a ment ace min dati n . In thi hapter, I will di cu the re earch method I u ed for 
c lle ting data form tud . I will include in[! rmati n n the pr ject de ign and 
method 1 gie , a w 11 a meth d I u ed for data analy i t interpret the infonnation t 
develop ode and broad theme relat d to alt rnati e a e ment. oll wing that, I will 
pre ent the component of the a e ment handb k and conclude the chapter with a 
summary. ample from the fir t and econd phase of coding have been included in 
Appendix A and B, re pectively. 
Project Des ign and M ethodologies 
I considered many options when planning and designing the methodologies for my 
study. I chose a method that would allow me to gather authentic infom1ation from a variety 
of colleagues, as well as data from current literature pertaining to the assessm nt f students 
with alte1native educational needs . I wanted to gather specific quotes from naturally 
occurring conversations with educators so that the information I collected accurately 
reflected the needs of educators as divulged in convenient settings, without the influence of 
a script or questionnaire. Stringer (2007) noted that data from research sourc s should be 
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re rd d rbatim and r h uld r i t th urg t par phra e c nt nt to pr t t 
11 cting pr data fr m auth nti n r ati n w uld b 
fi und ti nal t m r ar h pr j t and upp rt m g al t a ti 1 gath rid from 
du ati nal atiicl and du at r that ref1 ct th un nt n ir runent and trend 
dail a e ment f tud nt ith uniqu 
pr J t a 11 a the m th d I u d t 
an1ing need . The [i 11 mg cti n utlinc the 
t and c ndu t m tudy. 
ction re earch appr ach. I c ndu ted an ac ti n re earch tud y t inv tigate the 
a m nt n d f riti h olumbian ducat r in r lation t aluating the learning and 
progre f tud nt with c pti naliti in Kinderga11en t rade 12. The tudy i 
con idered acti n re earch a the c n er ati n I had with c ll eagues, in addition to the 
information I to k fr m du ati nalliterature, helped me to addre a specifi c is ue. 
Following that, I u ed the in£ rmation I gathered to take action and create a so lution through 
the creation of an alternative a e ment handbo k. ing an action research approach wa 
suited to my inquiry becau e it allowed me to gather qualitative da ta through co ll eague 
conversation and an array of educational literature. Furthermore, I was able to implement 
action research to detetm ine specific educational needs , reflect on my own teaching practice, 
and establish the supports necessary for educators to assess students with exceptionalitie 
(Creswell , 20 12) . Specifically, I used a practical action research design with a goa l to foster 
immediate change in educational assessment within my school district. To begin, I amassed 
qualitative data from current educational articles and books that related to educational 
assessment, and then I repeated the proces of qualitative data collection from collaboration 
with colleagues. From there, I merged and interpreted the information I collected from both 
sources to determine educators' most relevant as essment concetn and need . 
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Th d ci i n t c ndu t qualitati a ti n re ar h tud wa tw D ld : (1) u ing 
c n r ati n a data-c 11 ti n m th d all d m t 
b nefi ial int ra ti n ith II agu that pr ided pp rtuniti D r m to maintain th 
f1 of c n er ati n b a king qu ce a1 , ) u ing th data fr m educational 
literatur and c 11 agu c nver ati n a ll we me t ana l ze inD nnati n in relati n to th 
ment n d f 1 ca l du at r , pr mpting m 
c ll eague imm diat 1 D 11 wing th tud . 
ta e acti n t addre th need f 
Triangulation. I utiliz d tw inD nnati nal urc whi le conducting there earch 
D r thi proj ect. ing a combinati n f ne r m re urce to co llect data and increase the 
credibility and validity f th r ult in re earch i kn w n a triangulation (Rothbauer, 
2008). Triangulati n of ource i ben ficial in re earch. Triangulation helps to overcome 
the weakne es of onere earch ource by u ing a variety f mediums to upplement and 
check one another, therefore pro iding a more balanced view. My purpose for using 
triangulation via literary article and human ubj ect as data-collection source for thi s 
project was to detennine if the themes I interpreted from the literature were similar to, or 
supportive of, the themes I interpreted from colleague conversations. Furthermore, I wanted 
to lend strength to my finding by utilizing diverse source , rather than relying on only one 
information medium. 
Data Collection Sources and Methods 
Data for this project were collected through the analysis of educational literature, 
which related to the assessment of students with exceptionalities, and al o through colleague 
conversations based on alternative assessment need . My intention while working on this 
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proJ t, wa to u a rang f g nuine du ati nal ur that uld pr ide a rel ant and 
a curat ace unt f du at ti m r lati n t alternati e a nt. 
ducationallit ratu r . I h ducati nal j umal and b k fr m difD rent 
ourc 111 rder to div r if th c nt nt I wa r ding in r lati n t a e m nt. I wanted to 
utiliz are urc that w rked with m bu h dul and all cd me t ga ther qua litative 
data pre nted through ducation-r lat d rti 1 and te t . I c n ulted a number of journal 
a11i le and print urce pertaining t duca ti nal a e ment. While I read through the 
inD rmati n I r rded paragraph and phra that pertain d t the educational a e sment 
of tudent with cepti nalitie , and alt rnative a ment options. I ndeav red to 
consult m1icl and b k ntaining current inD rmati n, a well a lder information t 
determine if hange in a e m nt ha e ccurr d, o I to k inD rmation from ten urce 
written within the la t 17 year . 
The literary re ource I con ulted include : Clas room assessment within the 
alternative a essment paradigm: Re1·i ing the territory (Buhagiar, 2007), Academic 
imprm ement through regular asse sment (Wolf, 2007) , Th e teacher 's guide to alternative 
as essment: Taking the first steps (Corcoran, Dershimer, & Tichenor, 201 0), Visibly 
learning teachers' assessment practices for students with high and very high needs (Bourke, 
Mentis, & Todd 201 0) , Curriculum and assessment for students with moderate and severe 
disabilities (Browder, 200 1), D(fferentiated assessment strategies (Chapman & King, 2005), 
Assessment of exceptional students: Educational and psychologica l procedures (Taylor, 
1997), Educational testing for students with disabilities (Thurlow, Elliot, Y sseldyke, 2003 ), 
Alternative strategies in assessing special education need (Dykeman, 2006), and 
Investigating access to educational assessment for students with disabilities (Woods, 
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Park n Le i , 2 1 0) . h data lle t d fr m t t ur wer aluabl ; h w r my 
:D u wa t gath r data fr m a an f urce in ord m ntha11dbo k 
which uld m t th 11 d f man edu at r m lumbi a. 11 I gathered n t 
fr m the literatur , I nt red m fi u n having m aningful c n er a tion with 
11 ague . 
ollea ue conver ation . 11 wing the literature re earch, I t ok pa11 in 
c 11 er ati n er a i -week period, with 1 c !league , p tia ining t the unique lea111ing 
ment f tud nt with e epti naliti . I u pected that spontaneous 
c nver ati n with educator w uld i ld m re genuine infi rmati on ov r time, than other 
data-collection meth d . My purp wa to u e a c n emence ample of educators, along 
with a method of accumulating data that wa inducti e and fl ex ibl e, to detenninc ways that 
educators 1night feel more upported in their a e ment end avor , a indicated thr ugh 
their comment . Choo ing to u e conver ation a a method to gather educator 's percepti ons 
in relation to alternative a e ment wa appropriate becau e I wanted to get to know my 
colleagues better, and discu asse sment collaboratively. 
I al so wanted to collect the information in a timely manner, which I did not feel 
would happen if I had asked them to fi ll out a time-con uming questionnaire, or take pat1 in 
a sit-down interview. I wanted the educators I consulted to be at ease while we poke about 
assessment, and not have to find time to fi ll out a survey, which they would have to 
remember to retmn to me. Due to my role as Special Education teacher, which include 
weekly meetings with school staff and monthly meetings with other distri ct resource staff, I 
had access to a variety of educators and support workers from different chools within my 
school distri ct. There was minimal interference in the method I hose for collecting data since 
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m rol a a li t n r all d m t n id r the rd e hang d, rath r than a king pointed 
que ti n f ach patii ipant. Th c n er ati n ab ut a 
c m~ rtabl 
ment w r auth ntic and 
Con ver ation parti ipant.. I u ed c n m nc ampling t m e tigat the 
a e ment n ed f 41 ducat r fr m m l al h l di tri t. r a i -week period I 
participated inc n er ati n \ ith i learning upp rt w r er , l teachers, and 4 
admini trat r fr m a variety ch ol m h i trict 91, including th e with expo ure 
to tudent from an aiTay f grad 1 v 1 . he ample p pulation and ge graphical area 
incorporated in thi tudy includ d Kindergari n to rade 12 public school education taff 
from chool Di trict 91: echak ake , which inc rp rate the main communi tie of Burns 
Lake, Fra er Lake, Vanderh of, and rt t. Jame . 
The purpo e of u ing a convenience ample of taff from my local chool district 
wa to acce individual that I had collegiate relation hip with; as those would be the 
educator I would be mo t likely to provide a se ment re ources for. Secondly, I wanted 
the information I collected to come from conversation that were both natural and 
comfortable. Thirdly, I believed that the use of convenjent participants would offer me a 
variety of responses about an asso1iment of experiences, thu enriching my study and 
allowing me to have a comprehensive co llection of notes in my reflective journal. The 
following section outlines the reflective jomnaling-data collection method l conducted to 
complete my study. 
Participants were not solici ted, and I did my best to protect the anonymity of the 
participants by refraining from indicating which conunent was attributed to which educator. 
However, I did attempt to record the peaker' job position so that I could determine which 
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j b ar a th participant r pr nt d. 3 1111 t p ak primarily ith g n ral 
m tea h r , but al gain in ight int alt rnati e ment fr m upp 11 and 
admini trati n p r ti 
Wh n the topic f a e m nt am up m nv r ation, I r corded the tatem nts 
mad e b my coli agu in a refl cti v j utnal. I rna e evet eft 11 to r c rd xa tly what 
wa aid and ometime I a k d £ r larifi ati n r ~ r furth er e pl anati n . I u d the ame 
journal t c 11 t n te fr m all urc . h ~ 11 wing ecti on outline the refl ecti ve 
joun1aling and data c 11 ti n m th d I nducted t complete my tudy. 
Refl ective j ourn alin g. I u d a ref1 ctive j urn a! to record n te a I read a vari ety 
of educati nal a ment urce , including educa ti nal at1icle and reference books. I also 
recorded phra es and comment in the journal that were made by co lleagues which referred 
to the assessment of tudent with exceptionalities . Regardle of to whom I spoke, if a 
collegiate conversation touched on the topic of a essment, I made an effort to record 
pecific phra e , just as I recorded key segments authors mentioned. The proc wa 
arduous at time , but in the end, I appreciated the commitment I made to keeping detail ed 
notes so that I could later code the data and use the inforn1ation to uncover commonalitie 
and build the foundation for the assessment handbook I was planning to create. 
I chose to use a reflective journal as a note-taking medium because the act of 
physically writing something down is personally meaningful for me. Journaling seems to 
help me remember information more easily, and I knew that the act of refl ection would 
allow me to better internalize the ideas I collected. O 'Connell and Dyment (2011 ) stated 
that a reflective journal is a per onal document where a writer can jot down research note , 
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qu te , per onal c 1m11 nt , r 111 lud tract fr m te t , c n er ati n , r 1 cture D r the 
purp f gaining in ight int lf- ar ne and 1 an1mg. I u d the r f1 c ti j urnal 
a a medium D r c 11 ting i ea 111 rder t in 
id ol gi . 
m a arene and unc r c mm n 
I rea t d tw -c lumn la ut n each page f m rcfl ec t1 e j urnal. I had th 
p ctation that the eparated e uld help k ep my r sea rch note and pers nal 
mem rganized, 1 gibl , and equ nti aL which w uld make tran ferr ing f data and 
ub qu nt pha f ding in an alternat d cument ea ier. In the fir t c lumn, I copi ed 
ection f te t from reading ducation arti cle and b ok , if I D und the data pertinent to my 
re earch. Once I began t take n te fr m c nver ati n . I record ed the peaker 's job title, 
along with quote regarding non- tandardized a e ment that I heard while conver ing 
with a variety of educa tor in the fir t c lumn a well. 
I did not use an audio recording device to record the conver ation I had regarding 
a ses ment, so I relied on in-the-moment interaction or memory to jot down what my 
colleagues were saying in my journal. Most often I carried my journal with me so I was able 
to use it as I conver ed with colleague . At one point during my data collection phase, a 
group of educators were talking about the task of reporting on their students' progress, so I 
was ab le to gather information as they spoke and ask for clarification if I needed. In some 
instances I wrote down long phrases, and at other times I recorded point form, key word . I 
quickly fi lled 35 journal pages, due in part to the fact that the focu of our school-wide 
collaboration was student asses ment and alternative asses ment needs were openly 
di cussed at meetings and in the staffroom . Also, during my data collection phase, I 
attended a professional development workshop on differentiation and connected with 
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ducat r fr m th r h i tri t 1 h h had th ught and questi n ab ut 
alt rnati a 
e c pti nali ti 
m nt and aluating th v 1 pment and gr th f tud nt with 
ft r r ading and refl ting n egm nt fin[! nnati n l rec rded in the fir t 
c lumn, I u ed th nd lumn th ref1 ctive j urnal a a pa e t write d wn me 
fir t-impre wn n t . I did n t a tiv 1 c d d t in the ec nd c lumn, but dev 1 p d 
pot ntial a m nt idea , and al u ed the pace t ketch me a e sm nt template . 
Through ut the tudy I a ured th c nfid enti ality and participant anonymity t the 
be t of my ability. I did n t re rd the name f th c I league t wh m I p k , and I kept 
my r fl ecti ve j umal with me, r in the 1 eked drawer f my office de k. Furthermore, 1 did 
n t di cus the infonnation I co llected wi th any ne during the research porti n f my study. 
The data collected wer gathered fr m current educational re ource and from free-flowing 
conver ations therefore, I belie e that the n te I to k from a ample of educa tors and 
educational literature, reflect the current belief: and requirements of BC educators a a 
whole. 
At the culmination of the collection phase I gathered 15 typed pages of information 
pertaining to the assessment needs of students with exceptionaliti es, from a wide range of 
educators and education-related texts . While the notes were informati ve, it was not until I 
began the content analysis and coding proces that the specific needs of educators became 
concrete . The following section explore the steps I took to code the data using the 
information I 'd originally recorded in my reflective journal to uncover themes and sketch 
my assessment ideas. 
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Data nal 1 
InD nnati n ga th r d fr m edu ati nal liter tur and c 11 agu c n er ation w r 
anal zed u ing a qualitativ l pr ce . u tes and te t ecti n wer tran crib d 
fr m j urnal t rd d cum nt, and th c nt nt f th word d cum nt a amined, c ded 
thr ugh tw pha , and then them d. de wer igned ba d n a ummati n or 
g neral m aning p rtaining t th c mm nt r tc cgment in the initial pha e of c ding. 
od ere a igned a c 1 ur. ba d n mm nalitie during the , e nd pha e [ c ding. 
Th m were id ntifi ed b e amining the final c d he in[! rmati n gathered fr m this 
tudy wa u d a a ~ undati n t upp rt the creati n fan alt mative as e ment re ource 
D r educator . 
nalyzing Content and Codin g Data 
In order to determine what educator are 1 oking for in term of a e ment, and 
uncover any complication encountered with tracking th e development of tudents with 
exceptionalities I conducted a qualitative content analy is. I sy temati cally and obj ecti vely 
decoded the data I heard about, read about, and wrote about by thoroughly analyzing it and 
working through an infmmative qualitative research process . Elo and Kyngas (2008) 
declared that researchers use content analysis to distil words into fewer content-related 
categories, and when classified into the same categories, words, phra es, and the like share 
the same meaning. My goals were to analyze the data in context with the purpose of 
attaining a condensed description of the topic, and from there, formulate a practical guide to 
action. 
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I tran :D IT d all f th data I c 11 t d in th fir t c lumn f my j urnal int a tw -
column rd d ument tarting ith th data I c lie t d fr m educati nallit rature. I u d 
the fir t c lumn :D r ping th tran ri d data , whil the nd lumn wa int nd d a th 
pace t rec rd initial c d . I typed th n t - egment word-~ r-w rd, a I took th m from 
the j urnal , eparating each c mment b ne lin I c u1d c n id r every g ent 
parat 1 when it a tim t w rk thr ugh the coding 1 r c nee I had fini hed typing 
ut th in~ rmati n fr m educat i na1 te. t , I u ed the am word d cumcnt t transcribe th 
qu te I co llec ted through c 11 ague c nver ati n . I typed the quote into the fir t co lumn, 
and eparat d them fr m previ u and ~ 11 w ing qu te by nc line. At the end f thi 
proces , I had 22 page f typed te t. 
I u ed a two- olu11111 w rd document t di play the pre-coded data o that th e tex t 
wa orderly and became a document eparate from the original journal. By tran ferring the 
data from the journal into a ec nd document, I crea ted a m re ver a tile pi ece of text. I was 
able to move and separate text a needed, print copie of the document to work through a 
rough draft, and make addition and deletion as nece ary. 
Initial coding. Once the data were transferred from journal to word document, I read 
through the text to en ure that pelling was correct, and that I had not missed any details o I 
could code the data without having to jump back and fm1h between the handwritten and 
typed documents. Once I was satisfied with the data transcription, I printed off a copy so 
that I could record my initial code on the paper by hand , rather than try and type them in 
the original text. I wanted to create a rough copy that I could add theme to or note in the 
margin if I felt the need. I also wanted to be able to see all of the text at once, and shuffle 
between pages to find a con1111ent if I needed to . Having a paper copy allowed me to interact 
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ith th data and £ 1 m r mfl rtabl than I uld ha b n if I had c d d th data 
within the riginal typ d d um nt. 
b gin th initial r und f c ding I tali d \ ith th fir t t t egm nt, r ad 
thr ugh it, and d t 1mined th under! mg m mng r m them aning, I a igned a c de 
w rd r phr t th gment. and r rd d 1t acr fr m the pi ec f t t, in the econd 
lumn f the pag . I ntinu d thr ugh the wh 1 d cum nt in th . . ame manner, a 1gnmg 
mrunati c dew rd or phra e t ach egment f te t. I w rked through the initial 
pha f ding I wa abl t j t d wn a fe p tential th m in the margin f the page. I 
di c er d that pattern and omm nalitie emerged in educator' re p nse and fr m 
ducation-r !at d lit rature. t th culminati n f the initial pha e of coding, 1 coded 86 
extract fr m con er ati n and de el ped 27 1 code from 200 tex t egm ents, resulting in 
357 code . 
Once I completed the irutial pha e of coding, I went back to the word document and 
typed the codes into the econd colmnn, aero from each text segment, as li ted in the 
rough draft . Appendix A is a sample of the recorded data and initial phase of coding. 
Second phase of coding. Following the initial phase of coding, I wanted to group 
the codes, so I conducted a second phase of coding and grouped the codes by colour. This 
type of data analysis was three-fold : (1) I wanted to highlight comn1on ideas amongst the 
codes in order to build solid themes, (2) visually separate the codes from each other, (3) 
limit code redundancy. Creswell (20 12) noted that the object of coding i to make sense of 
the data, divide data into image segments, and scrutinize for overlap and redundancy. Based 
on Creswell 's obj ect of coding, assigning varying colour to codes based on conu11onaliti e 
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w uld i uall parat umqu d , thu h ing th numb r f parate c de and 
limiting repetiti n . 
urth rm re, u mg ol ur t r pr ent mm n c d r lated t a e m ent w uld 
all w m t hich idea \ er m t r , . lent. The m rc tim a c de i r pea ted, the 
m r pr al nt the n tion, in relati n t the educat r I poke t and the te t I read. 
Th re[i r , code that are h avi l re a ted w uld be of gr a test imp rtanc to a range of 
educa t r . 
To begin th econd pha e f c ding, I read th ugh all f the c dew rd in the 
econd c lumn and group d mm n c de by c 1 ur. Initiall y, I ·elec t d ix co lours to 
highlight the c de becau I wa n t ure how many unique code I had li sted. The proce s 
of colour coding was fairl y traight:D rward. I read the code and highli ghted the word or 
phra e ba ed on whether it wa imil ar t a pre iou code r a new notion then, I moved on 
to the next code, intent on using a different colour if necessary. If the code was similar to 
previou codes I highlighted it with that assigned colour, if not; I marked it wi th a new 
colour. If I was unsure about assigning a co lour to a code, I left it and returned later. 
Appendix B is a sample of the colour-coding. 
Once the colour-coding was completed in the second column, I was able to visually 
separate the different ideas that emerged and get an idea of which codes were most 
prevalent. At the culmination of colour-coding the data, I used 14 colours. After 
completing the colour-coding, I read though the codes in the second colun1n and extracted 
ideas from the cmnn1on codes and came up with themes related to the alten1ative assessment 
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f tud nt ith ' epti naliti . he ti n b l w r lat , t th pr e I und rt k t 
a ign th me . 
heme 
r m the 1 unique · de-gr up c lle ted , I \\a ab le t deve l 1 them e relat d to 
m r ar h que ti n, ba. d n the a .. e . ment f tudents \'.Ith excepti naliti . I combined 
imilar c de ·rea t fl ur maJ r theme. ach c de \\a related t , me a pec t of 
a m nt, c r ating them \\a n t a d1 fficult ta~o,k . The maJor themes I generated 
mluded : (a)purp e fa m nt. (b) qualiue [asses ment, (c) variance fa ment, 
and (d) imp rtan f altemati\'e a ment 
I cam up with theme , I al tarted t develop idea about specifi c a se ment 
to 1 I could crea te, and wa able t r tum t my reflec ti ve JOUrnal and sketch ome 
template . I read ea h theme, 1 oking fl r pec ific idea that an wered my re 'carch que tion : 
What are educator lo king for in tenn f alternative a e ment for tudents with 
exceptionalitie ? 
Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, I pre ented information on the proj ect de ign and methodolog ie , in 
addit ion to de cribing the method of data co llection I u ed to ga ther information on 
alternative as essment . Following that, I gave detai l about the proce of analyzing and 
coding the data, and finally developing overarching theme from th code . 
I presented information on the ac tion re ea rch I onducted to inve tigate the 
a e sment needs of Briti h olumbian educators in relation to the need for alternative 
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a m nt p cifi all aimed at tud nt ith epti naliti in Kind rgart n to rad 12. 
The tud wa n id r d a ti n r arch be au th n r ati n I had with colleague 
and the inD nnati n I ga th r d fr m ducati na1literatur , helped m t addrc the i ue f 
alten1ati a ment. 
part of th r arch pr e I di cu , ed the data c llec ti n ource u e I and 
m thod uti liz d t c llat th data. I re rd d egment of in~ rmation fr m educa tional 
te t r garding a e ment, and th n 11 cted idea fr m c llcague thr ugh a ual 
c n r ation in a r f1 ti j umal. The c nver ati n I had wi th a vari ty of educa tors 
all w d me to gath r an abundance f authentic data regarding alterati ve educational 
a e ment , while th j umal article and ducational te t provided me with information 
on the alternati e a 
trends. 
ment n ed f tudent with exceptionaliti e and current a es ment 
The joumaling enabled me to record the comments made by co lleagues and authors 
in relation to the proce of a se ing tudents with exceptionalitie . I was able to refl ect on 
the infmmation I gathered, and fonnulate ideas for templates and alternative as essment 
tools that would be appropriate for evaluating the progress of tud ents with exceptionalities . 
This infom1ation was the focus of my analysis . 
Following the use of the reflective journal, I transcribed the data into a word 
document and analyzed, then coded it. After the initial phase of coding I conducted a 
second phase of coding, assigning a co lour to each code. If a code was the ame a a 
previous example, I gave it the same colour. The purpose of colour-coding was to vi ually 
distinguish the information. After colour-coding the data, I had 11 conclusive codes. 
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t th culminati n f c ding, I r d th c de nd r at d th e ba ed n 
categ rizati n f th d , re ulting in[! ur maj r th m 
them relati t alte1native a e m nt a an infi nnati e proce 
f the data int 
hr ugh th c ntent 
anal i and ding pr ce I unc vered id a whi ch upp lied m y d ir t crea t an 
a e m nt han db ok [! r duca t r , re levant t tudent with cepti nalitie . in e the 
c ding pr cedure pr id d me with pecific in fi rmati n I uld u e to creat as es ment 
templat , I wa pl a cd w ith the r ult and c nfid ent th t the handb k I w uld create 
would be u ful. I wa abl begin evel ping idea ba ed n alternati e a essm ent t ol s 
and template for educat r t u e w ith their tudent . 
In hapter 4 I will pre ent r ult pecific t the tudy I conducted, and highlight the 
ub equent finding . The re ult will includ in£ rmation on the co lleagues and educati onal 
literature I con ulted, a well a an exploration of the theme that em erged from coding the 
data . Finally, I will focu on the finding and pre ent in ight into the component of my 
handbook. 
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hapt r 4 : R ult 
In hapter 1, I intr du d th n pt fm t, and r p rted n th educati nal 
1mp rtan f n a m nt hand k b d nth valuati n fa ad mi , b ha i ural, 
and fun ti nal kill f tud nt with epti nallti e .. In h pter 2, I pr id d a th r ugh 
f urrent literatur n the m nt tud nt \;\, ith cepti nalitie . I includ d 
inD rmati n n alt rnativ a e m nt m th , an c c mm dati n,. In haptcr , I 
ar h meth d pr J ct de 1gn an method 1 gie , in add1ti n t pre enting 
inD n11ati n nth data anal i I u ed t vel p c d and th m in relati n t altemativ 
a m nt. In thi hapter, I\;\, ill rep rt th re ult f my a ti n r earch tudy. ir t, I will 
di u s th re ult I btain d fr m educati nal j urnal article re earch, and then I will 
divulge there ult f anal zing and tabulating co l! agu c nver ati n . In ub equ ent 
ection , I will pre nt the finding . fr m the initial pha e f data c ll ecti n , t collating the 
infonnation into relevant theme in rder t det rmin what pecifi ca ll y educators find 
useful in an asses ment re ource. I will clo e the chapter with a ection detai ling the 
components of my alternative a e sment handbook, and end with a chapter summary . 
Results from Educational Print Materials 
I located articles and texts pertaining to the educational development of students with 
exceptionalities. Texts and articles were selected based on whether or not they provided 
infmmation on the educational a sessment of stud ents with alternative learning need . Text 
segments were selected at random from within chapters mentioning evaluation or alternative 
assessment. M y purpose wa to locate information to support the creation of non-no1111ati e 
assessments for students with exceptionallemning needs. My goal was to find reading 
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mat rial that f[i r d ampl r t p1 id b ut th [! rmati e and Uinmati a e m nt 
f tudent ith c pti naliti , h pr nt ith a v ri t f a ilitie , th n d th d ta , 
and final! ere t th me t guid m a m nt re urc rea ti n. 
I gath r d nd anal zed 2 t t gment fr m 1 ur e u ing an inducti 
trategy. I amm d the t t and a 1gn d de t each p rti n f te t l had rec rd d. Th 
c de I a ign d r ba ed n th content f a h , gment and represent d key concept 
u mg n ord r a hort phra . 
nee the data \\ ere c ll c ted, I conducted an initia l pha. e f coding, and then a 
ec nd pha e of coding wher in I u d I ur t group the ini tial c de ba cd on 
commonalitie . t the cu1minati n f co l ur-c ding the data c llec t d fr m educa ti onal 
print material, I u ed 12 col ur t r pre ent unique c de . Table 1 depi ct the qu alitative 
coding re ults, di played a a percentage. 
Code frequency. Th educa tional tex t I consulted pertained to the relati onship 
between as essment and teaching, and noted that all tudent are entitl ed to targeted 
assessment which support instruction, and lead to the improvement of individualized 
academic achievement or functional skill development. Many of the articles alluded to the 
need for additional assessment options for students with exceptionalities, and stressed that 
any assessment conducted should be individualized. The codes I created from text 
segments, in order of prevalence, include: (a) goal/ student-specific (62 code ), (b) 
multifaceted/diverse assessment tools (43 codes) (c) authentic and relevant (37) (d) 
provides proof/ evidence (33 codes) (e) guide in truction (25 codes), (f) intervention (19 
codes), and (g) accountability (15 codes), (h) alternative formats/ vari ety (1 2 codes), (i) 
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pr m ting equalit (11 c d ) (j n-g ing ( d , (k) r a ti chang n d d ( code ) 
and (1) quick a m nt (2 c d . I d v 1 p d 27 1 c d fr m 200 te t eg nt . 
Th inf01mati n fr m du ational te t upp rt th ne d ~ r lten1 ti a e m nt 
re our . Thre de em rged m t fr quentl , uppl ing v r half f the c d to tal. 
p ifica lly, th edu ati nal t t I e amin d n ted that e a]uati n which ar tudent-
p cifi ar imp rative. -t\V 
thi n ti on. a d on thi finding, a 
n d t e indi idualiz d . urth nn 
emerged fr m the 200 text egment upp rting 
ment [! r tudent wi th e ceptionall earning needs 
du au na l te n ted that a e ment D r 
tud nt wi th epti nall aming ne d mu t be div r . I a igned 43 c de that 
h uld me in a variety f format and be geared toward 
van ou ubject and ac ti iti e , t upp rt a multi tude f tudent need . Additionally, 
a e sment which are authentic, allowing fo r learners t dem n trate their abilities to 
perfo rm genuine tasks are important, a noted by 3 7 codes a signed. 
The educational text I acce sed were written in the last 17 years. A lthough they 
presented different information on alternative a sessment, the authors and researchers 
reported that an array of assessment options is necessary to meet the needs of all learners. 
Therefore, a resource with multiple as essment too ls would be relevant. My research found 
that the tools within a resource should support individualized and genuine as es ment as 
noted by a number of educational texts. Also, a e m ents that are specific to authenti c 
ta ks are an impOiiant pmi of evaluation for students with exceptionalities. 
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abl 1 
P r nta of olour- oded Data htazn d from_()() ~ du atwnal Text gment R ardin 
Aft rnatiw! A. . s m nt 
de 
all tud nt p ific 
Multifacete di er e 
uthenti 
Proof/ evid n of learning 
uid in truction 
Intervention 
Accountability 
Alternative f01mat /variety 
Promoting equality 
On-going 
Proactive change needed 
Quick 
*percent's are rounded to the nearest tenth 
Results from Colleagues Consulted 
Perc ntag 
22. 0 ~ 
15 . 0 0 
1 .6% 
12.1% 
9.2% 
7% 
5.5% 
4.4% 
4% 
3.3% 
1.1 % 
0.7% 
After taking notes from educational texts, I endeavored to have meaningful 
conversations with colleagues in order to collect data based on need, in relation to the 
assessment of students with exceptionalities. The texts I consulted presented re earched and 
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publi h d in~ nnati n, h r a 11 giat intera ti n pr id d immediate, naturall 
uning c n r ati n and ' in-th -m m nt ' mm nt , adding trength t m re ar h 
auth nticit 0 
Dem graphic 0 I t k n t fr m n\ cr, at1 n, I had \.\- 1th 1 educ t r. wh h ld 
' an u educa ti nal p 1t1 n 111 th e hak ch 1 tnc t 9 10 In an intermittent, 
1 - c k p n d, fr m \ mb r ~ 1 t m1d-Janua1 , 01 . I c nv r cd wi th educa tor 111 a 
an [ edu ati nal etting 11 [ the educat r , t '' h m I spoke, are employed by 
h i trict 1, 1echak ake ( a t nd): nd rh L urns ake, ra er Lake, and 
Fort and t. Jam 0 parti 1pant In m tudy pro Ide ervtc [! r a variety f 
tud nt ith diver n d. 0 Th p pulati n [ educat r I u cd in my re carch were both 
[! male (n = 7) and male (n = ) c ntribut r 0 The participant ranged fr m Learning 
upp rt W rker (L W), t g n ral educa ti n Teacher fro m Primary. Intermedi ate, and 
econdary chool cla r m 0 In additi n, Teacher n all (T ), pec ial ducati on or 
Learning Interventi n Teacher , dmini trator , and Di tri ct R ource/ upport taff were 
con ulted at variou point through ut the tudyo The diver e background combined with a 
variety of tudent- upport experience of the educator I poke to all wed me to ga ther idea 
from individual with an abundance of know! dge and area of pecialty within the Briti h 
olumbia educa tion ystemo By having participant from many area in the educa tion 
system, I collected an a ortment of informa tion from an array of e peri enced coll eague 0 
The goal of my research was to gather data in relation to the a e ment need of 
educa tor who interact with a multitude of tudent , including tudent with alternative 
learning need 0 I focu ed my re earch on the job po iti n the peak r maintained, in 
addition to the comment uttered in relation to the a e ment of tud nt with 
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pti naliti . 1 pt tra k f th p aker' J b titl II r r arch purp e . In hind ight, 
n uring that m numb r II r a h p iti n "' r a t \\a hall nging at tim , p iall 
if th n er ati n inv h m r th n a II "' p pi Th t taL I 1 re nt II r e h 
pat1i ipant p iti n are r member d t th be t f m ahdit ahl 2 utlme, the j b title 
and num r f parti tpanL I n' ec ed \\ tth dunng m~ r earch 
Learn in a , upport ~t- ork r. . he . 1 \\' ~taff I co nsulted m m study upport a 
wid f tudent "' tth e c pt1 nail tie , fr m Kmd ~rgarten to Jrad 7, in one 
m ntary h 1 in and rh f. ll f the W. n ted that th have e penenc tra king 
tud nt behavi ur and a adem1 r fun t1 nal kllll am mg. Whil e n ne of the earn ing 
upp rt W rk r c mment d n th av ailabi!Jt [a e . ment re urce , perhap becau e 
th ir ro I i t u th t 
re ource teacher, th 
a general educati n cia r om teacher, or 
ment t I they ha e u ed. 11 f the 
L W mentioned a pect of a e ment de ign th y w uld find benefi cia l. 
The information pre ented qualitati ely from L wa analyzed and condensed 
into fi e code :(a) ea y, (b) qui ck, (c) adaptable, (d) goal/ tudent- pecific and (e) premade. 
ne LSW commented, "alternative a e ment are needed ... they have to be individualized 
in order to track tudent learning and IEP (Individualized Education Plan) goa l ". Another 
LSW noted, "there is no et time to fill out tracking heet , I need omething that i fai rly 
imple to use and doe not interfer with the one-on-one upport I offer my tudent ... a 
photocopiable template that can be ea ily adapted". An additional L W sta t d, "premade 
template that can be filled in, or changed, depending on tudent or goal would help". One 
L W noted," omething that won ' t take me too long to do ... that I ca n spend a few minute 
on" would meet h r a es ment need . The data ga thered from L arning upport Work r 
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wa aluabl . Th in£ nn ti n pr id d me ith an idea of hat W appr ciat 111 
alt rnati e a e ment and hat an a e m nt r urc might ntain . h data I 11 l d 
fr m a ari ty f t aching 11 agu a al rel vant. 
Teacher. . he tea h r I con ulted during m re earch aried in y ar f cla r om 
ignment, and cunent t aching p iti n . For 
th purp e f thi porti n f the tud , the t rm teach r repre ent T , general 
educati n T ach r from rimary t ec ndar grad . , and pecial ducati nJ Intervention 
acher . Th t a hing a igrunent f m re arch par1icipant rang d from Kindergarten 
to rad 10. I did not ha e an oppor1uni ty t p ak with ducat rs wh teach em r high 
hool on a regular ba i , with the epti n f the Teacher n all , whose work chedul e 
depend n the taffing need f each ch l. There wa a vananc m pecialty area and 
formal training background of the teacher I poke t . While I wa aware f thi vari ance, I 
did not track individual pecialty area a cia ted with each educa tor a part of my tudy, 
other than their teaching po ition. I did however gather information fro m a multitude of 
educators, with differing grade-level teaching experi ence and knowledge bases, hoping that 
these differences would give me data from a broad range of professionals. Information from 
the teachers I spoke to is categorized and presented in the following sections. 
Teachers on call. The four TOC I had conversations with commented that they were 
relatively new to teaching, all having less than 8 year teaching experi ence. Their comments 
were analyzed and assigned into three categorical codes: (a) easy, (b) quick, and (c) tudent-
specific. Each of the TOCs noted that they are seldom required to asses student abili ty; 
however, in some cases they have had to note specific student perfonnance in relation to 
behaviour tracking . The four TOCs noted that if they were directed to conduct student 
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Tabl 2 
Edu ator m• r. d H'ith R ardin It rnath · 
p 
p cia! ducati lnt rv nti n T acher 
eneral duca ti n Teach r 
i lri t T acher n all T ) 
Primary 
lnt rmediate 
econdary 
Admini tration & Di trict Re ource/ upport taff 
7 
4 
9 
7 
4 
4 
assessments, they would want a few pecific qualities of the a essment tool they were 
assigned to use. 
The following quotes portray examples of comments made by TOCs in relation to 
assessment tools. One TOC stated that assessment resources mu t be, "ba ic" , 
"unc mplicated", and "not too time consuming". Another TOC noted that she would prefer 
assessments for students with exceptionalities that, "can be done on the fly'' and "are already 
specific to the students and goals I am tracking". She added, " because I am not their regular 
teacher, I cannot create something explicit for [the student] and [his or her] needs". 
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'P ial du a lion/ in! n • ntion t a h r . I had c n er ati n ab ut alternati 
a m nt r urc 
through ut th 
ith en p ial du ati 
k tud . I h d h p d t 
Inter nti n t ach r , at ari u tim 
\Vith additi nal p cialized educator 
about alt rn ti e a e m nt pti n b au e th w rk pred minantl ith tudent with 
e c ptionalitie . I urmi ed that p cial du ati r Intcrventi n teach r are m re likely to 
c ndu t a ari ty fa ment rel ted t g al pr gre and pr gr m de eloJ ment, than 
their gener 1 duca ti n c ll ague . ecia l ducati n lnterven ti n cacher are u ually part 
f e er de ignat d tudent' ch a ed Team ( ) and p rfonn a number of ase 
Manager dutie , including formulating and c nducting e aluation . 
p cial Educatio Int rvention teach r indicated that an all -enc mpassmg 
alternati e a e m nt re ourc would be b neficial. fter ana lyzing comment from 
Special ducation/ Interventi n t acher , e en codes were a igned. The codes include: (a) 
proof/ evidence of learning, (b) visible learning, (c) quick, (d) guide teaching, (e) vari ety of 
a essment , (f) goal/student- pecific, and (g) adaptable. A ample of Special 
Education/Intervention teacher comments are presented in the following section. 
One Special Education/Intervention teacher noted, "a handbook that has a vari ety of 
assessment types, relevant to a variety of subject areas," would be benefi cial so she could 
share the tool with classroom teachers . She also stated "quick" evaluation tools were a must 
because of scheduling constraints and the inability for educators to carve out extra time in a 
school day. Another Special Education/Intervention teacher shared her preferences and 
stated, "assessments that depict what a student knows ... help with repmi writing or sharing 
with colleagues to fonnulate an overall profile of the learner". Other Special Education/ 
Intervention teachers mentioned that assessment tools should include, "blank template that 
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can b u ed £ r man tud nt " in additi n t t hi ch an b , " mad tud nt r g al -
p cifi ... t th 11 c ti n pr n th r pecial du ca ti Int rventi n t a h r 
n t d that " imple" tra king r ur e w uld the m t h lpful, al , "an ything that guide 
future r furth r in tructi n" w uld appr ciated . ~ w f the p cia! 
ducati Inter enti n t acher tated, "r urce that an be harcd ith c ll agu s" and 
"are infl rrnati v " are imp rtant, al , a "mu ltitude fa e ment all in ne place" would be 
aluable. 
n ral edu ation t a her.. f th 20 general ducati n teacher 1 con ul ted over 
th i - eek tud , £ ur teach r w rk at th high ch oll e el, and 16 of the teachers work 
in an elem ntary ch ol on a dail ba i . The teach r I pok to have the mo t vari ed age 
range of tudent int raction, edu cating tudent from Kind rgarten to rade 10, a compared 
to other study participant . I did not rec rd pecific information n the level of tudent 
need in teacher ' cia srooms. Howe er, I did note that the majority of the teacher I 
confen ed with are required to differentiate instruction ; therefore, provide alternative 
assessm ent for their learner . I analyzed and grouped teaching staff comments into six 
codes: (a) easy, (b) evidence/ proof of learning, (c) qui ck, (d) v isual , (e) adaptable/ multi-
use, and (f) comprehensive resource . 
The following quotes represent examples of comments made by general education 
Teachers in relation to assessment. One teacher indicated , "easy to use" and "quick" 
resources that also, " assist with reporting" were prefened . Another teacher m entioned, 
" resources that give a visual representation ... to show what a student can do, and where he 
or she may have deficits" was desired. An additional teach r stated , " resources that provide 
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alt mat aluati n m th d " and "h lp t urat 1 rep 11 n tud nt ' r gr " ar 
ary. 
en ral du ati n t ach r e pr dan ed for an e m nt r ur e that could 
be applicabl t lean1er with c pti nal need and alternative pr gramming. n t ach r 
not d, " ... I d n ' t r all kn w how t evalu te tud nt d ing alten1at cuniculum so ther 
a es ment ~ r n n-t pi cal tud nt ar mu t" [the a e ment need to] " how what my 
tud nt can, and ann t d " . n additi nal t acher m nti ned that he needed a," usefuL 
c mpreh n i ere urce . . . ne that ha verything in it" th r wa n ne d to "hunt fl r 
data c llection material" r ' creat m thing". n ther teacher expres ed a de ire for 
that, " i ibly depi t where a tudent i at" and can be "u ed to sh w parent 
their child' kill '. One teacher with a number of tudent that require differentiation 
noted, "asse ment that are u eful fl r multipl tudent " and can be "modified to fit each 
individual tudent and each pecific goal" would be valued. 
Of the 20 general education teachers consulted, 10 comments were made in support 
of a se sment tools that provide evidence or proof of learning. Six comments were made 
regarding the importance of a comprehensive resource, and seven mentions were made in 
relation to a desire for tools that provided visible evidence of learning. 
Administrators and district/ resource staff I had conversations with one 
Administrator and three District/ Resource Support Staff during the six-week study, 
regarding altetnative assessments for students with exceptionallemning need . Within 
N echako Lakes School District 91 , Administrators and District/ Resource Support Staff 
assist Special Education teachers and other school staff in the development of education 
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Di tri R ur upp rt taff tat d, " tea h r n ed t 1 that upp rt and dir ct th 1r 
t aching" whil "parent n ed t b abl t , their hild ' pr gre " 
Th e c mm nt upp rt th n ed ~ r a r urce th t ha aluati n mat rial which 
upp rt b th tudent and tea her . h dmini trat r c mmented on the c ntinual pr ce 
f e aluating tudent . He tat d, " lean1ing i ever-changing; an a e sment that can be 
u ed er and er t track the ame data at different time i needed t take inventory f 
where learner tart, and her the end up" 
Data I ga ther d from c n ulting 41 educat r fr m echako Lake chool i trict 
91 wa aluable. My colleague provided me with g od id a and sugge tions to upp rt 
the foundation of my c mpr hen ive handbook n a it mati e a essment . I am confid ent 
that the tool within the handbook will be applicable to educa tor who are responsible for 
asses ing the lea111ing of tudent with exceptionalities. Even though each educa tor ha 
unique student needs, the data my colleague provided, revealed many commonaliti es, 
which became more apparent after each phase of coding. 
Coded Data 
Once the conversation notes were coded, I amalgamated the codes into one li st in 
order to merge the infmmation, and consider the codes as a whole collection. I felt a 
cohesive list would aid in creating themes. A range of educators, regardless of job position, 
expressed a need for an assessment resource that would as ist with deten11ining the 
development and leatning of multiple students with exceptionalities . Educators wanted a 
resource that covered an array of topics, and offered a variety of assessment types . 
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uring th k tud , I n ulted 1 educat r fr m n u ch within 
e hak Lak ch 
p 11ained t alternati e a 
tri t 1. r m auth nti c n r ati n I d 
m nt, and the alu ti n f tud nt ith 
p d 8 cod that 
epti nali tie m 
public ch tting . Man f the 11 ague I c n ulted have high 1 el [ p st-
ec ndary educati n; h w ver, a e ment f tudent \\ 1th e cepti nali ti e wa 
man ducat r admitt d the wer n t c nfident with. 
m thing 
number of th educa tor mcntl n d that an alternative a ~ essmcnt resource, which 
ould be u d £ r d t tmining th abiliti and c gniti e gr wth f tud ents with 
e c ptionaliti in their c la r m , ould be valuable. he educa t r ' c nvic tion that thi 
typ of re ourc wa ne ded, made my initial dec i ion t create an asse ment handbook 
hav more merit, and the pr c f ga th ring idea and de eloping evaluation templates 
became more per onally meaningful. I wa exc ited to be able to create ad cument that 
other educators might u e a part of their teaching repertoire. There ult of having 
conversation with my colleagues, lead me to believe that many teachers have not found an 
applicable assessment re ource they were inclined to u e, and if one was available that 
contained the tools they were looking for, they would put it to use. 
Educational resources that are relevant and easy to navigate are likely to get the most 
use! More educators will be inclined to refer to an assessment handbook if it take little 
effort to apply. Twenty-five percent of the participant responses indicate that assessment 
resources need to contain tool s that are easy to navigate and require no more than minimal 
effort to complete. 
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ducat r u d hra 
prefl ned a e m nt t 
lik "un mplica t d", "c n i ", nd " impl " t d cribe 
traightforward la ut , will mak an a 
that educat r d n t att mpt t u e a 
m nt t l that are lf-e planat ry, with 
ment r urce m re u er-fri endly . I urmi ed 
ment t that ha c c mpl c dir cti n , or are 
d med t diffi ult t c mpl te. ment t L that arc traight-fl rward are imp rtan t 
o that ducat r can utili z a r urce the are c mfl 11abl c and c nfident u ing t 
d terminc th learning f tudent \\ ith e cepti nalitie n appr 1 riate tool that is b th 
relevant and imple t u illlikel get ampl e u e . 
, ,. c, ,.,.._c, m nt t 1 that pr vide evidence f tudent learning are imp 11ant. 
Det 1mining a ba elin , and then a e ing ver a period f time to sh w learning, or 
progre , i a ub tantial part of altem ati e programming fl r tudent with exceptionaliti es . 
Fom1een percent of comment from educator noted that pr f of achi evement is 
foundational to a sessment. One educator noted " it' n t enough to intuiti ve ly know a 
student has made progre s, we must b abl e to hoH' progress by co llecting ev idence". 
Assessments that can be given at the commencement of a program and then re-administered 
a number of times as the school year progresses show where a stud ent started, and what he 
or she has achieved over time. 
Assessment tools that are, or can be made, goal/student-specific were imp011ant to 
thirteen percent of the educators consulted in the study. Students that are designated as 
having exceptional learning needs because they meet specific criteri a presented by the 
British Columbia Ministry of Education, require an Individualized Education Plan (IEP). 
The I P contains goals and obj ectives based on learner needs. Teachers have a duty to 
report on student achievement, and teachers of students with an IEP, in British Columbia, 
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Tabl 
a/our-coded Data R gardin Aft rnati'' .. e .. men! htain d (rom om •crsalion. with 
Edu ator. 
od requcncy 
a 21 
Pr [/ videnc f learning 12 
all tudcnt- pec ifi 1 1 
uick 1 1 
Info rmati e 9 
Diver e/ vari ety 
Visibl e 
Adaptable 6 
are required to report on student progress in relation to each goa l in an IEP, three times per 
school year. Assessments that are goal-specific allow educators to track and report on a 
learner 's achievement and subsequent development in relation to that goal. Pre-made 
assessments that target specific goals will save educators time, reduce the need for educators 
to create new assessments, and al so support tracking consistency. One educator commented, 
"keeping student goals in mind at all times is difficult, having a template to use that is 
targeted at a ce11ain goal, is necessary. It helps me to keep in mind exactly what I am 
tracking". 
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m nt r ur that ar al o qui k t u are apJ r iated b m ducat r a 
e id nc fthirte n per ent f th r p n r fl eeting th1 n ti n. me du a t r 
pr d that the ''ant t b abl t at rele\ ant a. e. sment in a tim 1 fa shi n, and 
admini t r them ' iftl dunng a bu s h I da Try mg t detem1me which a sse, sment 
might b mo t u ful '"Ill not be ddTi ul t t cau. e the tl tlet; f ea h a essment in my 
handbo k ffer an idea ab ut ''hat \\Ill be a e~ ed The ~ect 1 ns \\ ithin the handb ok have 
tit! that re O t \\hat the · ntmn r \\ educator desire assessmen t to l · that can be 
u ed "a it happen "and "can b ( dmini tered ll1 a mall \\ tndow or time" du e to th e 
e entfu I nature [a h ol da , o a c mprehen, 1 ve handbook wh 1ch provide, templates that 
are nc i e upp rt du ator m quick! trackmg tudenL · progres . 
dditi nally, the template provided in my handb k are imple to navigate and do 
not generally involve mu h time t c mplete. Th maj rity of a e ment templ ate within 
there ur e I rea ted only require the a e r t record brief note or check mark. , w hich 
can be done during the chool day, when it i con eni ent for the educator. Jn theca e where 
the as es ment template are longer than one page, they are pre ented checkli t- ty le r 
rubric fonnat and involve minimal time to complete. 
Eleven percent of the coll eague in my tudy noted that an as e sment option, which 
prov ides inf01mation that guide teaching, i essenti al. Asse sment that can be 
administered, and then u ed to upport educational planning i u eful to educa tor . Al o, 
a sessment resources that can be hared with choo l Ba ed Team. or the tudent ' teacher 
the following year, help with tran itioning a tudent from one c las room to the next. 
ducators mentioned wanting a lternativ a e ment t o l , " that guide and support what 
each de ignated student needs to learn". Often, tuden t wi th exceptionalitie require 
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differ ntiati n and in m ca , c mplet 1 alt r d curri ulum i reat d [! r tb tud nt. 
du at r n d t kn th p int at hi h a tud nt i t rting, hath r he i aiming .G r , 
and effecti in tru ti n m th d and t pte n d d t h lp tud nL r ach indi idualiz d 
g al . 
c mpreh n i e alte111ativ a ment re urce a menti ned a a p iti ve aspect 
by ten p rcent f th duca t r in thi tud . he data revealed that ome educa tor want a 
re ourc tb y can ph t op template fr m. r alter. depending n the a e sment target. 
Pr -made t mplate all w ducat r t make c pie f what they ne d, wi th ut having to 
create mething new [! r ea h tudent . l o, u ing the arne templ ate in succe ion t 
monitor the pr gr of a tud nt n ure c n i tency and more accurate tracking. ffering a 
wide range of a e ment m one re our e will c er many domain area , and thu uppo11 
educat rs in thoroughly a e mg tudent with exceptionalitie aero the curri culum, or 
according to the goal in an I P . 
Most teachers have to track two or more goal , with two-to-three obj ectives each, for 
every designated tudent in their class. This infonnation upports the need for an abundance 
of educational asses ment tools within one resource . Teacher assessment loads are immense 
with evaluating typical student , so the additional assessments involved in tracking student 
who require varying levels of differentiation can be overwhelming, especially if relevant 
resources are not readily available. One teacher noted , "I have no extra time to create 
assessments, I need a resource that has everything I need! ". 
Ten percent of my colleagues rep011ed that assessment which offer visible evidence 
and "provide a snapshot of student learning" are de ired. Colleague comment indicate 
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a i ual r pre ntati n fa 1 arner' kill-ba ar pr ~ ned. 
Phra e like " h b th th gap and th 1 an1ing" and "highlight th itive and th 
n gati wer u d t d cri a m nt t l that w uld m t edu at r n ed ne 
edu at r menti ned, " i ual pr f f v hat m tud nt ca n and ann t d w uld be o 
aluabl ... u ing a ale and highlighting ut m r bj ec tive that ha ve been m t would 
all w met k for pattern , mpar tud ent ' pr gre ver time and mo t 
unp 11antl , in[! rm m teaching". n n ted that a tall or checkli t- ty le t ol would 
all the la r m teach r t " ee tuden t b havi ur m a pec ific ~ etting", wher the 
teacher "w uld not b able t m nit r the time a behavio ur occurred when they are in the 
middle of teaching". 
Rubric , ch ckli t , tally chart , and behaviour chart that break ob ervation time 
down into mea ureable ection pro id the most i ual upp rt . Rubric a e ments which 
provide a vi ual napshot, quickly h w teacher what a tudent can do, and where he or she 
needs remediation. Checklist and tally chart indicate with a mark the number of times a 
behaviour was observed; therefore, educator can quickly look at the results of the e visual 
assessments in order to make judgment . 
Templates that provide scoring data, but can be altered to meet specific needs, were 
desired by seven percent of educators. Adaptable tools are useful because they provide a 
structure, but also offer the freedom to make them student-specific and ave educators from 
having to create brand new assessments for each student that requires differentiation. 
Con1ments such as, " blank, but with pre-set structure" and "already made, but can be added 
to" in relation to assessment templates, supports the need for tools that are pre-made, but 
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all [! r indi idualizati n ba d n n ed. Rubric , tall chm1 , ch ckli t , and 1 g are 
a e m nt to ith capaci t b adapted . 
number f pecifi n ed w re mentioned b educa t r in r lati n t alt rnativ 
a ment, pecifi ca ll a e m nt f tudent with e cepti nall ean1ing need . 
du ati onal te t c ntained numer u arii le that n ted evcral imt rtant fac tors regarding 
alt rnati e a e m nt. I anal z d .... 0 te t egment and a igncd 27 1 c de , then 
c mbined the te t c de wi th th educa t r omment-code in rder to determine what 
educator andre ar h r fi nd aluable in re lati n t evaluatmg student w ith excepti nal 
learning need . My purp e w to u e thi data t :D rmulate to l and crea te an alternative 
as e ment re ourc that would upp rt Briti h lumbia educator . 
The data I coli cted fr m educa tional t xt egm ents and educa tor comm ents was 
very imil ar; therefore, the code I a igned were often repeated. I surmi sed that word that 
occur numerous times are salient in the minds of re pondent ; therefore, words that are 
repeated by a number of different individual are ignificant, and mu t guide the creation of 
m y alternative assessment handbook. At the conclusion of my re earch, I had 357 codes; 
27 1 codes created from educational texts, and 86 codes from educator comments. Through 
the process of coding, and then colour-coding to futiher a similate the initial code words, I 
detetmined 15 unique code headings that pertain to alte1native assessment. 
Table 4 is a cuhnination of codes and the frequency which they occur. The 15 code 
are combined from my research using educational text sources and co lleagu e conversations. 
Since the original codes I created from the texts and conversa ti on totaled 357, I am 
confident that I reached code-saturation with the research data I consulted . Once I had the 
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d gr uped c rding t 
rder t reat th m . 
abl t a ign th de int h ateg n m 
Them 
fter rking thr ugh the c ding pr ce , I b gan t d ve l p them ba d on a! t rnative 
a e m nt and th aluati n f tudent withe ceptl naliti e . I impl mcnted a cut-and-
rt technique t d el p verarching n ti n and crea te theme , based n alt rnativ 
a ment (Ryan Bernard, 20 ). I c n id r d the l c de from the combined li t and 
began to rt th m electr ni ally in a Word d cument, u ing cut-and-pas te techn logy t 
create li t ba d n c mm naliti e . 
In r lation to th actual a e m nt within a re ource, ne code was most noted; 
the code goa l- pec(fic, occuJTed 73 tim and repre ent 20 percent f the total codes. Since 
I was trying to detennine what educator ' de ire in alternative a essments, I rationalized 
that the function of differentiated as e ment i to target tudent ' pec ific needs. U ing that 
criterion, I wrote down purpose of asse ment as the first theme heading. With thi guiding 
notion I earched through the remaining cod and listed the one that related t the rationale 
of alternative assessment. This theme included five specific purposes, such as assessments 
that: (a) provide information for intervention purposes, (b) provide proof/ evidence of 
student skill level, (c) guide teaching and instruction, (d) offer inf01mation and supp011 
accountability specific to rep rting on a learner, and (e) promote the equality of all! arners . 
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Tabl 4 
od d Data Re ardin It rnati1·e htaincd (rom Edu ational Te. Is and 
om · r a/ion, with Edu ator, 
d re uency 
all tud nt- p cifi 7 
Di er e multifac ted vari t 
Pr f/ evid n e f learning 
uthentic 
uide In truction 
asy 
Intervention-based 
Accountability 
Quick 
Promoting equality 
lnfonnative 
Continual 
Visible 
Adaptab le 
Proactive change needed 
45 
37 
25 
21 
19 
15 
13 
1 1 
9 
9 
8 
6 
3 
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Th n t d I 1 k d at a di1 • r I multi(a ct d/ 1•ari ty, with 17% f the t tal. 
m e the infi nnati n I gather d till: ugh th tud pha indicated a de ir fi r a ari ety of 
a ment pti n , I a ign d that n ti n a theme. a n an c of a, s ssm nt devel ped as 
a th me ba ed n the ne d fl r di and vari d a e ment pti n . In my pini n, th 
w rd arianc , in relati n to a m nt, impli e a multitude f e aluati n opti n , layouts, 
and templat that can b ada ted, in lud ed in nc re urce. 
tI c n ider d the c de ca,_v. In ted that easy i a quali ty whi h de crib an 
a ment; ther fi re, I a ign d th ti tl , and thu theme of the fir t li t, qua/it ics qf 
a mcnt. Fr m there I earch d the remaining c de for th r a ssmcnt qualiti e . The 
ix code that repre ent qualitic of as. e .. m nt include: (a ) easy, (b) quick (c) visua l, (d) 
authentic. (e) continual, and (f) adapti e. 
The la t code to consider refer to the expre ed need for proacti ve amendm ent to 
be made to current as es ment of student with exceptional lea rning needs. The educational 
tex ts I consulted indicated a need for diversification and alternative options for evaluating 
the progress of students with exceptional learning needs. Therefore, I assigned importance 
of alternative assessment as a theme. 
The coding and theming processes were infonnative. Discussing a sessments and 
having authentic conversations with colleagues allowed me to step away from my own 
assumptions and lean1 more about what other educators find useful regarding the a essment 
of students with exceptionalitie . The use of a three-colunu1 reflective joumal was 
appropriate for my note-taking and colour coding needs. It allowed me to have orderly, 
visually distinctive research notes, which made it easy do the initial coding, and then chunk 
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i1nilar id a ace rdingl t m ga e me pace t 
ketch and ribbl id a adjacent t th n t and c d , D r ac tual a ment I int nde 
t create. Th pr f h ll e ting qu t fr m t t and 
on er ati n ding data and d v 1 ping th m wa infor 11ati e . 
I wa abl t ga ther infl rmati n fr m a ""'id variet f duca tor , with diver 
ba kgr und , whi h helped m t d ve l p a larger kn wledge ba This crea ted the 
fi undati n fi r m alten1a tive a e ment handb ok. My g al wa t crea te a e m nt that 
are imple t u e, and can b d n quickly, while till pr iding accurate data. In 
r earching alternate a e ment r urce , I did n t locate a comprehen ive ource that 
included a mix of academic, beha i ural, and functi nal kill eva luati n to Is; th erefore, I 
ought out to create a u eful too l fi r my co ll eague , and fe lt that a handbook containing 
alternative as e ment would rve thi purpo e. 
Byrnes (20 12) tated that people who refer to handbook are looking to cut through 
an abundance of literature to find what they are looking fo r quickly and efficiently . Readers 
choose handbooks that are practi cal , and easy to navigate to find infonnati on. U ing thi s 
notion, in conjunction with the information gathered from consulting educators, I aimed to 
develop assessments that can be used with a multitude of students. The educational texts, 
educator comments, and lack of comprehensive assessment resources, lead me to crea te a 
plethora of tools, including those that offer a visual snapshot of a learners' development, and 
can also be used for guiding the reporting process. As a result, I believe that the alternative 
assessment handbook I created will meet the needs of many educators who are looking for a 
tool to assist them with assessing the lemn ing and progress of students with exceptionalitie 
in their classrooms. 
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hapter ummar 
In thi hapt r I r p 11 d th r ult f m ac ti n r arch tudy. I includ d 
in_G 1111ation I btain d fr m ducati nal t t and c 11 agu c n r ati n, in additi n t the 
c nt nt anal i , data ding pr , and th me dev 1 pm nt. 
I n ulted t n te t wi th in[i nnati n p rtaining t educa ti n as s m nt; 
p ifica ll thee alu ati n f learni ng r tud nt wi the e ti na liti c . I elected text 
gment fr m ea h urc , fr m rand m chapter wi thin art icl and b ok . I co llected 200 
te t- gment t ode. I crutinized the wri tten gment and a igned a code t each 
p 11ion of te t, culminating with 27 1 code . he c de I a igned r lat d to the theme of 
each gment of te t. The t p three c d include (a) g all tudent- pecific, with 62 code , 
(b) multi faceted/ di er e a e ment t 1 , with 43 c de , and (c) provid pro [/ evidence 
with 33 code . ode were ba ed n the o erall cont nt of the tex t egment and after coding 
the textual data, I began con ultation with educati onal staff. 
Over a six-week period , I spoke to 41 educators about alternative assessment 
options. The 41 educators I poke to varied in experi ence and respon ibilitie , and included 
Learning Suppm1 Workers, general education Teachers from Primary, Intennedi ate, and 
Secondary school clas rooms, Teachers on Call, pecial Education/ Intervention Teachers, 
Administrators, and District Resource/ Support Staff. Regardless of job de cripti on, they 
indicated a need for an alternative assessment resource, focused on as essing the 
development of students with exceptionalities. I collected an abundance of quote from 
authentic colleague conversations. Using the quotes from educator , I analyzed the data and 
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creat d m nt t 1 that ar a 
t u e are pr ferential. 
fter ding the in~ rmati n I ll ted r m t t and c lleagu c n r ati n , I 
mbined th 57 c de mt on li tin rder t con id r the c d a h le unit. 
nalyzing th wh le li t, I a ign d 
t parate id a and limit redundanc 
ur t the c de ba cd n . imilar meanings in rder 
nee the r peated c de were eliminated, I had 15 
umque c de . Th uniqu 
them . 
d all \\ d me t n ider \ era ll meaning and detenni nc 
I u d a cut-and-pa te trateg in an elec tr ni w rd d cument to eparate the codes 
into cohe ive ca teg ri . Wh n thi wa c mplete, ~ ur th me were evident. The theme 
in lude: (a) qualitie of a ment, (b) purpo e fa e ment, (c) variance of a e sment 
and (d) importance of alternati e a e ment . ing the four themes a a foundation for my 
handbook, and the guiding que tion, What are educator. looking for in terms o.f alternative 
asses ment for student with ex eptionalitie ? I began to develop alternative a sse ments 
that would meet the needs of general education Teachers in Briti h Columbian public 
schools. 
The handbook I created is a comprehensive resource and includes infon11ation on 
alternative assessments, suggestions for accommodations relevant to students with unique 
learning needs, and a wide variety of assessments related to academic learning, functional 
life skills , and behaviour tracking. The resource is applicable to a variety of educator and 
offers assessments relevant to a multitude of students with exceptionalities. 
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ln hapt r 5 I pre ent n a1t mati a m nt handbo k D r ducat r wh are 
1o king£ r a c mpr h n i r urc ith a multitu l fa m nt t 1 , appli ab1 t 
tudent with epti n 11 arning need . h t 1 are traight.D r ard, quick t u e, and 
ho a picture of hat a tudent an dem n trate. The t mr late an be u ed to upport 
g al tracking for a variet f tud ent , an the a, e ment can be hared with c 11 ague , 
and al o parent , a e iden e f tudent d vel pment. 
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hapter 5: Tool and Templat for p ial du ati n: Handbook for 
d the need [! r n lt 111ati 
a ment t 1 r l ant t duca t r f tud nt wi th vari abiliti . 
cun nt literature p rtaining t a e m nt p and purp es hapt r 
hapt r 2 r 
in 1ud d 
wed 
i n~ nnati n n the m th d 1 g1 I u d t g th r in~ nnati nand c nduct m re earch n 
1 that w uld b appl ica le t a \·an f edu at r., [i r a myriad f tud nt . 
In hapt r 4 I r ported th re ult gath r d r m m re. earch ding and c ll ating the 
not I t k aft r c 11 ague c nv r ati n , I \ a ab le t determine what peci fica lly 
edu ator want t term of a e m nt ~ r tudent with ccpti nalitic . The [! ll wmg 
chapt r c ntain the actual handb k that wa d el ped a a to 1 educa tor could u c to 
a es the pr gre of tud ent w ith ptio naliti e in relati n to academic learning, life 
skill function , and behavioural competency. The re urce i a comprehen ive tool that 
educators can u e to a e s tudent including tho e w ith e cepti onaliti e . A rev iew of the 
literature and collegiate conversation demon trated that there i a need for an a es ment 
resource relevant to tudents with exceptionalitie . 
The handbook that follow s is a compilation of templates, charts, talli es and rubrics 
that can be used to assess student learning. Also included are a few larger checklists and 
some quick assessment activities that teachers can u e to get a quick snapshot of what their 
students do, or do not know . Some of the as essments in the handbook are based on o ther 
published assessment tools, but have been altered o that they were eas ier to use, or more 
student-specific. The handbook is easy to navigate, and can be used for typical and non-
typical students, by any educator. 
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omponent of m Handbo k 
h int nti n f m h nd k i t pre ent an ITa f m nt t 1 a1 pli ab l 
the educati n and aluati n fa an [ tud nt with c pti nall arnmg ne d . h 
[! cu f th handb k i t r pr ent what pr fe i nal r arch and ducati nal 
practiti n r r al d ab ut duca ti nal a ment pti n [! r , tud nt with alten1ative 
learning ne d · th r for , an in-d th qualitative ntent anal 1 wa n t r quired . My 
uni er it up rvi r agreed with thi appr a h inc the maj rity of data I u ed t create the 
handb ok came from t ach r and pr nal in the edu ati n fil ed. rom the data I 
coll ct d, I wa able t a 1gn c de , and th n theme , which helped me t form an in-depth 
under tanding of what a ampl fBriti h lumbia educat r ' desire in relation t 
alternative as essment. ing thi inD rmati n, I de el ped au er-fri endly, comprehensive 
alternative a e ment resource for educator . 
I intend for my alternative as e ment handbook to be appropriate for educator in 
need of tools to a sist them in evaluating th progres and growth of a variety of tudents. 
Included in there ource, is an array of relevant evaluation , pecific to the assessment of 
students with alternative learning needs. The quick-reference, user-friendly resource 
provides templates and tools that general education teachers in British Columbian publi c 
schools can use in their classrooms to help support their practice. 
My handbook includes five main sections relating to the asse ment of student with 
exceptionalities. The introductory section of the handbook are brief. My intent i to 
provide enough inf01mation about altetnative assessment, without overwhelming the reader 
with data, and instead allow them to delve into the actual a se sment templates . The thTee 
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mam tion that t 11 the intr du ti n ar rok n d wn int ub- e ti n , whi h pr nt 
p ific aluati n t 
l arning. 
ant t academi , functi nalli[i - kill , and b ha ural 
Th fir t main e ti n f th handb k intr duce th c nc I t f a e ment fl r 
Briti h lumbian public h tudent w ith e c pti nalitie . ment for tudents 
with epti naliti ar generall n t n nn-ba ed: there[! re, alternati ve mea uring d v1ce 
n d to be utiliz d. The c n ept f alternati a , e ~ ment qualitie and purpo e are 
introduced. Three ub- ec ti n [! ll w the fir t ec ti n f th e handbo k. 
The fir t ub- ction of the handbo k e pl re adapta tion in relation t determining 
the growth of tudent with alt rnative learning need . hapman and King (2 005) n ted that 
differentiation i the key component in educating tudent with alternati ve learning need , so 
I included a ection in the handbook that pre ent an a ortment of adaptati ons, relevant to 
an array of tudent and chool ituation . Thi ection of the handbook provides a 
categorized li t of adaptation educat r can u e, depending on the in- chool activity, 
location, or altered need . Adaptation within the li st include di fferentiation of materi als, 
setting, location, infonnation presentation, and alternations that can be made to lessons, 
tasks, or curriculum. 
Adaptations are an important part of this handbook because they support educators in 
prov iding differentiation options for a multitude of stud ents. Often times, adaptations and 
acc01nmodations need to be made for students with exceptionalities in general educa tion 
classrooms. During my research, a teacher noted, "my de ignated student cannot be given 
the same test as her peers so I need strategies so she can do a test. I want her to fee l 
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m lud d rather than gr gat d". Th adaptati n li t pr id d in th handb k fD r 
meth d [! r altering in- h 1 acti itie that upp 11th ducati n f tudent with 
alt rnati e learning need . 
Th ec nd u b- ti n f th han b m Jude inD nnation n the rcl ance f 
a e m nt r lat d t tudent with epti nalitie \\ ithin he riti h lumbia Ministry f 
du ation c nte t. du at r that I p k t tre cd that a. e , ment i an imp rtant pm1 f 
all tudent ' edu ation and detcnnining level f p rfl nnance in r lati n to 1 arning 
outcom , or indi idualiz d pr gram i [! undati nal t planning and t aching tudents . 
tudent with alternati e 1 arning n d in B public ch al require learning utcome 
tracking; therefore, I included inD rmati n n teaching and a e ment accommodations, a 
well a alternative a ment ugge ti n D r tudent who require alternative level of 
differentiation. hapman & King (2005) n ted that teacher need acce s to a essment tools 
that upport appropriate in truction for tudent who need alternative education. My 
handbook provides alternative a e ment options that target differentiation. The 
assessments included in my handbook are multidimen ional and can be made tudent-
specific, thus supporting student-appropriate curriculum. This ub- ection i relevant to BC 
public educators because in order for a resource to be u eful, it needs to contain tools that 
are linked to BC educational guidelines and curriculum. Al o, not all general education 
Teachers will be familiar with the multitude of accomn1odations applicable for students with 
exceptionalities. 
The third sub-section of the handbook contains a short paragraph related to the main 
educational domains, which the handbook addresses through the presentation of asses ment 
templates. The domain areas include student behav iour, acaden1ic learning, and functional 
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life- kill . h thr d mam ar nti 1 mpon nt f alt rnati 
b du at r c mm nt . uhagiar (2 7) r p rted that la r 
due tion a n ted 
ment n d t be 
re i it d t b tter meet the n d fall tud nt . With thi n ti n in mind, I created r levant 
a e m nt in th main d main rea ~ r tudent wh tak part in p ialize l pr gram 
that[! cu n remedia l a ad mi , p itive ehavi ur. and functi nal kill . 
The cond main ecti n f th handb k pre ent template relevant to the mo t 
c mm f ducati nal a ment di cu ed in th pre iou ection; pecifically, 
beha i ural, functional kill , and academic learning. he three main a e ment ar a are 
pr ented parately, and each c ntain a vari t of alternative e aluations including 
ch ckli t , ob I ation hart , tall heet , and rubric . ducator noted that they appreciate 
being able to limit their re ource r ading t h rt and ea ily dige tible piece , pecific to 
the topic they are intere ted in . I b lieve thi idea al o appli e to all educator who are 
respon ible for as e ing the learning and development of tudent with exceptionali ties, and 
are detetmined to find user-friendly, alternative as essment tool . Since educators prefer 
assessment re ources, and as e sment tools that are ea y to under tand and can be 
implemented quickly I created a variety of checkli sts, tally charts , and rubri cs that do not 
take too much time to complete and are one-page napshots of evaluative data . A resource 
that offers an assortment of tools, is useful to more people. 
This section of the handbook is the largest, and contains many tools educators can 
use to assess student leatning. Providing a wide selection of assessment tools i impmiant 
because each of the 41 survey participants indicated that an alternative a sse ment resource 
was needed, for varying reasons ; belying the neces ity of varied a sessments within. 
Woods , Parkinson, and Lewis (20 1 0) reported that inscriptive style a sessments are not well 
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uited to th maJ rity f tud nt ith ti naliti . h n t that pra tical 
a e m nt r th that a tud nt dem n trating a kill r b ha i ur, are m t 
benefi cial. In upp rt f th1 n ti n, I cr at d a numb r fa m nt t that all w 
educat r t b rv tudent in rd r t g ther data regarding 1 el f per[! nnanc . 
In m teaching are r, behavi ur, functi nal ki ll , and academic are generally the 
.D cu f Indi idualized duca tion Plan. : ther [! r , the e area are the ba i f the 
a e m nt handb ok I cr at d . few tudent- If a e ment t 1 areal pre en ted 
within th handb k tud ent can a a pect f th ir own learning. ach of the 
a e ment d m ain includ a numb r f Jacklin rna ter a e ment relevant t an array 
of educati nal teaching and learning area . Th behavioural and li fe- . kill a e sment 
portions are mainly compo ed of rubric , ch ckli t , ob erva ti n- ty le evaluations, and also 
quick formative a es ment tool . The academic ection include a essments that can be 
used to assess rudimentary-level academic kill . 
The alten1ative as e sment handbook will benefit experi enced educator , newly 
certifi ed teachers, administration, and a variety of support staff. Since a comprehensive 
assessment guidebook for British Columbian teachers in the public schoo l ystem, which 
includes generic educational assessment templates, is not readily availabl e; this resource will 
help to fill a niche in Special Education. The handbook is comprehensive, easy to reference, 
and most importantly, a valuable tool for any educator who is looking for alternative 
assessment tools that measure the behavioural, academic, and social growth of students w ith 
exceptionali ti es. 
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handb k ntain a an f tracking t uited t 
e aluating ducational pr gre D r e epti nal tud nt . In t nn f d main rang , 
acad mic , fun ti nal kill , and b havi ur a m nt ar pre nted in the handb k, each 
with a number f uniqu t mplate . giving du at r man pti n to choo fr m. mce 
ach tudent with e eptionalitie van e in abilit and ducati nal need thJ ugh ut th 
chool year, educat r ha e t track and m nit r num er f g al u ing a pleth ra f 
ment . ftentim , n w a ment have t be crea ted beca u e no two s tud ent' 
need ar alike. My uni er al r urce b k. with r pr ducible templat , will help to case 
the pr ce f cla -wide a e ment. 
Thi handb k i an 1mp rtant t 1. In m p ri ence, mo t general educa ti on 
cia room teacher are not familiar with a wid e-range of exceptionalitie . They do not have 
in-depth knowledge of provincial alternative a e sment trend , and most ften they are not 
confident in their ability to a e tudent with peciallearning need . M any general 
education teachers seek help with instruction and a es ing tudents with exceptionaliti es in 
their classrooms. Due to the large number of student who require di fferenti ation, a vari ety 
of as essment tools are needed. The reference tool I created is applicabl e to a number of 
learning outcomes, and individualized educational goals. 
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What is Assessment? 
Assessment refers to t he process of collecting data through the use of 
measurement tools to determine a learner's level of proficiency in relation to a 
given task. In regards to the evaluation of students with exceptionalities , 
assessments are still given with the intent of collecting mformation , but the 
tools used to gather data tend to look different than those used for typical 
students in that they are student -spec1fic or task-spec1f1c . 
This handbook provides educators with a number of evaluat1ve tools to support 
their assessment of students with except1onal1t1es in a number of domain 
areas . A brief introduction to adaptations , modificat ions , and the British 
Columbia M inistry of Educations requirements for evaluating students with 
exceptionalities in the public school system are also included in this resource. 
A variety of planning and tracking tools are provided to assist with assessing 
students with exceptionalities . Most of the resources included are 'ready- to -
use' while others are blank and can be created to suit specific assessment 
needs. A few student self-evaluation templates are provided as well. 
Additionally, an adaptation checklist is provided for tracking purposes or as a 
suggestion for providing differentiation for a variety of students . 
It is my hope that educators will find value in this assessment resource and be 
able to use a vari et y of t emp lates to assess the learning of their students with 
exceptionalities. 
Adaptations and Assessment 
Adaptations are t eaching and assessment strat egies specifically designed to 
accommodate a st udent's needs so he or she can achieve the learning outcomes 
of the curriculum and demonstrate mast er y of concepts . Adaptations occur 
when teacher s different iate instruction , assessments, or mater ials in order to 
create a fl ex ible, ind ividua li zed learn ing experience for a student or group of 
students based on need . Adaptat ions can be provided in a variety of settings 
and t o all students , both with and without exceptionalities. 
Adaptations can be thought of as adjustments to how students: 
• take in informat ion ( input) 
· part icipate in learning act ivit ies (engagement/process) 
• demonstrate the ir learn ing (output) 
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Adaptations might include alternative formats , strategies or settings, and 
may involve changes to : 
· the social and/or phys ical learn ing env ironment 
· instruct ional methods 
· learning mater ials , resources , and top 1cs 
· response formats and assessment procedures 
· time frames for learn ing 
Assessment of Students with Except iona li t ies 1n Br itish 
Co lumb ia Schoo ls 
The Brit ish Columb ia M inistry of Educat ion def ines assessment as an organized 
process of gather ing informat ion on students learn ing in order to make 
appropr iate educat ional dec isions . The process of gather ing the data can be a 
team effort and is ultimately used to ident ify the student's strengths and 
needs , set goals , and can also lead to the ident if icat ion and implementat ion of 
student -spec ific educat ional strateg ies . 
Standards for students with exceptional needs are developed with high but 
suitable expectations for student ach ievement . Students with except ionalit ies 
are expected to achieve some, most , or all provincial curr iculum outcomes with 
support . 
Assessment Domains 
Educational assessment of students with exceptionalit ies generally involves 
looking at a student's behavior in a variety of settings , the level at wh ich they 
can demonstrate functional life ski l ls, and their profic iency in relation to 
ability- level academics. Therefore the general assessment domains include 
behavior , life skills and academics. This handbook offers assessment 
templates associated with each of those domains. 
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Types of Assessments 
There are a variety of assessment tools that provide valuable data in relation 
to student learning . Some assessment tools are simple to use and quick to use 
while others require the evaluator to be subjective and make JUdgments based 
on what they see. 
Checklists 
A checklist is the simplest form of scormg a student's assessment of learning 
in relation to behav1our. Th1s form of assessment conf1rms that each behavior, 
action , or task will be judged using the same cr1teria . Checklists can be used to 
record information from an observation , responses to an oral assessment, or to 
evaluate student products . Checklists prov1de specific criter1a for assessing 
student learning. The statements outline what the teacher expects to see in 
student responses. Bes ide each criterion is a space to indicate whether that 
criterion was met or not , or whether a spec1fic behaviour occurred . Checklists 
do not delve into 'why' behaviour occurred . 
Rubrics 
A rubric is a scaled assessment that lists criteria for each characteristic and 
gives a value for the level of prof iciency. A rubric helps a teacher sustain 
consistent attention to the evaluative criteria for each student or assignment . 
Most rubrics consist of objectives , performance characteristics, and points or 
scores that indicate the degree to which the object ives were met. Rubrics can 
be used in the instructional process as they are generally developed before 
instruction begins and discussed with the students before work commences. 
Checklists do not delve into 'why' behaviour occurred . 
Anecdotal Notes 
Note writing requires that an educator make some observations and then 
record notes about specific behaviours or actions they witness. Written notes 
are an appropriate way to keep track of ideas in relation to behaviours but they 
can be opinion based and relevant to the environment of the moment of 
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observation . W hile note- taking can be valuable because it allows the recorder 
to write down exactly what happened , when and with whom , note- taking is time 
consuming. 
Charts 
Charts are pre-made templates used to track speci f ic observable behaviour. 
They take a number of different forms and requ ire an educator to f i ll in 
information. Charts can be useful tools because qu ite often they can be filled 
in with succ inct notes. 
Tallies 
An educator can use a tally to record observed behaviour by mak ing a mark to 
indicate behaviour occurred . Tall ies can be used for short per iods dur ing the 
day or even used all day. Tally observat ions can be done without much thought 
and give a quick picture of how often behaviour occurred . 
Behaviour Tally Total 
call ing out Ill 3 
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Behavioural 
Assessment Charts 
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Behavioural Assessment and Plann1ng Tool 
Student : _____________ Date: _ ______ _ 
Spec if ic Observed Behaviours: 
Key Po ints to What wi ll th is Resources I 
keep in mind look li ke in my may need 
classroom? 
Strategies to Try: 
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Interventions 
Needed : 
Methods of Data 
Collection: 
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Behaviour Modification Plann ing Chart 
Student : ____________________________ Date: ________________ __ 
Observer: ________________________ ___ 
Setting Events/ 
Triggers/ Antecedents 
Target Behaviour 
1-
Acceptable Alternat ive 
Setting Events Antecedent Behaviour 
Modifications Modifications Teaching 
Maintaining Consequence 
or Function 
Consequence 
Modifications 
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Setting Events Antecedent Behaviour Consequence 
Modifications Modifications Teach ing Modifications 
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ABC Chart 
Student : ____________________________ Date : ________________ __ 
Grade : ___ _ Observer : 
-------------------------------
Staff Present & Role : 
Time & A ntecedent 
Subject I Activity 
B ehaviour C onsequence 
what occurred prior to spec1f1c , observable what happened as a 
behaviour? behav1our result of behaviour? 
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Time & Subject A ntecedent B ehaviour C onsequence 
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Behavioural Scatter Plot -On Tas k - Off Tas k 
Student: ____________ _ 
Date:--------------
Observer:------------
On = On task Off= Off Task 
Subject 
& Date 
I > 
minute 
mtervals 
D 
Totals: 
On Task behaviour 
----------
Off Task behaviour 
----------
Notes: 
------------------------ --------------
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Behavioural 
Assessment Tallies 
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Independent Greetings Tally 
Student: Date : 
--------------------
--------
Observer: 
--------------------
Goal: To increase the number of responses made 
in relation to peer greetings 
yes = a response No = no response Total 
g1ven 
y 
Respond 
independently 
to peer 
greeting 
y 
Respond 
independently 
to staff 
greeting 
N 
N 
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*If prompted to give a response to a greeting , please indicated with 
a P in the Yes column and also give a total prompted score in the 
total tally column. 
Off- Task Behaviour Tally #1 
Student: ____________ _ Date: ________ _ 
Observer : ____________ _ 
This tally represents observed behav1our dur1ng a ___ m1nute observat1on. 
Time I Subject/ Act1v1ty Observed Behav1our Tally 
Out of seat 
Out of seat , wandenng 
room 
Laying on floor 
Hiding under desk/ table/ 
in corner of room 
Leaving room without 
permission 
Fidget with item 
At peers desk 
Additional notes : 
------------------------
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Off -Task Behaviour Tally #2 
Student: ________________________ ___ Date : 
-----------------
Observer : Ti me frame 
------------------------------ -------
Hid1ng Hands Head Refusal to Throw1ng Ra1sed Notes 
(go1ng under on down , comply objects VOICe 
table/ cha1r) peers refus1ng to w1th adult (around 
work requests room or 
at others) 
Cla ss room 
Times of 
transition 
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Inappropriate Behaviour Tally 
Student : ______________________ _ Date: 
-------------------
Observer : 
----------------------
Time frame 
---------------
Hands Physical Refusal Notes 
on Contact - to 
Peers accelerated comply 
hands on with 
(jump1ng , adult 
push1ng , requests 
runn1ng 1nt o) 
Outside 
(morning/ 
r ecess/ 
lunch) 
Hallways 
Classroom 
(gymnasium, 
computer 
lab, library) 
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Calling- Out Tally 
Student: _ ___________ _ Date: ________________ __ 
Observer : ___________ _ 
This tally represents observed behaviour dur1ng a ___ mmute observation. 
Time I Subject I Observed Behaviour Tally 
Activity 
Calling out answers/ 
responses/ ideas to 
teacher 
Calling out to peers in the 
classroom (off topic) 
Additional notes: 
----------------------------
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Work Commencement- With Prompting/ 
Without Prompting Tally 
Student:----- ------- Date: ______ _ 
Observer: ___________ _ 
* Complete one tally sheet per subject , use a separate sheet for each subsequent 
subject. Different activities with1n the same subject should be mdicated and also 
tracked on tally sheet . 
Time I Subject/ Activity Observed Behaviour Tally 
Began assigned work with 
prompt ing 
Began assigned work without 
prompting 
Additional notes : 
----------------------
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Behavioural 
Assessment 
Rubrics 
125 
'Following Directions' Rubric 
Student : _________________________ Date: ________________________ _ 
Observer : ______________________ __ 
Goa : to follow staff direct ions without red irect ion or prompts [] [] [] 
1 2 3 4 
Not Yet Approaching Fu lly Meeting Exceeding 
9:30-10:00 Not follow ing Follow Follow Follow direct ions 
d irect ions to direct ions w1th d1r ect 1ons w1th with no 
fam iliar tasks 3-4 prompts 1-2 prompts prompt ing 
5 or more 
t imes 
10:00-10:30 Not follow ing Follow Follow Follow d irect ions 
direct ions to direct ions with direct ions with with no 
fam iliar tasks 3-4 prompts 1-2 prompts prompt ing 
5 or more 
times 
10:30-11:00 Not follow ing Fol low Follow Follow direct ions 
11:00 -
11:30 
direct ions to direct ions with d irect ions with with no 
fam iliar tasks 3-4 prompts 1-2 prompts prompt ing 
5 or more 
times 
Not following Follow Fo llow Follow direct ions 
direct ions to directions with direct ions with with no 
familiar tasks 3-4 prompts 1-2 prompts prompt ing 
5 or more 
times 
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11:30-12 :00 Not following Follow Follow Follow directions 
directions to directions with directions with with no 
familiar tasks 3-4 prompts 1-2 prompts prompting 
5 or more 
times 
12:30-1:00 Not follow ing Follow Follow Follow directions 
directions to direct1ons w1th d1rections with with no 
familiar tasks 3-4 prompts 1-2 prompts prompting 
5 or more 
times 
1:00-1:30 Not following Follow Follow Follow directions 
directions to directions w1th d1rect1ons with with no 
familiar tasks 3-4 prompts 1-2 prompts prompting 
5 or more 
times 
1:30-2:00 Not following Follow Follow Follow directions 
directions to directions with directions with with no 
familiar tasks 3-4 prompts 1-2 prompts prompting 
5 or more 
times 
2:30-3:00 Not following Follow Follow Follow direct ions 
directions to directions with directions with with no 
familiar tasks 3-4 prompts 1-2 prompts prompting 
5 or more 
t imes 
Notesfortheday: ______________________________________________ __ 
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'Hands to Self' Rubric 
Student: _________________________ Date: ______________________ __ 
Observer : ______________________ __ 
Goal : to keep hands to self and off of others DT D - CJ D 
I 
·-
1 2 3 4 
Not Yet Approach ing 
I 
Fully Meeting Exceeding 
9:30-10:00 Hurt1ng Hands on others Hands on 1 No hands on any 
others 
physically 
more than 3 
times 
10:00-10:30 Hurting 
others 
physically 
more than 3 
times 
10:30-11:00 Hurt ing 
others 
physically 
more than 3 
t imes 
2-3 t1mes m 30 other person 1n one 
m1nutes. 30 mmutes 
Hands on others Hands on 1 No hands on any 
2-3 times in 30 other person in one 
minutes . 30 minutes 
Hands on others Hands on 1 No hands on any 
2-3 times in 30 other person in one 
minutes. 30 minutes 
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11:00- Hurt1ng Hands on others Hands on 1 No hands on any 
11:30 others 2-3 t1mes 1n 30 other person m one 
phys1cally m1nutes. 30 m1nutes 
more than 3 
t1mes 
- - f-
11:30-12 :00 Hurt1ng Hands on others Hands on 1 No hands on any 
others 2-3 t1mes 1n 30 other person m one 
phys1cally m1nutes. 30 mmutes 
more than 3 
times 
12 :30-1 :00 Hurt1ng Hands on others Hands on 1 No hands on any 
others 2-3 t1mes 1n 30 other person 1n one 
physically minutes. 30 mmutes 
more than 3 
times 
1:00-1 :30 Hurting Hands on others Hands on 1 No hands on any 
others 2-3 times in 30 other person in one 
physically minutes. 30 minutes 
more than 3 
times 
1:30-2:00 Hurting Hands on others Hands on 1 No hands on any 
others 2-3 times in 30 other person in one 
physically minutes. 30 minutes 
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more than 3 
times 
2:30-3:00 Hurting Hands on others Hands on 1 No hands on any 
others 2-3 t1mes in 30 other person in one 
physically minutes. 30 m1nutes 
more than 3 
times 
Notesfortheday: ______________________________________________ __ 
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'Running Away' Rubric 
Student: ____________ Date:------------
Observer : __________ _ 
Goal: to remain in the same area wi th staff and 
classroom peers 
D D D [] 
1 2 3 4 
Not Yet Approach ing Fully Meeting Exceeding 
9:30-10:00 Runn ing away Runn ing away 2 Runn ing away 1 No runn ing away 
3-5 t imes t imes t ime at all 
10:00-10 :30 Runn ing away Runn ing away 2 Runn ing away 1 No running away 
3-5 times times t ime at all 
10:30-11:00 Running away Running away 2 Runn ing away 1 No runn ing away 
3-5 times times t ime at all 
11:00 - Running away Running away 2 Runn ing away 1 No runn ing away 
11:30 3-5 times times time at all 
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11:30-12 :00 Running away Running away 2 Running away 1 No running away 
3-5 times times time at all 
12:30-1:00 Runn ing away Runn1ng away 2 Runn1ng away 1 No running away 
3-5 t imes t imes t ime at all 
1:00-1:30 Runn ing away Runn1ng away 2 Runn1ng away 1 No running away 
3-5 t imes t imes t ime at all 
1:30-2:00 Runn ing away Runn ing away 2 Runn ing away 1 No running away 
3-5 t imes t imes t ime at all 
2:30-3:00 Running away Runn ing away 2 Runn ing away 1 No runn ing away 
3-5 t imes times t ime at all 
Notesfortheday: ______________________________________________ __ 
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' Rubric 
--------------------------------
Student : ___________ Date: __________ _ 
Observer : __________ _ 
Goal: 
D [] LJ D 
1 2 3 4 
Not Yet Approaching Fully Meeting Exceeding 
9 :30-10:00 
10:00-10:30 
10:30-11:00 
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11:00-
11:30 
11 :30-12 :00 
12 :30-1:00 
1:00-1:30 
1:30-2:00 
2:30-3:00 
Notes for the day:--------------------
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Functional Skill 
Assessment 
Checklists 
135 
Social Skills Checklist 
Student:-------------- Date: ______ _ 
Age : ___ _ Grade : 
----
Person complet ing form : _________________ ~ 
Teacher 
--
Parent 
--
Su pport St af f __ Other __ 
Based on your observations , rate the child's skill level using the 
template below. If applicable , observe in a variety of situations/ 
environments. 
Write additional information specific to the skill or situation in the 
comments section and indicate skills which are a priority to target 
for instruction. 
Rating Scale 
Almost Always : The child consistently displays th is skill in many 
settings and with a variety of people. 
Often: The child displays this skill in a few settings with a few 
people. 
Sometimes: The child may demonstrate this ski 11 , however they 
seldom display it. 
Almost Never: The child has never , or rarely displays t his skill . 
In their daily routine it is uncommon to see the child demonstrate 
this skill . 
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Does the Comments 
Priority 
Almost Oft e n Sometimes Almost 
child . .. Never 
Al ways 
1 . 1 Beginning 
Play Behaviours 
a . Maintain 
proximity to 
peers within 1 
foot . 
b. Observe peers 
in play vicinity. 
c. Parallel play 
near peers using 
the same or 
similar materials. 
d. Imitate peers 
physical motions 
or verbalizations. 
e . Take turns 
during simple 
games (roll ball back 
and forth) . 
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Does the Comments 
Priority 
Almost Often Sometimes Almost 
child . .. Never 
Always 
1 . 2 Intermediate 
Play Behaviours 
a . Assoc iat ively 
play with peers 
(share toys and 
converse about the play 
act1v1ty) . 
b. Respond to 
interact ions from 
peers (accept t oy 
f ro m peers , answer 
quest ions). 
c . I nit iate and 
return greet ings 
with peers (wave or 
say he ll o) . 
d . Know 
acceptable ways 
of joining in an 
activity with 
others (offering a 
toy or observing play 
and asking to join). 
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e . Invite others 
to play. 
f . Take turns 
during structured 
games/ activities 
(board games, 
phys1cal movement 
games). : 
I 
1 . 3 Advanced 
Play Behaviour 
a. Play 
I 
cooperatively with I I 
! 
peers (take on I 
I 
pretend role dur1ng 
j dramat1c play , lead 
play). 
b. Make 
comments about 
what he/ she is 
playing to peers (I 
am making a tall 
tower) . 
c. Organize play 
be suggesting a 
plan (Let's make a 
train track and then 
drive the trains) . 
d. Follow peers 
play ideas. 
e . Take turns 
during 
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unstructured 
activities when 
materials are 
limited 
f . Give up toys 
and materials to 
peers . 
g. Offer toys and 
materials to 
peers . 
Does the 
child . .. 
2.1 
Understanding 
Emotions 
a . Identify likes 
and dislikes. 
b. Label emot ions 
in relation to self . 
c . I dentify 
emotions in 
others. 
d . Label emotions 
in others. 
Section 2: Emotional Regulation 
I I Comments Priority 
Almost Often Sometimes Almost 
Always Never 
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e . Justify an 
emotion (1f a boy is 
crying the child can 
say he is crying 
because he fell down 
and got hurt). 
f . Demonstrate 
affection towards 
peers (g1ve hugs). 
g . Demonstrate 
empathy towards 
peers (feel sad 1f 
their toy breaks). 
h . Demonstrate 
aggress1ve 
behaviour toward 
others. 
i. Demonstrate 
aggressive 
behaviour 
towards self. 
j . Demonstrate 
intense fears (will 
not go near dogs and 
becomes afraid if one 
comes near). 
k. Uses tone of 
voice to convey 
message. 
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2 .2 Self -
Regulation 
a . A I low others 
to comfort 
him/her if upset. 
1---
b. Self -regulate 
when tense or 
upset (take deep 
breath , count to 10). 
c . Self-regulate 
when energy is 
high (count to 10 , 
run around play 
ground to release 
energy) . 
d. Use acceptable 
ways to express 
anger of 
frustration (says 
they are upset , 
requests a break). 
e . Deal with 
being teased in 
acceptable ways 
(ignore, walk away , 
and get support from 
an adult) . 
f . accepts not 
being first in a 
game or activity. 
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g. Says "no" in a 
respectable 
manner to things 
he/ she does not 
want to do. 
h. Accept losing 
at a game without 
becoming upset or 
angry. 
i . Deals with 
wmnrng 
appropriately 
(does not tease or 
provoke players who 
d1d not win) . 
j. Accept being 
told "no" without 
becoming upset . 
k. Able to say "I 
don't know" when 
they are unsure. 
2 . 3 Flexibility 
a. Able to make 
mistakes without 
becoming upset or 
angry. 
b. Accept 
consequences of 
his/ her actions/ 
behaviours 
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without becoming 
upset or angry. 
c. Accept 
unexpected 
changes . 
t-
d. Accept 
changes in 
routine. 
e. Continue to try 
when something is 
diff icult . 
2 .4 Problem 
Solving 
a. Claim and 
defend 
possessions 
appropriately. 
b. Identify and 
define problems. 
c . Generate 
solutions. 
d. Carry out 
solut ions by 
negotiating or 
compromising. 
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Life Skills Checklist 
Grade : ___ _ 
Interactions with others 
Follow directions 
_ Learn to be a good listener 
Take turns 
Use manners 
_ Shake hands and greet others 
_ Make eye contact during conversations 
_ Show respect for adults 
Resolve conflicts 
Date : 
_ Understand behavior according to occasion or situation 
_ Able to compromise 
Time Management 
_ Adhere to a daily schedule 
_ Perform tasks with urgency when a timer is set 
_ Learn days of the week and months of the year 
_ Read an analog clock 
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_ Show concern for handing in assignments on time 
_ Use a school planner 
_ Work through a checklist of daily tasks 
_ be consistently on time for class and/ or school activities 
Organizing and De-cluttering 
_ Keep items in proper storage 
_ Keep school binders , books , and desk in neat order 
_ Gather supplies needed for a task 
_ Pick up toys I classroom materials after use 
_ Care for belongings 
Decision-making Skills 
_ Have basic understanding of choices and consequences 
Able to choose between 2 or 3 selections 
Prioritize tasks 
_ respond to peer pressure appropriately 
_ Able to develop pros and cons list when making a dec ision 
Community Living 
_ Know personal information (name, address, age, parent's names) 
_ Read and follow recipes 
_ Understand basic maps and directions 
_ Understand a calendar 
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_ Read and understand prescription labels 
_ Understand directional names (up/down , left/ right) 
_ Know community signs (washrooms , men/ women , stop , hospital) 
_ know key words (danger , po ison , warn ing , caut ion) 
_ Be able to look up informat ion (name and address in a telephone book) 
Additional notes : 
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Life Skills: Food Prep 
Student : ________ _ Date: _ _ ___________ __ 
Prompt Used 
H - hand over hand/ physical 
G- gesture 
V- verbal 
I - independent 
* If able , also record the number of prompts needed (for each prompt used) 
Prompts used Comments 
Skill 
Opens packaging 
Unscrews lids 
Screws lids on 
Pours I iquids 
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Can operate a blender 
Can operate hand-mixer 
Spreads with kn ife 
I 
I 
- -
Makes own lunch 
Gathers ingred ients 
needed 
Gathers utens i ls needed 
Hand washes dishes and 
cutlery (loads and 
unloads dishwasher if 
applicable) 
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Puts away ingredients 
Sweeps floor 
Can set temperature on 
stove/ oven and mon itor 
cooking 
Sets a t imer when 
cook ing food 
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Life Skills: Hygiene 
Student : ________ _ Date : __________ __ 
Prompt Used 
H - hand over hand/ physical 
G- gesture 
V- verbal 
I - independent 
* If able , also record the number of prompts needed (for each prompt used) 
Prompts used Comments 
Skill 
Gets and uses a tissue 
for a runny nose 
Puts tissue in the 
garbage 
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Washes hands after 
tissue use 
Coughs or sneezes into 
tissue or elbow 
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Life Skills: Classroom Arr ival & Departure 
Student : ________ _ Date : ___________ __ 
Prompt Used 
H - hand over hand/ phys ical 
G - gesture 
V - verbal 
I - independent 
* If able , also record the number of prompts needed (for each prompt used) 
Prompts used Comments 
Skill 
Greets (or res ponds to) 
teacher , support staff 
& and peers . 
Unzips/ unbuttons coat 
Takes coat off 
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Hangs coat up 
Removes outside 
footwear 
Puts outside footwear 
away 
Makes way to desk to 
begin school day 
Puts inside footwear on 
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Gets backpack 
Puts suppl ies into 
backpack 
Puts ins ide footwear in 
des ignated locat ion 
Gets coat 
Puts coat on 
Zips/ buttons coat 
Exits the classroom/ 
heads to bus line up or 
designated waiting spot 
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Life Skills: School Responsibilities 
Student: 
------------------
Prompt Used 
H - hand over hand/ physical 
G- gesture 
V- verbal 
I - independent 
Date: 
----------------------
* If able, also record the number of prompts needed (for each prompt used) 
Prompts used Comments 
Skill 
Locates own classroom & 
designated seat 
Locate own locker (if 
applicable) 
Recognizes classmates, 
teacher and any support 
staff 
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Takes books to library 
Locates washroom 
-
Follows bas ic schoo l 
rules (no runn ing in the 
halls , hands to se lf , 
"ins ide vo ice") 
Skill Prompts used Comments 
Cleans up after eating & 
activities, garbage goes 
into garbage 
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Enters and Exits school 
through des ignates 
doors 
Takes care of schoo I 
resources (supplies 
belonging to the school/ 
teacher) 
Can locate the school 
office 
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Life Skills: Shopping 
Student : 
------------------
Prompt Used 
H - hand over hand/ physical 
G - gesture 
V- verbal 
I - independent 
Date: 
----------------------
* If able , also record the number of prompts needed (for each prompt used) 
Prompts used Comments 
Skill 
Collects and pushes cart 
Recognizes item named 
(or pictured on list) 
Puts items in cart 
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Waits in line to pay for 
items 
Places items on turn -
style checkout counter 
or conveyor 
Gives cashier monies 
Skill Prompts used Comments 
Waits for change (if 
applicable) 
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Puts change in wallet 
Transfers items to 
vehicle ( if appl icable) 
Brings items into school 
Puts grocery items away 
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Life Skills: Street Safety 
Student : ________ _ Date: ___________________ __ 
Prompt Used 
H - hand over hand/ physical 
G- gesture 
V- verbal 
I - independent 
* If able , also record the number of prompts needed (for each prompt used) 
Prompts used Comments 
Skill 
Walks on the sidewalk 
Walks on the 
appropriate side of the 
road, facing on-coming 
traffic when no sidewalk 
Uses intersections and 
crosswalks 
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Stops at intersections 
Looks both ways and 
ensures it is safe before 
crossing the street 
Obeys WALK and DO 
NOT WALK signals 
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Life Skills : Tooth Brush ing Hygiene 
Student : ________________ __ Date : 
----------------------
Prompt Used 
H - hand over hand/ physical 
G- gesture 
V- verbal 
I - independent 
* If able, also record the number of prompts needed (for each prompt used) 
Prompts used Comments 
Skill 
Gathers supplies 
Puts toothpaste on brush 
Brushes all teeth 
Spits into sink 
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W ipes mouth and checks 
in mirror to see if mouth/ 
face is clean 
Rinses brush 
Puts supplies away 
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Life Skills : Face Washing 
Student : ________________ __ Date: ____________________ __ 
Prompt Used 
H - hand over hand/ physical 
G- gesture 
V- verbal 
I - independent 
* If able , also record the number of prompts needed (for each prompt used) 
Prompts used Comments 
S kill 
Takes toiletry bag to 
washroom 
Gets appropriate su pp lies 
needed for task out of 
bag 
Turns on water 
Wets face cloth 
Soaps face cloth 
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Washes face with cloth 
Checks to see if face is 
clean in mirror 
Rinses cloth 
Hangs cloth to dry 
Dr ies face and hands 
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Life Skills: 
--------------------------------
Student : ________________ __ Date : ____________________ __ 
Prompt Used 
H - hand over hand/ physical 
G- gesture 
V- verbal 
I - independent 
* If able , also record the number of prompts needed (for each prompt used) 
Prompts used Comments 
Skill 
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Physical Education & Movement Assessment 
Name: __________________________ Date: ________________ _ 
Grade: ___ _ 
Observer: __________________ __ 
Specific Activity : -----------------------
Levels 
1- Seldom/ Rarely 
2- Emerging/ Occasionally 
3- Effective/ Usually 
4- Strong/ Frequently 
5- Outstanding/ Consistent 
Domain: Moving & Doing 
Criteria: 1 2 
Attendance and punctual ity (arr ives to 
class prepared , on t ime and in proper 
att ire) 
Part icipates in a var iety of act ivit ies 
Appl ies developmentally appropriate 
techniques for activities - hand eye 
coord ination 
Applies developmentally appropriate 
techniques for activities - bas ic 
movement skills (run/ jump/ ro ll) 
3 4 5 
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Engages in movement , motor , and athlet ic 
ski ll development act ivit ies -tries his/ 
her best 
Engages in movement , motor , and ath let ic 
sk ill development act ivit ies - is on task 
~-r- f- ~ 
Part icipates in persona l f 1tness acti vities 
- I- - r- - f- -
Works to rema in phys ically act ive 
Works on his/ her hea lth re lated f1 tness 
(card iovascular , strength , f lex ib ili ty , 
muscular endurance) 
Works on his/ her sk il l re lated f itness 
(ag i lity , coord inat ion , speed , power , 
react ion t ime) 
Understanding & Applying 
Criteria: 1 2 3 4 5 
Understands and has the ability to so lve 
movement challenges 
Helps other students (as above) 
Understands and applies game and 
movement concepts - Instructions 
Understands and applies game and 
movement concepts - Follows instructions 
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Understands and app I i es game and 
movement concepts -Uses skills and 
ideas taught in activities 
Understands and applies group dynamics 
and concepts of fair play - contributes to 
the group 
Understands and appl ies group dynamics 
and concepts of fair play - is a team 
player 
Understands and applies group dynamics 
and concepts of fair play- practices 
sportsmanship 
Cooperation & Responsibility 
Criteria: 1 2 
Demonstrates cooperative and socially 
responsible behaviours - cares for 
safety of others 
Demonstrates personal responsibility -
cares for own safety 
Demonstrates leadership -works with 
and includes others during activity 
Demonstrates leadership -considers the 
views of others during games and play 
Demonstrates leadership - lead by 
positive example 
3 4 5 
171 
Additional notes: 
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3 Level Physical Education & Movement Assessment 
Name: Date: 
------------------------
----------------
Grade: ___ _ 
Specific Activity: -----------------------------------
Observer: 
------------------------
Levels 
A I ways/ most always 
Half of the time 
Never/ very seldom 
Domain: Moving & Doing 
Criteria: 
Attendance and punctuality (arrives to 
class prepared, on time and in proper 
attire) 
Part icipates in a variety of act ivities 
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Applies developmentally appropriate 
techniques for activities - hand eye 
coordination 
Applies developmentally appropr iate 
techniques for activit ies - bas ic 
movement skills (run/ jump/ roll) 
Engages in movement , motor , and 
athletic sk ill development act ivit ies -
tries his/ her best 
Engages in movement , motor , and 
athlet ic sk ill development act ivit ies - is 
on task 
Part icipates in personal fitness act ivit ies 
Works to rema in phys ically act ive 
Works on his/ her health related f itness 
(cardiovascular , strength , flexibility , 
muscular endurance) 
Works on his/her skill related fitness 
(agility , coordinat ion , speed, power , 
reaction time) 
Understanding & Applying 
Criteria: 
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Understands and has the ability to 
solve movement challenges 
Helps other students (as above) 
Understands and appl ies game and 
movement concepts - Instructions 
Understands and app li es game and 
movement concepts - Follows 
instructions 
Understands and appl ies game and 
movement concepts -Uses skills and 
ideas taught in activities 
Understands and appl ies group dynam ics 
and concepts of fa ir play - contributes 
to the group 
Understands and appl ies group dynamics 
and concepts of fair play - is a team 
player 
Understands and applies group dynamics 
and concepts of fair play- practices 
sportsmanship 
Cooperation & Responsibility 
Criteria: 
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Demonstrates cooperative and socially 
respons ible behaviours - cares for 
safety of others 
Demonstrates personal respons ibi lity -
cares for own safety 
Demonstrates leadersh ip -works with 
and includes others during activity 
Demonstrates leadersh ip -considers 
the views of others during games and 
play 
Demonstrates leadersh ip - lead by 
positive example 
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Kindergarten Readiness Indicators 
Name: ________________________________________ __ 
Fall Date : ____________ _ 
Winter Date: ---------------------
Spring Date: ____________________ _ 
Observer : ______________________________________ _ 
Express ive and Recept ive Language 
Fall W inter Spring 
Speaks in complete sentences most of the 
time. 
Understands and follows direct ions with at 
least two steps . 
Understands vocabulary related to 
position , direct ion , size and compar ison : 
Like/ different 
Top/ bottom 
First/ last 
Big/ little 
Up/ down 
Makes simple predictions and comments 
about a story being read . 
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Approach to Learning and Cognit ion 
Fall Winter Spring 
Matches two like pictures in a set of 5 
pictures. 
Class if ies (same/ d iffer ent , ali ke/ not 
al ike) obj ects by phys ical f eatur es : 
Shape 
Co lour 
Si ze 
Organ izes obj ects that go together in 
groups. 
Recogn izes cop ies or repeats pattern ing 
sequence. 
Demonstrates the ab ility to correct ly put 
in order or sequence up to three story 
pictures . 
Approach to Learning and Cognition Continued 
Fall W inter Spr ing 
Part ic ipates in repeating a famil iar song , 
poem, finger play and/ or nursery rhyme. 
Retells a simple story after listen ing to a 
story with pictures. 
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Does simp le puzzles (up to 4 pieces). 
Identifies or points to 5 colours. 
Phonological Awareness and Print Knowledge 
Fall W inter Spring 
Recogn izes own name in pr int . 
Po ints to and I or recogn izes letters in 
own name. 
Attempts to wr ite letters in own name. 
Recogn izes fam iliar signs , words and logos 
in the ch ild's env ironment . 
Book awareness: 
Cover and back of book 
Left to r ight order 
Words are read top to bottom 
Book handl ing: 
Holding book right side up 
Beginning I ending 
Identif ies two words that rhyme/ sound 
the same when given rhyming picture 
words. 
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Recognize ten alphabet letter names (may 
include those in own name) by pointing to 
requested letter. 
Matches three letters with the sounds 
they make. 
Uses symbols or drawings to express 
ideas . 
Mathematics 
Fall Winter Spring 
Counts number of objects in a small group 
(up to 5 objects). 
Matches a numeral (0-5) to a group with 
that number of objects . 
Demonstrates an understanding of "adding 
to" and "taking away" using objects up to 5. 
Arranges numerals in order 1-5. 
Identifies I points to 3 shapes: 
Circle 
Square 
Triangle 
Counts in sequence 1- 10. 
Understands concepts of more and less up 
to 5 objects. 
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Social/ Emotional 
Fall Winter Spring 
Identifies self as a boy or girl. 
Knows first and last name. 
Knows parent's names . 
Identifies own age. 
Makes needs known. 
Interacts with other children . 
Demonstrates independence in personal 
care (washing hands , dressing , and 
bathroom use). 
Separates from parents by appearing 
comfortable and secure without parent . 
Physical Development 
Fall Winter Spring 
Uses writing and drawing tools and child-
sized scissors with control and intention. 
Copies figures such as: 
straight line 
circle 
X 
+ 
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Demonstrates gross motor skills : 
Hops 
Jumps 
Runs 
Catches and bounces a ball 
182 
Academic 
Assessment 
Checklists 
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Lowercase Letter Names and Sounds 
Student : ______________________ _ Date : ________________ __ 
Grade: Observer : 
-----
------------------------------------
Letter Letter Name Letter Sound If incorrect, Comments/ 
Y/N Y/N letter given Observations 
a 
m 
t 
s 
I 
f 
d 
r 
0 
9 
I 
h 
u 
c 
184 
b 
n 
k 
v 
e 
w 
J 
p 
y 
X 
q 
z 
Total correct I 26 
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Uppercase Letter Names and Sounds 
Student : Date : ________ _ 
Grade : 
---
Observer : _____________________ __ 
Letter Letter Name Letter Sound I f incorrect , Comments/ 
Y/N Y/N letter given Observations 
A 
M 
T 
s 
I 
F 
D 
R 
0 
G 
L 
H 
u 
c 
B 
N 
K 
186 
v 
E 
w 
J 
p 
y 
X 
Q 
z 
Total correct I 26 
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Sight Words Assessment : Pre-primer Level 
Student: 
-----------------------------------
Grade: __ Observer: 
-----------------------
Word 1st Assessment z nd Assessment 3 rd Assessment 
Date Date 
Date 
a 
and 
away 
big 
blue 
can 
come 
down 
find 
for 
funny 
go 
help 
here 
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I 
rn 
IS 
it 
JUmp 
little 
look 
make 
me 
Word 1st Assessment z nd Assessment 3 rd Assessment 
Date Date 
Date 
my 
not 
one 
play 
red 
189 
run 
said 
see 
the 
three 
to 
two 
up 
we 
where 
yellow 
you 
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Sight Words Assessment: Primer Level 
Student: ________________________ _ Grade: 
--
Observer: __________________________________________ __ 
Word 1st Assessment z nd Assessment 3 rd Assessment 
Date Date Date 
all 
am 
are 
at 
ate 
be 
black 
brown 
but 
came 
did 
do 
eat 
four 
get 
good 
have 
he 
int o 
like 
must 
new 
no 
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Sight Words Assessment: Grade Two 
Student : ____________________ _ Grade: __ 
Observer: 
------------------------------------------
Word 1st Assessment z nd Assessment 3 rd Assessment 
Date Date Date 
always 
around 
because 
been 
before 
best 
both 
buy 
call 
cold 
does 
don't 
fast 
first 
five 
found 
gave 
goes 
green 
its 
made 
many 
off 
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Sight Words Assessment : Grade Three 
Student : ____________________ _ Grade: 
---
Observer: 
------------------------------------------
Word 1st Assessment z nd Assessment 3 rd Assessment 
Date Date Date 
about 
better 
bring 
carry 
clean 
cut 
done 
draw 
drink 
eight 
fall 
far 
full 
got 
g_row 
hold 
hot 
hurt 
if 
keep 
kind 
laugh 
light 
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Academic 
Assessment 
Templates 
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Draw it! Write it! #1 
Student : _____________ _ 
Date: ______________ _ 
TOPIC: 
Draw it! 
Ma1n 1d ea , key words 
Write it ! 
What I learned 
1.  _______________________ _ 
2. ______________________________________ _ 
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Draw it! Write it! # 2 
Student : ______________ Date:---------
TOPIC: ________________________________________________ _ 
Draw it! 
Ma1n idea , key words 
1. 
2. 
3. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
1. 
Write it! 
What I have learned 
2. ------------------------------
3. ------------------------------
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Extra! Extra! Read A II A bout It! 
Student: ___________ _ Date: _________ __ 
News Subject: ____________________ _ 
Summary: 
What is the main idea? 
Who is involved? 
Where did the event, discovery, conflict take place? 
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Extra! Extra! Read All About It! 
Student: ___________ _ Date: __________ __ 
News Subject : ___________________ _ 
Headline:----------------------
Keep these 
questions in 
mind while you 
write your 
summary 
What IS the ma1n 1dea? 
Who IS 1nvolved , affected? 
When d1d 1t happen? 
Where d1d the event , d1scovery , conflict take place? 
Why IS 1t 1mportant? 
Ho w will 1t affect the future? 
Summary : ___________________________ __ 
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Write On! 
Student : _________________________ ___ Date: _________________ _ 
TOPIC: ________________________________________________ __ 
Draw a picture in this box to 
summarize the topic . 
Key Words List : 
• 
• 
• 
Summarize your learning: Use the terms above in the Key Word List to write a 3 sentences 
about the topic. Check off the items as you use them. Then circle the terms in your 
paragraph. 
K-W-L Chart # 1 
Student : ________ _ Date: _____ _ 
TOPIC:------------------
Know Wonder Learn 
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K-W-L Chart# 2 
Student : ________ Date: ____ _ 
TOPIC: 
Know Wonder Learn 
Academic 
Assessment 
Rubrics 
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Sentence Writing Rubric #1 
Student : _____________________________ Date: __________________ __ 
Needs improvement: Many errors Fa ir : Some errors, don't 1nterfere w1th meaning 
Good : Very few errors Excellent : 100% correc t , no err ors 
Needs Fair Good Excellent 
improvement 
Student beg1ns 
sentences & 
names w1th a 
capital letter 
1 2 3 4 
Student ends 
sentences with 
appropr iate 1 2 3 4 
punctuat ion 
Student uses 
spaces between 
words 1 2 3 4 
Student pr ints a 4 
complete 
sentence that 1 2 3 
makes sense 
Student's 
printing is neat 
1 2 3 4 
Student uses 
best guess 
spelling 1 2 3 4 
Total: 
203 
Sentence Writing Rubric #2 
Student : _____________________________ Date : __________________ __ 
Full guidance Some Reminders Independent 
guidance only 
Student beg1ns 
sentences & 
names w1th a 
cap ital letter. 
1 2 3 4 
Student ends 
sentences w1th 
appropr iate 1 2 3 4 
punctuat ion. 
Student uses 
spaces between 
words . 1 2 3 4 
Student pr ints a 
complete 
sentence that 1 2 3 4 
makes sense. 
Student's 
printing is neat . 
1 2 3 4 
Student uses 
best guess 
spelling . 1 2 3 4 
Total : 
Comments: 
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Sentence Writing Rubric #3 
Student : _____________________________ Date: __________________ __ 
Needs Fair Good Excellent 
improvement 
Student is able 
to thtnk of a 
sentence on 
his/her own. 
1 2 3 4 
Student ends 
sentences with 
appropr iate 1 2 3 4 
punctuat ion. 
Student has 
appropr iately 
sized spaces 1 2 3 4 
between words. 
Student pr ints a 4 
complete 
sentence that 1 2 3 
makes sense. 
Student uses 
phonics ski lis to 
sound out words . 1 2 3 4 
Reader is able to 
ident ify words . 
Student is able 
to complete task 
independently. 1 2 3 4 
Total : 
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Sentence Writing Rubric #4 
Student: _____________________________ Date: __________________ __ 
Needs Fair Good Excellent 
improvement 
Student ends 
sentences w1th 
appropr1ate 1 2 3 4 
punctuat1on. 
There are spaces 
between words. 
The space IS not 
too big or sma ll. 
1 2 3 4 
Student pr ints a 4 
complete 
sentence that 1 2 3 
makes sense. 
Student appl ies 
phon ics ski lis to 
sound out words . 1 2 3 4 
Student is able 
to complete task 
independently. 1 2 3 4 
Words of 
sentence match 
picture or topic. 1 2 3 4 
Student uses 
subject I verb 
agreement. (He 1 2 3 4 
walks , I walk) 
Total : 
206 
Rubric Heading I deas 
1 2 3 4 
Novice Apprent ice Approaching mastery Expert 
Encounter Engage Enhance Embrace 
Novice Apprent ice Journeyman Master 
Dirt road Pavement H ighway Yellow brick road 
Hmmmm Needs more Message clear Message glows 
Strike Double Tr iple Home run! 
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Student Self-
Assessments 
208 
Int-ermediat-e St-udent" Se lf - AssessmenT 
Che c klis-t for Group Act-ivi-ty Part-icipa-tion 
StudentName: ___________________ Date: _______________ _ 
Activity:------------------
Whole Class Activity __ _ 
Small Group Activity __ _ 
Group Members ___________________________________ __ 
Think about how well you are working in your group . Place a 
check mark beside the skills you demonstrate in your role . 
___ I listen attentively to others . 
____ I express my think ing clearly and concisely. 
I take turns. 
---
___ I encourage participat ion of all group members . 
_ ___ I show respect for alternat ive po ints of view. 
-----
I can summarize the ideas of others. 
___ I remember significant information. 
___ I can ident ify issues. 
___ I make connections to prior knowl edge and experiences. 
___ I stay on topic . 
___ I take my role as a group member seriously. 
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Primary S-tudenT Self - Assessmen-t Checklis-t for Group 
Ac-tivi-ty Par-ticipa-tion 
Date: Student Name: _______________ _ 
-------
Activity: -----------------------
Whole Class Act ivity __ _ 
Small Group Act ivity __ _ 
Group Members: 
Think about how well you are working in your group . Put a check 
mark beside the sk ill s that are true about you as a group 
member . 
____ I listen to all other group member. 
____ I talk about my thinking clearly. 
___ I wait my turn to talk. 
___ I encourage all of the group members to share ideas. 
___ I show respect for every ones points of view. 
____ I can retell the ideas of others. 
____ I remember important information. 
___ I make connections to prior knowledge and experiences. 
___ I stay on topic . 
___ I take my role as a group member seriously. 
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Learning Goals and Success Criteria for 
(subject / top1c) 
Student: _ __________ _ Date: 
--------
Learning Cr iter ia for Concept How did you Reflections 
Goal Success Understand ing do on and Next 
assessments Steps 
and 
homework? 
©©® 
©©® 
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Classroom Expectations Assessment 
''I Will Remember To" 
Put up my hand 
Stay in my seat to work 
Work qu ietly 
Daily Goal Track ing Tally: 
Student : ___________ _ Date : _____ _ 
I didn't put my hand up I was out of my seat at I was distracting my 
but called out answer work t ime peers and using a loud 
VOICe 
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My Writing Checklist 
Name: __________________ _ Date : ________________ _ 
I remembered a capital letter Yes No 
at the beginning of my 
sentences and proper nouns. 
I used punctuation at the end of Yes No 
all of my sentences . 
I have finger spaces between Yes No 
every word . 
My writing makes sense to me. Yes No 
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My Writ ing Checkl ist 
Name: __________________ _ Date : ________________ _ 
I remembered a capital letter Yes No 
at the beginning of my 
sentences and proper nouns. 
I used punctuation at the end of Yes No 
all of my sentences. 
I have finger spaces between Yes No 
every word . 
My writing makes sense to me. Yes No 
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Student Skill Assessment #1 
Student· 
-----------------------------------------
Date: Grade: 
------------------------
--
Object1ve/ skill/ Nov1ce: I do not Apprent1ce: I need Expert : I understand 
task: know th1s more pract1ce and can teach this to 
someone else 
Student Skill Assessment# 2 
Student: 
-----------------------------------------
Date: 
-------------------------
Grade: 
--
Objective/ skill/ --~ ~ 
" " 
Q Q 
task: 
....-.. ~ ..._.... 
Novice : Apprent ice: Expert : 
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Student SeJf-AsKssment Rubric 
I can do it without mistak~. 
I can h~lp oth~rs. 
I can do it by myself! 
I mak~ littl~ mistak~. 
So~ti~Ms I n~d h~lp. 
I am starting to und~rstand . 
• OVICE: 
I can ~ t do it by my~Jf. 
I don-t und~rstand y~t. 
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Student Observation Sheet # 1 
Student : Date : 
--------------------- ------------------
Teacher : Observer : 
--------------------- --------------
Subject(s) : -----------------------
T ime 
Rating Codes: 
T - on task 
M - motor off task 
V - verbal off task 
P - pass ive off task 
Rating Comments 
Totals: Percents : 
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Student Observation Sheet # 2 
Student: Date: 
-------------------- -----------------
Teacher : Observer : 
---------
Subject/ Class : Activity : ______ _ 
Time begin : Time end : _______ _ 
Time Behaviour/ Action Results 
218 
Quick-Pick 
Formative 
Assessments 
219 
Quick-Pick Formative Assessments 
The following pages contain activities, actions, or tasks that educators can use 
to have students demonstrate their learning and kno wledge. These quick 
formative assessments can be done with a whole class, smal l group, or 
individually. Data on who indicates understanding and who can verbalize 
understanding can be recorded if necessary. 
Thumbs up! Thumbs down! 
Students signal with their thumbs to indicate their level of understanding 
regarding a concept , process, topic, or question. Thumbs up - I am confident 
that I understand and can explain this . Thumbs sideways - I am not fully sure 
that I understand this . Thumbs down - I am confused or do not understand 
this. 
Sticky Note Summaries 
Students are given a sticky note (or small piece of paper) to write a mini 
summary on a topic or record their answer to a question, define a vocabulary 
word, or work out an arithmetic pr oblem. As an adaptation , students may be 
able to draw an image rather than write their answer. 
Wacky Webs 
Have students create t hei r own web with the main topic in the center and 
points surrounding it, or use a template graphic organizer to showcase their 
knowledge about a topic . 
Student - Teacher Conferences 
One on one conversation with a student to check level of understanding and 
clear up misconceptions or guide future teaching/ learning focus . This 
conference may include specific questions and a checklist to track data. 
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Exit Ticket 
A written (or verbal response) to a question , or questions given at the end of a 
lesson or at the end of the day on the way out the door . These tickets give a 
snapshot of what students know about a topic. Since these happen at the end 
of a lesson or the end of the day feedback is not immediate and the data 
collected may indicate a need for re-teaching . 
Journal Entry 
Students record their thoughts and understanding on a topic, lesson, or 
concept in a journal. Teacher reviews student wr iti ng to check for levels of 
understanding . 
ABC Summaries 
Students are assigned a letter of the alphabet and must select a word starting 
with that letter that is related to the top ic or theme being studied . 
Rotating Review 
Divide the class into two groups (A and B) , have the students in each group 
partnered with a peer from the other group (AB). The pair will work with each 
other for a short time so have them configured so they can easily move to the 
next partner (lined up across from each other , at a desk, small circle inside 
bigger circle, etc) . Each pa ir of facing students will quiz their partners with a 
few questions they have wr itten on a given topic or theme. After a given time , 
the predetermined A or B partners move to a new partner and repeat the 'quiz' 
process . * Note: the students need to have the correct answers to each 
question they ask to lessen the chance of misinformat ion being passed along . 
As an alternate assessment, have students parrot or paraphrase correct 
answers back to their peer to deepen the understanding. 
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Game Show Review 
Pose a question or problem or spelling word (or ask for a definition) to the class 
or small group and have them write their answers on mini white boards or chalk 
boards, then turn the boards to the teacher for evaluation. This allows the 
educator to make quick checks of knowledge, take quick notes or give 
immediate feedback to each student . Students can also have more than one 
chance to get the answer correct . 
Group Game Show Review 
Create teams and pose a question , problem , spelling word, or vocabulary 
definition. A llow students to discuss response as a group, then one 
representative from the group (which changes after each turn) gets to present 
an answer. Correct answers get 1 point, incorrect answers allow the other team 
to 'steal' the question and have a chance to give a correct answer for a point . 
T hink- Pair - Share 
Pose a question to students and allow enough time to think about it then have 
them discuss ideas or answers with a partner, then share with a larger group , 
another pairing or the whole class. 
Ponder & Pass 
Tell students the topic of an upcoming unit , and then pass a note pad or sticky 
note to each student in the class . Challenge each student to do one (or more) 
of the following : 
My background and experience (connection) to th is topic is ... 
In relation to t his topic, I want to learn spec if ically about ... 
My feelings about his topic are ... 
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Multi Assessment Folder 
D 
Front 
A 
6 
back 
For multiple choice answers 1, 2, 3, or 4 Agree or disagree 
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True or false 
c 
Red light- I 'm stuck 
Yellow light- I think I have it , but please come check 
Green I ight - I 've got it! 
*Students can simply point to their choice with a finger or use a clothes pin to clip 
to the paper 'pointing ' to their choice. 
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Adaptations and Accommodations Checklist 
Student : __________________________________________________ _ 
Age : _____ _ Grade: 
-----
Teacher(s) : ------------------------
Adaptations for Presentation of Subject Matter 
Before the Lesson 
__ Introduce new vocabulary prior to lesson (provide glossary of terms , visual 
aids , charts , Word Walls , etc .) 
__ Provide an overv iew of content at the beginning of lesson 
__ Discuss expected learning at the beginning of lesson 
__ Check to see if student's need help getting started 
__ Ass ign a buddy to help student get started , or when needed 
__ A llow student to use a mini wh iteboard/ sticky note to make a checklist of 
steps to check off in order to complete tasks or assignments 
__ Teach/ re-teach student how to get help (ask a peer when appropriate, use 
help sign, put hand up, refer back to instructions , etc .) 
__ Begin teaching at a level that ensure success for student , then gradually 
increase difficulty 
__ Review previous essential works 
__ Pre-teach important vocabu lary 
__ Provide model of finished product 
During the Lesson 
__ Promote student engagement by actively involving st udent , asking 
questions, breaking up the lesson with partner shar ing , d iscussion, or 
structured response 
__ Chunk the information into steps , monitor student comprehension often 
__ Use visual, auditory, oral , physical or prox imity clues (multisensory) during 
lesson 
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__ Record important ideas on chart paper or whiteboard . Use different 
coloured markers for emphas is 
__ Provide graph ic organ izers for note- tak ing 
__ Provide a copy of lesson notes 
__ Demonstrate note-tak ing strateg ies 
__ Allow t ime for process ing informat ion and concepts 
__ Introduce one concept at a t ime 
__ M inimize the number of instruct ions, use simple language/ directives 
__ Duplicate wr itten instruct ions 
__ Emphas ize visual presentat ion to complement wr itten instruction 
Provide a reader to read instruct ions 
--
__ Provide close mon itor ing/feedback 
__ Provide cross -age/peer ass istance 
__ Provide learn ing mater ials at student's level of comprehension 
__ Prov ide organ izers for note- tak ing or highl ight important information in 
text 
__ Provide outl ine to be completed as ass ignment framework 
_ _ Model -prompt -practice 
__ Opportun ity for rehearsal 
__ Provide tapes of instruct ion for rev iew 
__ Tape lecture or allow student to tape 
__ Reduce language or reading level 
__ Use alternative text 
__ Peer reading activities 
__ Teacher reads to group 
Have class note taker 
--
__ Use graphic organizers 
__ Actively monitor seat work 
__ Computer ass isted instruction 
__ Provide reader support to read texts 
__ Use manipulatives 
__ Use direct instruction strategies 
__ Use of visual cues/cards to aid memory/recall 
__ Avoid ask ing student to read out loud 
__ Co-operat ive buddy 
__ Vary activity levels 
__ provide high contrast markers on wh iteboard (avoid colour); use 
wh iteboard instead of chalkboard 
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__ Verbalize written content as notes are presented on the board or using 
med ia devises e.g. Smartboard , projector 
__ Use flow charts , concept mapp ing , and other visual teaching processes 
__ Allow for frequent movement breaks dur ing instruction 
After the Lesson 
__ Repeat , paraphrase , summar ize ma in po ints/ vocabulary of lesson 
__ Have students repeat , paraphrase , summar ize ma in po ints/ vocabulary of 
lesson (as a who le group , or in pa ir s or sma ll groups) 
__ Give students a summary of important informat ion from the lesson with 
blanks to be f i lled in. 
__ Use cooperat ive learn ing strateg ies such as think-pair -share or jigsaw for 
rev1ew 
__ Have students wr ite down key concepts (in po int fo r m) that was included in 
the lesson 
__ Meet one-on-one with students who have quest ions/ do not fully 
understand lesson 
_ _ Provide ass ignments in alternate format 
Embed rewards into act ivit ies 
--
__ Provide incent ives for beg inn ing and complet ing acti vit ies and ass ignments 
Adaptations for Assignments 
__ Provide examples for students to refer to 
_ _ Grade responses separate from content and mechan ics 
__ Adjust length of classroom assignments 
__ Allow add itional time for assignments 
__ Use alternate assignments that do not requ ire wr it ing 
__ Directions in small distinct steps 
__ Post daily assignments with due dates 
__ Reduce paper and pencil tasks 
__ Tape directions for student 
__ Allow recorded assignments 
__ Offer Alternative Assignment 
__ Avoid peer editing correcting 
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__ Avoid penalizing for spelling and/or penmanship 
__ Marked assignments - remarks or comments should be accessible; use 
tactile or 'scented' stickers in place of a stamp or check mark 
__ Allow written responses to be printed in a size and spacing that is 
comfortable for the student , as long as it leg ible and neat 
__ Support to establ ish pr iority checklist for assignments 
__ Allow student to use a computer or voice recording device to provide 
answers to ass ignments 
__ Provide immed iate feedback on all ass ignments 
Adaptations t o Environment 
__ Alternate seat ing arrangement to reduce distract ion 
__ Independent study/Self -d irected learn ing 
__ Provide compact curriculum to enable spec ial focus on spec ial unit of study 
or theme 
__ Provide instruct ion in small group sett ing 
__ Provide program in alternate setting 
__ Ut ilize fast tracking/early complet ion 
__ Seat for staff proximity 
__ Provide second desk to allow movement 
__ Seat by appropriate peer models 
Provide structured rout ine 
--
__ Def ine areas concretely 
__ Allow for partial participation 
__ Allow for easy access to necessary equ ipment 
__ Provide seat I desk appropriate for meeting needs 
__ Seat in prox imity to teacher/ support staf f 
Adaptat ions to Materials 
__ Use a scribe to assist with wr iting 
__ Allow headphones/earplugs to improve t ime on task 
__ Allow student to use the "access ibi lity options" that are commonly found 
in word processor programs 
__ Each student to use word predict ion with word abbreviation software 
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__ Provide access to print materials through tapes, on CD-ROM , the 
web/Internet 
__ Provide computer software writing aids 
__ Provide talking calculators or on -screen calculator programs 
__ Provide videotaped lessons/tutorials 
__ Teach student to use outlining/planning software to assist with organizing 
__ Teach student to use personal data managers , handheld calendars or 
planners 
__ Use a scanner to enter text into word processo r format 
__ Use a spreadsheet program to assist with calculations 
__ Use books on tape 
Use calculator 
--
__ Use headphones to reduce distractions 
__ Use of audio tape recorder to provide instructions on tasks 
__ Use of audio tape to record assignment material and responses 
__ Use spell -checking programs 
__ Use technology to reduce mobility/motor challenges 
__ Use text to speech, speech synthesizer, and screen readers 
__ Student use word prediction software program to ass ist wr it ing 
assignments 
__ Use word processor to assist with writing 
__ Highlight text 
__ Keep supplies needed for each class within that classroom if student 
required to switch rooms for additional classes 
__ Type teacher materials 
__ Use large pr int , illustrations , colour 
__ Study guides 
__ Colour coded notebooks 
--
One notebook or binder with d ividers 
--
Limited number of items in or around desk 
--
Home set of texts 
__ Enlarged worksheets 
--
Use soc ial stories 
__ Use alternate paper : bold dark- lined , raised lined , bold or larger graph 
paper 
__ Use tact ile models or real it ems f or concept building, rather than 
diagrams 
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__ HB3 dark lead pencils, fine tip washable felt pens, erasable pens , good 
contrasting writing utensils 
__ Use real coinage when teaching money identification 
__ Provide accessible time source when teaching time 
__ Allow students to use cue cards with steps for working through activit ies 
Adaptations for Test ing 
__ Allow student response on test to be recorded on audio/video tape 
__ Allow student to respond to test questions using speech-to - text software 
__ Allow support from reader 
__ Allow support from scribe 
__ Allow use of assistive technology 
__ Provide separate setting to allow for alternate test taking 
__ Provide separate setting to reduce distraction(s) 
__ Provide supervised breaks 
__ Provide tests on audio tape 
Use oral answers 
--
__ Use oral questions 
Test take before or after school 
--
__ Shortened length of testing 
Divide test into sections 
--
__ Offer pre- tests 
__ Use clear simple language in instructions 
__ Use of personal technology 
__ Allow student to practice using adaptat ions before actual/fina l test 
--
A II ow the use of cue cards 
__ Pre-teach test ing skills 
__ Provide add itional time to complete tests 
--
Provide cues or mnemon ic devices 
__ Provide open book testing 
__ Provide oral testing, when appropriate 
__ Provide sample or pract ice test ing 
__ Provide written tests in large print , scr een reader, or audiotape 
__ Reduce the number of test quest ions on same outcome 
__ Vary the type and structure of the t est to meet 
__ Avoid using scantron or "bubble" styl e answer sheets 
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__ Make use of adaptive technologies available to the student for testing 
purposes 
__ Provide true/ false tests 
__ Provide multiple choice tests 
__ Allow for open book tests 
__ Underline or highlight important words in directions 
__ Put the easiest questions f irst , gradually increase difficulty of questions 
__ Use symbols on the tests that help students follow directions (arrows, 
stop signs , stars for important items) 
Adaptations for Transition Times 
__ Prepare students for trans it ions 
__ Provide a list of , or d iscuss several t imes behavioural expectations 
__ Have students gather all supplies needed before t r ans it ion occurs 
__ Use visual timers (to prompt for upcoming trans it ions , and time left 
during transit ions) 
__ Include music or sound support during trans it ion , when mus ic stops, 
transit ion is over 
Use visual schedules 
--
Adaptations for Self-Management 
__ Encourage meta-cognitive strategies 
__ Use se lf -monitor ing procedures in class 
__ Use daily schedules 
__ Have open dialogue about disab i lity 
__ Teach test taking strategies 
__ Provide accessible visual schedules 
--
"Take a break" cards for student to ind icate when he/she needs a break 
__ Create private cues and prompts with student 
__ Allow the use of fidget items (when used accord ing to expectations) 
__ Use agenda to record assignments/ dates/ t hings to remember 
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Adaptat ions for Social I nteraction Supports 
__ Use penpal 
__ Provide explanations of nonverbal/gestural communication (e.g. Interpret 
why everyone is laughing) Explain nuances of facial communication and body 
position during communication 
__ Create Social Skills group for practicing social situations and providing 
opportunities for authentic socialization 
Vision 
__ increase contrast markings 
__ Provide preferential or adapted locker/cubby 
__ Promote use of low vision aides and adapted mater ials 
__ Enlarge worksheets/ tests/ paper work 
__ Allow student to move to a location they can better see from 
__ Request a Functional Vision assessment from Teacher for Visually 
Impaired to find out student preferences, font , size of print &/or paper colour 
Hear ing 
__ Have FM system installed in the room 
__ Use visuals to support instruction 
__ Use closed captioning when playing visuals 
__ Give directions orally and in writing 
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hapter 6: onclu ion 
hapter 1 intr due d the c n e t f m pr J t al ng with the need [! r a 
c mpr h n i a 
e cepti nalitie in 
1 that n be u d t det Imine th pr gre f tudent with 
public ch hapt r 2 r viewed the cun nt literature relat d to 
a ment f tud nt ith alt rnati e 1 arning need , including the meth ds of a e sment 
u ed in ch 1 ar und th w rld . In hapt r , the re earch method conducted to 
d t rmine what 1 ca l edu at r want in t nn of an a e ment t 1 were de cribed and 
di u ed. hapter 4 pre ented the re ult fr m my findings based on the c nt nt analysis of 
colleague conver ati n . In hapter 5 I pre ented the handbook, including information on 
a se ing tudent with e cepti naliti s, a we ll a a number of a ses ment relevant to 
academic, functional skill , and behavioural development. In thi chapter, I provide a brief 
overvi ew of the study followed by recommendation ba ed on the study research and 
subsequent handbook ' contribution to scholarly knowledge. Thi chapter also includes a 
di scussion on limitations, as well as a section on implications fo r educator . The chapter 
concludes with suggestions for area of future re earch. 
Overview of the Study 
The purpose of the study was to determine what BC educators would fi nd useful in 
relation to alternative assessments for students with diverse learning need . As a Special 
Education teacher, I spend a great deal of time with teachers each year helping to plan and 
implement progra1mning for students with exceptionalities. Determining a starting point 
involves uncovering student competency levels and finding a baseline for each student at the 
beginning of the school year. Because of the diverse learning need of the tudent in my 
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ch 1 di trict th que ti n dri mg m re ear h wa : What d ducat r requ1r 
th 1 arrung n d f tud nt ith c pti nalitie Thi re arch 
anal zing 200 ducati na1 te t egm ent , and taking pa1i in impr mptu c nv r ati n with 
41 ducat r about tudent a ment. ft r the pr c of rec rding, c ding and anal yzing 
th data , £ ur th m were reat d, hi h a t d a th £ undation for the alt mative 
a e ment handb k 1 cr ated. 
Recomm endation 
A e sment is u ed by educat r t track tudent learning and ability. There are an 
array of tudent abi1itie ; there[! re, alternati ve a e ment re ource are necessary to inform 
teach r of all tudent progre . tudent with alternative learning need requrre 
a se ments that are pecific to their learning ty les, and may vary from tandard as e sment 
tool . Thi i where my as e ment handbook will come in handy; having a comprehensive 
resource that covers a wide range of evaluation topic will ease the as e ment load on 
teachers. 
The recommendations that I have for this handbook are that it be useful and freely 
shared with educators. The templates are not student-specific and can be used fo r typica l 
students as well as learners with various exceptionalities. I suggest that educator who use 
this book fmd assessments that they like, and make them components of their eva luation 
repertoire, or utilize the templates within the handbook as a guide to formulate their own 
assessments. 
The chool district where this study took place has the capacity to support educator 
who voiced concem over a lack of alternative assessment resources. Some sugge tions to 
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uppOii du at r in the que t f1 r alt rnati a m nt re ur e creation and d v 1 pn1ent 
includ : (a) 1 cal chairper n r minding t a hing taff f the di tri t Ment rship pr gram 
wh re taff can appl f1 r funding t me t with th r ducator , and di cu , or creat 
alternati e a ment, (b) th h 1 di trict admini trati n pr viding r lea time for 
re ur e per onnel t engage in w ekly c llaborati e pr ce e , within th 1r wn ch o1 , or 
with c lleagu from ther h 1 and ( ) the admini trati n u ing fund to c nnect 
ducat r withe pe11 fr m ut- f-di trict during profe i nal development day . 
Refl ection 
Th participant of thi tudy, and ub quent comments, intere ts, and xpcnences 
repre ent a mall ample of public cho 1 educa t r , from one school di tri ct in Briti h 
Columbia. More female (n=3 7) than male (n=4) educators participated in thi research. In 
relation to the educator I con ulted, I would have preferred to peak with additional mal e 
educator , as their per pective on alternative as essments might have been different than the 
majority of female contributors I spoke to . If I were to conduct future research in thi area, I 
would make a concerted effort to seek out, and interview more male educators in order to 
have an equal male-to-female contributor's ratio . 
The number of educators contacted during the research pmiion of this tudy was 41 . 
Thinking more globally, and considering the number of educators in BC, 41 is a very small 
sample of the population. I suspect that consulting a larger number of educators, from 
across the province of British Columbia might have gave my findings more weight; 
however, I believe that the four themes I uncovered in my sma ll study were adequate as a 
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£ undati n £ r my handbo k. lth ugh I am plea d with th re ult of th tudy and my 
handb k additi nal r arch may pr id upplem ntary id a . 
Wh n re iewing the literatur n alternati e a e ment pti n , much of the 
r arch a merican and pertained t n nnati , tandardized te ting. The lack of 
anadian tudi and re earch r lated t th a e m nt of tud nt with exceptionalitie 
wa di app inting. The lack f anadian r ar h tudi e ba ed on tudent with alternative 
learning and a e m nt need , upports the ra ti nale [! r thi re earch pr j ect. 
Implication 
It i my de ire that the t ol within the handb ok will become part of teacher ' 
evaluation repertoire , and allow them to get a better picture of what the tudents they are 
as e ing can or cannot do. I also hope that by using the e tools, educators can be more 
successful at tracking IEP goals, and writing goal progre s reports, which can be a confus ing 
process when the student i new to the classroom. It is my goal to have thi s handbook 
available for educators in my school district who are looking fo r a quick-reference, 
alternative assessment resource. 
I believe that my assessment handbook addre ses some of the concerns that 
educators have in determining what students with exceptionalities know, and can do 
independently. First of all , my handbook gives educators choice in the as e sment they can 
use to evaluate student learning. There are a number of assessments to use in relation to 
tracking academic profi ciencies, functional life skills, and behaviour. Once educators know 
what domain areas they want to assess, there are many assessments to choose from to help 
them discover students' ability levels. 
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c ndly, th handb k i 
altered t m et p cific educat r need. In man in lance th a e m nt within the 
handb k can al b u ed a a guid o ducat r can crea te their wn tud nt- p cific 
a m nt fr m th th y ee in the bo k. Th table of content i clearly writt n, and th 
m nt template wi thin ar ea y t fill ut. I u p t that duca t r wh d n t have a 
1 t f e pe1ience with l eating r crea ting a e ment D r tud ent with exceptionalitie , 
will find th e aluati n pr c difficult and at time o rwhelming and the availability of 
thi c mprehen ive r ur e wi ll be appreciated . I predict that the avai labi lity of an 
alternative a e ment re ource will allow educator to a e s the growth and development 
of a wide variety of tudent in their la r m . 
Consideration s for Future Resea rch 
The research conducted in thi study expand on prevwu research related to 
alternative assessment option for educator . In the event that future research i conducted 
in this area of study, some consideration for future research might include: (a) increasing 
the number of data sources by contacting more educators from a larger sample of the 
provincial population (b) employing a different approach to data collection by conducting 
face-to-face interviews, or questionnaires, and (c) collecting data from a more gender-
balanced population. Future considerations might also include re-interviewing educators 
after they have used some of the alternative asse sment tools within the handbook. The 
purpose could be to determine which tool s were most useful, or other ar a of need . 
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ontribution to Knowled e 
The re ult f thi tudy h w that edu at r fr m my hool di trict requir 
altemativ a m nt pti n and t that m et th need f a ari ty f tud nt . 
Infi rmation from th tud c uld b u d by ch 1 di trict admini tra ti n t upp rt their 
edu ati nal taff through upp rting ch 1-ba ed team inqu iry pr ject , pr fe i nal 
de el pm nt focu gr up , r a ~ undati n fi r di trict Pr fi i nal earning ommunity 
(PL ) rganiza tion . 
b n fit of thi tudy wa c llating the data t determine educator need . From a 
p r onal per pective, a a re ult of the re earch I c nducted, I have developed a better 
under tanding of what educator need to be t erve the diver e tudents they teach. Thi 
knowledge, and the ub equent handbook I crea ted, ha allowed me to take infotmati on 
from an abundance of ource and create a meaningful , and useful re ource that will benefit 
me, my colleagues, and the exceptional tudents of the schoo l district in which I work. The 
process of creating this proj ect allowed me to draw together ideas and info rmati on to 
develop an assessment tool that can be used by any educator. Working through thi project 
has allowed me to take ideas from others, and locate or create too ls that my colleagues 
would find useful. I have enjoyed developing a resource that meets the needs of a variety of 
educators. I have found personal value in creating something that benefit me a a pecial 
Education teacher, and something tangible that I can give to the staff I work with to a i t 
them with tracking and deten11ining student progress. 
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ppendi ample of Recorded Data and Initial Pha e of oding 
" lternativ a ment pr 
to cr at an ace untability 
all tud nt . The alten1ate a 
additi nal t ol to drive impr 
id the opp rtuni ty 
tern that in lud 
'' if:G rentiated a e ment i a c ntinu al proce 
thr ugh whi h teacher ga th r data beD re, 
during, and after in tructi n fr m multiple 
urce t identi fy l arner ' need and trength " 
"The proce fa m nt can be een a a way 
of de cribing or defining peop1 - about telling 
a p r on tory in t nn of what they can do 
and how they do it" 
" tool that are time con uming, like a check-Ii t" 
"show parents a snap hot of their learner, I need 
something that proves how they are doing" 
"Photocopiable, something I can reuse" 
" looks the same as the assessments I use for 
the other tudents, but specific to the students 
I am looking at" 
"something I can show the student that tracks 
their behaviour, a vi ual support o the student 
can see where they are struggling or how many 
times they display behaviour" 
pr m t inclu 1on 
ongomg 
proof 
quick 
proof 
multi-u e 
student -specific 
visual 
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Targeted treatment 
Multiple data ourc s 
ppendi B ample of olour oded Data 
Comparable opportunities 
Oh l'n ~ltil)ns lH' r ·aluation data 
Ob crvation - authentic 
Pn·-assrs\IH(.'I1 t 
p {'-3S"i(',Sflll'llf 
snapshot 
Reference tool 
Task analy i 
t.•arl~ dt•ftction 
classif~ IH'l'ds 
.J HJ~t mas u ~ ( a<.·curac~) 
quick 
quick 
eas~ 
e\'idence/ proof of earning 
goa 1-\pt'tt fi<.· 
easy 
easy 
adaptable 
cas~ 
Real-world activities 
multi-use 
easy 
q uick 
visual 
visual 
diver se 
Meaningful ta k 
~tudt·n~ atnli1~ 
ti t 1 , 1 
l p )I 
l\] ultipft•-stt•p fWOCt'SS 
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Targeted treatment 
Multiple data ource 
ppendi B ample of olour oded Data 
( omparahle oppnr·tunitie' 
\l,·.tntn:_!lul ·'''t ""'' nh 
( Hhtl' .ICIIIII' ,, ,ft 111.111\ .llld lilt .Hllll:..!flll 
st1on ·' 1 1 stu' 1m d. t. 
Oh~er·vations - authentic 
I I 
p, 1.: ·' 
p, ' 
"napshot 
111 nt 
111 I t 
Reference tool 
Task anal~ ~o,is 
quil'k 
q uil'k 
ta'~ 
II 
C\ idtn<.·e/ proof of earning 
om I p l·fic 
ca'' 
l'HS\ 
adaptahle 
<.'a' 
Real-\\ orld acth itics 
multi-usc 
tas~ 
quick 
visual 
'isual 
diverse 
Meaningful tasks 
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